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HIGH QUALITY MAJOR REPAIRS: Glass fibre and
wood gliders.
TOST: Wheels. tyres, weak links and release hooks.
DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene
products. specialist paints on request.
INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter agents - most
other makes available.
MATERIALS: For all your repair and re-build needs:
GLl birch ply, German steel tube, glass cloth and
ceconite.

London Sailplanes

Limited

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING

Tring Road. Dunslable, Beds LU6 2JP
Tel: (0582) 662068 • Fa;x: (0582) 606568

COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES
SERVICE: All items competitively priced, same day
despatch.

Open Monday Saturday
9am to 6pm

NEED TO HIRE? PLEASE CONTACT US FOR DETAILS
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BEST FACILITIES
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7 day a week flying
superb thermal soaring
year-round hill soaring
modern all glass fleet
choice of winch or aerotow

Write, phone, fax or use coupon to

BEST TRAINING

get details of the programme that's

AB INITIO

right for you :

Instruction 7 days a week For
Members. Holiday Courses, Trial
Lessons.

The London Gliding Club,
Dunstable Downs, Tring Road,
Bedfordshire l:U6 2JP

POST SOLO

Tel: 0582 663419
Fax: 0582 665744

Bronze C Ground School (training
for written exams).Bronze C
Complete (Flying & Theory).

/

''
''
'
'

/

/

in-house weather forecasting
cross-country tasks &
briefings every day in season
heated accommodation
caravan and camping sites
bar - restaurant

/

CROSS COUNTRY

/
/
/

Preparing Cross Country Met
(Ground School). Cross Country
Theory (Ground School). Field
Landing Training . Bronze to Silver
(Basic cross-country). Advanced Cross
Country Techniques.BGA Soaring
Courses.
INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

/
/

,"

/

'

To:

,,' ' The London
,'' Gliding Club,
/, Dunstable Downs,
,,'' Tring Road,
, / Bedfordshire LU6 2JP

,,/'

Tel: 0582 663419

AEI Courses. Assistant Rating
/,
Fax: 0582 665744
Please
send me more information . I'm
.
C
'
Courses. CompIe t1on ourses. ,''
Full Rating Preparation.
/'
interested in: M embership 0
,/

DUNSTABLE REGIONALS (NEU YEARI}
19th - 21th August 1995
For more infonnation write or phone:
Mory Croig, Dune/m, Moot Lone, PrestwooJ,
Great Missemlen, Bucks, HP16 981
Tel: 0494 864703
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ROGER TARGETT
FOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

ROGERTARGEIT
Sailplane Services
'Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Nr. Stonehouse
Gloucestershire GL 10 3TX
Tel: Workshop (0453) 860861
Home (0453) 860447
(Portable (0850) 769060

Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service in:
All glass , carbon and kevlar repairs

*
* Wood and Metal repairs
* All modifications
* Motor Glider engine approval
* C of A Renewals
* General Maintenance

(including re-finishing and wax polishing)

The Oroopsnoot and the
GT2000 come fully fitted
Solo Rigging, Trestles
and Solo Tow Out
Rigging

AMF ENTERPRISES • Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks.

V
;HOHAs

~

• Tei/Fax 0488 72224

Pop-Top Glider PHots Parachute
•
•
•

•
~ •
•
•

State of the art in emergency parachutes
The Pop-Top. External seated pilotchute providing the fastest possible deployment.
Fully encased risers resulting in a snag free parachute container system.
Steerable parachutes in a range of sizes to suit all sizes of pilots.
Soft, slim line design for the ultimate in comfort
British built, quality assured to BS 5750
Reliability , comfort and efficiency when it matters

THOMAS Sports Equipment Limited
Lofty's Loft· Pinfold Lane • Bridlington ·North Humberside • Y016 5XS • Tel : 0262 678299
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ANGLO-POLISH SAILPLANES
THE BEST RANGE OF SAILPLANES YOU CAN BUY

Sailpla ne design is always a co mpromise; most modern Standard Class gliders seem to go very
well at high speed, but need vertical windlets added to climb well in weak thermal·s. With an
empty weight well below 500ibs the SZD 55 climbs much better than the rest without needing any
modificatio n. To leave the others standing at high speeds- just add water.
Water is cheaper!
Want confi rmation? Look at the results. 1992 Standard Class National Championships- SZD 55
First, other types also competed. Available for 1994 competition season .
Also availa ble for early delivery the Puchacz Two-Seater and Junior. The best value- the only
affordable Glass-Fibre club gliders. The highest utilised gliders on any club fleet.
Still going strong the Jantar Std 3. Performance at a low price.
Now available the SK-94 Parachute at £465+VAT the best price anywhere.

Write to Anglo Polish Sailplanes, Wycom&e Air Park, Booker, Marlow, Bucks.
Telephone 0628 39690 or Chris Rollings 0494 45 0 J97 (Mobile: 0836 277322}
for demons trations or more information
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YOUR LETTERS===========
LET'S BE COURTEOUS ON THE AIR
Dear Editor,
On the afternoon of Saturday, June 11, an air
traffic controller from RAF Lyneham broadcast
a warning on 130.40 about the air show at
Wroughton and the imminent display by the
Red Arrows. The message was clear. unambiguous and, above all. useful.
He was met with a reply from an anonymous
station which was arrogant and completely out
of order and which did absolutely nothing for
the gliding movement.
Surely any station should be encouraged to
transmit information concerning safety matters
regardless of whether they are "intruding" on
"our frequencies" or not.
FREDRIC (TONY) BOYCE, Woodstock, Oxon

BGA TP LIST ACCURACY
Dear Editor,
The Arm-Chair Pilot's article in the June
issue, p155, highlighted the apparent accuracy
of the lat and long references given for turning
points in the BGA list. it seems to me the BGA
is stretching things a bit far and that it is both
unnecessary and misleading to quote positions
to the nearest .001min or to amend the list to
make changes to the last figure. I should have
thought that if the position of a TP was known
to within 20m (about a wing span) and the total
length of a task declaration to within 50 m , few
pilots would think they had anything to grumble
about. Lat and long to the nearest .01 m in
(±1 Om) would give better accuracy than that.
This kind of accuracy is about the best you
can hope to get from the 1 :50 000 OS map.
Although it is possible to read off a reference to
the equivalent of the nearest 1Om, which
implies within ±5m, it is very doubtful if the
plotting on the map warrants it. Most of the
features we use as TPs are represented
symbolically and are not intended for such
close scrutiny. For example roads are represented by lines of arbitrary widths and do not
follow all the wriggles of the real thing, so
junctions and roundabouts are not placed
absolutely precisely. These mapping errors
make the third place of decimals in the lat and
long minutes meaningless and rnake any
rounding errors in the conversion between
National Grid and lat and long insignificant.
I suppose that there may not be too much
harm in showing a spurious last figure as long
as no one relies on it when it matters. But it
does seem a pity after all lan Strachan's very
effective hard work in turning the idea of a TP
list into such a useful and comprehensive
actual document that he should have his time
wasted In massaging meaningless numbers
and making unnecessary amendments.
KEN BROWN, Bristol
lan Strachan, BGA TP co-ordinator, replies:
Ken Brown has made a typically thoughtful
contribution and I would like to thank him for
helping to set the format of the BGA TP data in
the first place, and for helping me with various
aspects of TP geometry, mapping and mathematical aspects in general. However, when the
BGA TP system started I was noting grid
references only to one decimal place. I quickly
realised that with no more effort, using a
October/November 1994

magnifying glass, I could make a good stab at
reading them to the second decimal place. So
why not? Most, if not all, points are the centre
of some feature so Ken's quite correct remarks
on symbolic width of line features do not
necessarily translate into inaccuracies when
points such as the middle of road junctions are
read as grid references. Then , some years later
when we had proper programmes for conversion to tat/long from grid, we decided in the
BGA list to quote to one decimal place more
than the original readings rather than one less;
after all, once you have a computer conversion
it comes out to an infinite number of places and
so you have to draw the line somewhere!
In any case, I was taught that you only
rounded at the end of a calculation so if we are
quoting figures to an unwarranted number of
decimal places, at least this is better than the
reverse. And the final calculation might be your
marginal 500km! My personal experience with
a well locked-on GPS is that the BGA TP
figures are pretty accurate when used in
conjunction with the correct geodetic datum
which is, of course, OSGB 36. And, finally ,
mapping is getting better all the time and any
inaccuracies of plotting are constantly being
improved by the OS who are nothing if not
perfectionists. Eventually all map lat/long and
kilometre grids may change to a world geodetic
datum such as WGS 84 (and successor systems) and maps will be produced to an international standard; essential if GPS is to be used
internationally as a landing aid and a useful
spin-off for standardisation of data for gliding
TPsl The OS has published informational paper
1/94 on "Global Positioning Systems and OS
Maps" and any mapping nutter can get a copy
from the OS direct or by writing to me with 38p
in stamps and an address sticker for the return.

BGAINSTRUCTORS'MANUAL
Dear Editor,
No one who reads the new BGA
Instructors' Manual and follows it with a rereading of the old one could fail to notice that
much of the new was lifted straight out of the
old (and a jolly good th ing too, I say).
What a great pity then that the credits give
not a mention to Anne and Lorne Welch, who
with brilliant foresight so long ago l'aid such
solid foundations for the present training
programme. This is a grave omission that I
hope will be rectified at the earliest opportunity.
KEI TH NURCOMBE, Rugby
Dick Dixon, chairman of the BGA
Instructors' Committee, replies: Keith is, of
course, absolutely correct and I am more than
happy to set the record straight. I still have my
own copy of Flying Training in Gliders by Ann
and Lorne Welch which was given to me at
Christmas 1972. I see from the title page that it
was first published in 1952 and some 12 000
copies had already been sold by the time I
acquired mine.
This was, and still is, an excellent guide to
basic gliding instruction. The fundamentals do
not really change, and I see that even Ann and
Lorne ackowledge that - 11 quote - "in this day
and age no manual on basic flying is original
but is the distillation of years of practical

teaching, and earlier writings by both flying and
gliding instructors, both Service as well as
civilian".
The same holds good today and I am grateful to Keith for giving me the opportunity to
ackowledge here that much of the careful
research and wisdom incorporated in the Welch
manual all those years ago still holds good and
forms the basis of much which is included in the
new BGA Instructors' Manual. I do hope in
addition that Keith will also have identified
some interesting new material!

THE GPS FACTOR
Dear Editor,
I had always thoug h! that the skills necessary
to be a successful competition glider pilot
included soaring, navigating and map reading,
being able to take clear and in-sector TP
photographs, being able to calculate final glides
and being able to select and land ·in fields
without breaking the glider when necessary.
However, since GPS is now allowed and
even likely to become mandatory in competitions, the need for at least two of these skills,
particularly navigation, is virtually eliminated.
Why don't we therefore just organise local
soaring competitions where the gliders belt
round a mini course, well within range of the
airfield. To test field landing abi lity, any competitor who gets a bit low could be required to
land in one of a number of pre-selected fields of
varying degrees of difficulty. Perhaps the last
specified TP could be just far enough away to
allow a realistic final glide.
Think of the advantages. A test of soaring
and speed flying ability without the airspace
problems, midnight retrieves et, etc. Perhaps
competition gliding might even become a
successful spectator sport. How about it the
BGA Comps Committee?
DEREK COP ELAND, Rickmansworth, Herts

NOT WHAT IT SEEMS!
Dear Editor,
Just a little snip of information you may find
amusing.
My dear friend John Jeffries had fairly strong
views on turbo gliders, as portrayed in various
S&G articles a few months ago. You notice I
use the past tense.
Althoug h remaining the agent for Schleicher
gliders, John is now the proud owner of a
Schempp-Hirth Ventus CT. Not only the opposition, but with a turbo I
Is there any truth in the rumour that John had
to land at RAF Halton engine extended because he was unable to start the turbo ?
CHRIS PULLEN, Eaton Bray Beds
John Jeffries replies : Chris Pullen 's snippet Is
indeed amusing since he not only got his facts
wrong but actually underlines the whole drift of
my argument.
The facts are that I do not own a Ventus CT
but merely fly one occasionally, thanks to the
generosity of the owners whilst I am temporarily
effectively "gliderless". I have taken this opportunity to try to "open my mind" to the alleged
advantages of an auxiliary engine, twice in an
attempt to contact wave and once to avoid a
landout when the engine failed to start (no fuel •
251

Is something we all make at one time o~r another.
lt can be very frustrating when you've comm,itted you rself to whatever
chore is top of the l ~ist, to find you have chosen the best day of the year
(as everyone at the club will be delighted to tell you later!).
When it comes to glider insurance, it's fortunately 1much simpler, just
contact Flight Insu ranee.
Always the

right choice!

Co n tact Carol Taylor on
Thirsk (0845) 522 777- 24 hr. Ansa phone Service
Or write to:

F LIGHT INSURANCE
70 The Green, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 lAL
In association with Llowndes Lambert Aviation Ltd.
Fax: (0845) 526203
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may have had something to do with it I) _
Far from convincing me of the benefits of an
auxiliary engine , my very limited engine-on
experience with the Ventus has reinforced my
view that it is a good way to kill the adventure
and aesthetics, which is gliding, stone dead. As
to the opposition's product, I will be kind and
not comment I

WELL DONE NORTH WALES
Dear Editor,
This summer I attended a course at the
North Wales GC and was taken back by the
hospitality and warmth . The instructor, Ken
Payne , got us flying without fuss and when I left
on the Friday I was a wonderfully fit 73 year-old.
FRANK TYRER , Garswood

THE "SCOTTISH REGIONALS"
Dear Editor,
As you have in your own words made an
exception and agreed to print a contest report
about the recent successful Regionals at
Aboyne (last issue, p223) , I think that some
features of the contest should be open for
comment.
First the name . Scotland is a nation and not a
region wiH1in Great Britain. To call the competition the "Scottish Regionals" is not on ly illogical
but as arrogant as if one of the English clubs
unilaterally decided to seize the title of the
"English Regionals".
Secondly, the accident rate. I understand the
proportion of entrants who withdrew because of
outlanding accident damage to be 4/17 or about
23.5%. This was during one of the best ten day
periods of thermal soaring weather we have
had in Scotland for many years. lt would be
interesting to know how this compares with the
overall figure for similar accidents in competitions held in England - for those in which I have
participated the rate is well under 1%.
The competitors to whom I have spoken enjoyed the contest immensely and I wish it continued success - with care and under a new
name.
JOHN GALLOWAY, G/enrotl7es, Fife

AI Eddie, deputy director and task setter,
replies: Much care went into choosing an
appropriate name for a Regional contest to be
held in Scotland and although due consideration was given to our national identity , in UK
gliding terms -with only 5% of the gliding
population -we could hardly call our a contest a
"Nationals". I am sorry that Mr Galloway feels
differently. I am also surprised that since he
feels so strongly he hasn't come up with a
logical alternative- he has had since
September 1993 when notification was given to
clubs. I also find it perplexing that someone
filled with so much national pride still feels the
need to venture south to fly competitions when
everything is being organised for him on his
own doorstep.
I look forward to receiving Mr Galloway ;'s
entry for the 1995 Scottish Regionals, which will
be held at the Scottish Gliding Centre at
Aboyne. He will be made most welcome (along
with Platypus and the remains of the Overseas
Nationals. perhaps) , and need not worry about
October/November 1994

the attrition rate because by helping to swell the
numbers he will also be helping to dilute the
percentage.

lemmy Tanner also replies: Is John Galloway
a Scottish National by any chance and where
was he during the outstanding Regionals (eight
competition days) this year? He will get another
chance to compete in the Scottish Regionals
next year and so help to reduce the percentage
of accidents to his , rather fanciful, ·figure of 1%

THE PROFESSIONALISM OF CLUBS
Dear Editor,
I was surprised to get off as lightly as I did for
daring to suggest some clubs could improve
their services to members. (See the June
issue, p125, and replies in the August issue,
p191 .) Rather than just complaining, I was
simply suggesting how to help improve the
professionalism ol my club.
As I live 50 miles from the club, I am restricted from taking the sort of active role I have
done in local clubs. Nevertheless I do accept
that 2hrs driving and 3hrs mi xi ng keeping the
log , towing gliders , helping with launches and
sometimes just waiting around is part of the
cost of the 20min to an 1hr's flying I get from a
typical evening. ~ even accept that the cussedness of the British weather means the occasional wasted trip , but don't accept that wasted
journeys due to bad information are inevitable.
I am impressed with the dedication of those
who drive 90min to t11eir club, still arrive early
and set everything up. But it is important to
recognise that we all have differing levels of
motivation and external commitments. I have
been involved in running youth clubs and if ,1
had insisted on others putting in the same effort
I would have lost 90% of the membership.
Instead I tried to retain even the most marginal
members and to involve them gradually . With
the right encouragement the most surprising
people became involved.
We need to recognise that people have other
commitments, try to accommodate as many as
possible and remain open to new ideas.
Anyway, sermon over! In my youth clubs I
learned to recognise when ideas were unwelcome and stop banging my head against the
brick wall . I have now found a club where I can
fit in gliding with my other commitments. I hope
I've provoked some positive thought and
improvements for other trainees rather than just
annoying people. Happy gliding .
NEIL YOUNGMA~. Malvern, Wares
Dear Editor,
I do not know Neil Youngman , but his letter
was presumably not referring to weekend
operations because he wrote that he wanted to
avoid wasting his leave on days when he would
end up not flying. Neither of the writers who
criticised his views in the last issue can know
whether he does or does not pull his weight at
weekends. A quick glance through the last few
years of S&G will show that vehement or
sarcastic replies to letters usually result from a
failure to read the original letter properly . The
issue he raised deserved to be either ignored or
answered reasonably.
If someone wants to book a place on the

flying list an hour or two in advance , why not let
him do so and pay extra (if necessary, on the
understanding that he is expected to stay to the
end of the day and help -but if the atmosphere
of the club is right that would not need to be
mentioned)? I am willing to bet that Neil doesn't
mind, and probably enjoys, helping but does
not want to waste a day if it could be avoided.
If a club has a telephone is it too much to ask
that it is manned by someone who can answer
questions on the weather and the flying list (if
necessary by consulting the launch point by
radio to avoid the expense of a mobile phone)?
Some clubs have realised that in the 1990s
gliding 'has to be marketed if they are to prosper. Others appear to believe that everyone
must serve the same apprenticeship ("good
enough for me" ... "shows who is really
keen" ... "promotes club spirit") without appreciating that once you are 1hooked on gliding you
will willingly help with the daily chores but that
(surprise, surprise!) newcomers to the sport
have a different view and have to be won over.
Smugness and unwillingness to change cause
businesses to collapse or struggle along
moaning about fall ing sales. Why should gliding
be so different?
CHRIS SKEATE, Haslemere, Surrey

THE WOODEN TRAILER RIDES AGAIN
Dear Editor,
-In olden days pilots bu ilt trailers in the
evenings after flying, but with the advent of
colour TV that all went by the board . Nowadays
you shell out £6000 for a crocodile device
which is such a close fit on the glider they sell
you a pannier which fits under it and carries all
the odds and ends you accumulate over the
years . The result is that when you load the
glider in a muddy field the pannier takes a firm
grip on the terrain.
I found that you can now buy sheets of
plywood in 1Ox5ft as well as the usual 8x4ft
size, so I built a Skylark 3 trailer in the new size
which carried my Nimbus 3 perfectly and had
certain advantages. With Sft Sin headroom I
can stand in it and when the glider is rigged a
folding chair, table and bed gives me a useful
room. Loaded there is space for towing and
rigging aids, tools, map cases and document
boxes sufficient to satisfy the needs of any
foreign bureaucrat (which is saying some) .
On tow it is stable up to 55mph so up to the
legal limit there is no problem, and so far it has
covered 15 000 miles on the continent without
major mishap. Mods required were some
beefing up under the fuselage dolly which
carries a heavy point load , and some stiffening
up of the body at about the middle, plus the
occasional coat of paint.
Weight for weight wood is stronger than steel
and has the beauty that if you scrape the wing
along the side of the trailer it won't get marked.
lt helps if there is a door at both ends and as in
my case the nose of the fuselage is to the rear
there is also easy access to the cockpit for
getting out the 'chute , batteries etc.
I could have made better cradles which
would roll in and out with the wings in them but
this turned out not to be much of an advantage
since normally one rigged on arrival in Spain
and derigged ten weeks later. In addition , with •
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We may not be
able to turn you
into a super
hero...
but our
conversion
courses will
give you
real flying powerl

'

~

-they were taught by the ATC . I quote "you
must keep within an imaginary line drawn at 45
degrees from the boundary".
Only a few pages further on there is a photo
of a Horsa fuselage with a repl ica Comet nose
(see Way Off Track, p240) and again I quote "to
test the pilot's visibility and the effects of rai n on
the aircraft's streamlined windscreen."
Voila! QED.
•KE.ITH SIMMONS, Burnham on Sea, Somerset
(See Way of Track in the next issue with information from Michael Russe/1.)

THOSE VAR/0 BLUES

• CAA Licensed Airfield
• No delays - Sole Operator
• Maintenance on site
~ • Home cooking at "PROPER CHARLIE'S"
Turweston Aerodrome, Brackley, Northants

the rules about Camps there is no longer the
need for rapid retrieves for a relight, but if I
relive my years again I will put them in next
time.
The tailplane hangs on the inside wall but all
the other loads go straight into the floor which,
although only of 9mm ply, has sufficient crossmembers to be pretty strong. I built it in six
weeks of spare time from a busy general
practice, the secret being to scarf up the floor
first then raise it on blocks to make a table on
which the sides and roof were scarfed up.
Eventually four 30x 51! st1eets were glued
together to make a tube. Tlhe total cost was
£800.
I am sorry I did not have an electric stapler
which would have saved a lot of time and I
should have made a nicer rounded nose to it
because I think a clean airflow around the hull
makes it more stable on the road.
Next time. and I hope there is a next time
since it is a lot of fun, I' might make an alligator
out of wood , but I am not sure there is any great
advantage in a small frontal area. Your car has
already bashed a sizeable hole in the air and
the difference in drag between a fat and a
slender trailer must be slight.
BRENNIG JAMES, Marlow Common, Bucks

ANSWERS FOR THE BIRDS
Dear Editor.
Being an impecunious glider pilot I am trying
to kill two birds with one stone by answering
questions posed by Platypus and Penguin in the
last issue with a single missive.
Arriving home drained after another hectic
trial flight evening I made a random bedtime
reading selection and found the Eagle New
Book of Aircraft in my hand. P99 revealed the
answer to wave flyers (see Tail Feathers , p205)
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Dear Editor,
I read Graham McAndrew's article, "Vario
Blues" in the last issue, p213, with interest and
unfortunately I have to agree with his opinion
on the condition of the instruments in many club
gliders, So, what can we do about it? Should
leak tests during a C of A inspection be made
mandatory?
The plumbing must be leak free. Th is is
particularly important forTE probe systemsthe suction is very sensitive to the flow rate
through the tube and even a small leak can be
catastrophic. it is not too difficult to rig up a
water manometer to test for leaks. Mechanical
varios are quite delicate and while they will
tolerate large overloads, a pulse of air wh ich
drives the vane hard up against the stop can
damage them . "A simple variometer calibration
rig" was described by me in the April 1983 issue
of S&G, p66.
Taking a winch launch when there is little or
no convection about will show up some problems. The rate of climb is usually well in excess
of 1Okt. If the vario is at all "sticky" it should be
serviced. To judge the performance you need
to take into account the natural "response time"
of the vario. This is the time it takes for the
indication to fall roughly one third of a previous
high value. Thermistor and pressure transducer
systems are normally fast, about 1.5sec. Winter
varios take about 3sec and PZL about ?sec.
The vario should have settled within 3x response time.
If the vario flask is not filled with metal mesh
(two copper pan scrubbers), the air inside cools
during the climb and then slowly heats up after
you release, which gives significant false "up"
readings . If you have a plastic "flask" and the
glider has been sitting in the sun, taking a
launch can result in rapid cooling and give false
"down" readings which can last for many
minutes. Either replace the capacity with a
mesh filled thermos flask or wrap the plastic
flask with thin lead foil (from a builder's merchant) and then add another layer of insulation.
A white canopy cover will greatly reduce solar
heating.
Doing ?Okt pull-ups is not really a very good
way of testing your TE system . With a fin
mounted TE probe and a "perfect" vario, you
should see a large increase in sink when you
pull back (2-4kt) . Th is is partly due to the
increase in g load and partly due to the acceleration of the air in the connecting pipe.
Mechanical varios simply do not have time to
recover in the few seconds that it takes to slow
up to 45kt. Having pulled up. you then have to
fly "over the top". A "hammer head" stall can
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

seriously effect your memory . This isn't a good
time to read the vario!
For a rough check on the TE system , measure the sink rates in non-convective conditions
at say 60 and 45kt. Then push fairly gently
forward , accelerate and then pull fairly gently
back , keeping within the speed band and
repeat to give a smoo th wavy flight path. If the
TE system is working properly, the vario
readings should stay roughly within the sink
readings previously measured. or maybe give a
bit more sink. A poorly compensated system
will show excess positive and negative fluctuations .
Students really do need to be taught about
the limitations and errors in variometer and
other instrument systems and need to be made
aware of the sort of conditio ns that can cause
false or unreliable readings.
CHRIS CHAPMAN , Petworth. Sussex

GLIDER IDENTIFACTION
Dear Editor,
Whilst agreeing with the objectives of the
new Operational Regulation (OR} announced in
the last issue, p220, I feel that it is not in the
interests of all BGA members.
Not all existing paint schemes lend themselves to compliance with the OR. In the case
of the glider in which I have a share , th e fin and
rudder are of approximately equal size and are
painted in contrasting colours. 11 would therefore not be sensible to place three letters
across them "a s large as practicable" . The
fuselage carries decorative markings , the effect
of which would be ruined by tne addition of the
required indentification.
Our glider does in fact display a lapsed (and
reissued) competition number on the rudder
only. This has been retained simply becau se
the glider has long been known by this number
in the club where it has always been based. No
confusion is caused as it is not entered in
competitions . As the glider was recently professionall y refurbished to a high standard , the
removal of the number would be either expensive or a badge.
it is very possible that the new sys tem of
approved markings may not be accepted by the
European authorities. First, it is a hotch potch ,
not even being consistent in the number of
characters required and, secondly, it is not
suitable as part of a pan- European system
because it does not con tain an indication of the
country of registration. If the system is rejected ,
members will have to suffer the cost and
inconvenience of a further change .
lt also seems to be very high -handed of the
BGA to make compliance a condition of a C of
A renewal since it is neither a matter of safety
nor yet a legal requirement.
May I suggest that some concessions should
be made. At the very least there shoL:Jid be a
dispensation from the OR for wooden gliders
until they are next repainted .
COLIN STOVES , Runcorn, Cheshire

CREDIT WHERE IT'S DUE
Dear Editor,
Chris Railings has indeed had a great
influence on my training but I can't really claim
the credit for the threepen ny bit circuit. My first
October/November 1994
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contact with the concept appears in my notes
for a 1985 instructors' course run by John Ellis.
No doubt John , in turn , can tell us where he got
the idea from .
Incidentally we do appear to be a jump
ahead of the "official" BGA terminology in at
least one re spect -we call it 20 pence circuit at 50 pence for Booker pilots I
MIKE CUMING , The Gliding Centre
1i:l

ian old Helvetica as the body type. 11 is billed as
a manual and it is a good one, so it is a bit
unfair to mention that it is a downbeat instead of
a hilarious romp throug/1 initial training!
Mark Taylor is a talented illustrator and has
done a very good job here wit h some pretty
nifty graphics. The basic "mini gliding field" in
the circuit planning and launch failure chap ters
is an unsquare, tree fringed little gem I might
land in but not want to fly out of, which nicely
illuminates the points in the text. Indeed , the
book is profusely , even excessively, illustrated almost every page has a drawing or two.
I was sligl1tly bemused to find the example of
a BGA flight limitations placard giving a K-13 a
maximum auto/wincll speed of 80kt (Skt faster
than max rough air}. I know quite a few abinitios and novices have difficulty keeping the
speed down on powerful winches (an d not
pointing vertically upwards at the same time),
but changing the placard to accommodate them
seems a trifle over the top!
Despite a few inconsequential reservations , I
found the book a "good read" and would
certainly buy it if I didn't already have the review
copy, and even though it wasn't aimed at pilots
like me.
STEVE LONG LAND , BGA regional examiner

We welcome your letters but please keep them as
concise as possible and include your full name and
address. We reserve the right to edit and select.
The final deadline is October 11 but we appreciate
contributions before this date.

BOOK REVIEW
The Glider Pilot's Manual by Ken Stewart. ilustrated by Mark Taylor and published by Airlife
Publishing Ltd . Available from t11e BGA at £18
plus £1.25 p&p.
I assume from the introduction and most of the
text that this book is aimed at the ab-initio glider
pilot. lt covers, in varying amounts of detail ,
everything that the ab-initio is likely to
want/need to know about the glider itself,
through effects of con trols to themal , hill and
wave soaring .
As you might expect from a book taking the
"righ t from the start" view of gliding , quite a lot
of the contents are "old ground" if you've read
any similar publications . But this book isn't by
any means a selective rehash. Far from it. The
considerable depth and knowledge of Ken
Stewart's years of gliding and instructing
experience show through.
Ab-initios will find the book very useful and
even experienced pilots will find many interesting and helpful things within. The explanation of
why tug upset accidents, even at heights from
which recovery ought to be possible, still end
up with tugs boring vertically into the ground ,
was particularly interesting , and made a
blindingly obvious technical point whi ch I
haven't heard before. which is almost certainly
correct,and which I am not going to tell you !
The "design features" in the tecnhical section
explain exotica like turbulators ; a device which
must seem pretty barmy to most novice pilots
("muck up" the airflow over your expensive
glider so that it goes better, whoever heard
such nonsense!), and why some gliders have
V-tails . winglets and so on . This is the sort of
thing which early pilots with any degree of
cu riosity often want to know about , and here
are the explanations.
lt is the chapter on circuit planning which falls
a fraction by the wayside in view of current BGA
practices, by talking about "square circuits" as
the norm. I sympathise with this as it is a
continual problem in any area, such as instructional practice, which tends to change gradually
over tt1e years. Books like Ken's take a long
time to write. edit and illustrate and there is
always the likelihood of events and practices
overtaking part of the contents.
The text is rather matter of fact , an effect
enhanced (an d not necessarily in the text's
favour) by the use of no-nonsense and utilitar-

ARMSTRONGCOMMUNICATIONS
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ICOM IC-A20 MK/1 .... . . . . £360
Hand Held Transceivers
IC-A200 Panel Mount . .
£780
Above prices include postage & packing

Also available:
12v Sealed Lead Acid Batteries
33mm rolls PVC wing tape
35mm black & white films
Magnetic Mount VHF antennas
GPS & Second Hand Instruments
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ICOM
Dea ler

Details from :
Sue & Pau l Armstrong
15 Lonca<ter Green, Hemswell Cliff
Lincoln DN21 STQ • Te l: 04 27 667068

CONVERT WITHUS
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SlMG to PPL
from
COURSESfrom COURSES from

£495

£1 320 £1000
(All prices inr VAT ond londing fees)

THE REAl CONVERSION SPECIALISTS
Why train with assistant flight instructors when professional
qualified flight instruclors/BGA Full Cats are available!

* Airuah hire: Cl52/PA38 £60PH; PA28 £75PH
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MERRI HEAD

MERRI'S
PROGRESS
A Three
times
World
Champion
in the back
seat

Part 1: My Flight With A
Deviant

l,.,.

a'e ,;go;f;oaof ad,aofage' fo owo;og

part of (I'll bet that shocked the rest of the syndicate) a Janus. The biggest advantage has got to
be that back seat - every so often it gets filled
spectacularly. Let me explain by asking a question : who is your gliding hero? Mine is George
Lee, and because of a wonderful set of circumstances, I cadged a flight. Did I sleep the night
before? No I did not. And this didn't help my flying , either.
The task was to be a 300km, Bicester, Melton
Mowbray,Newbury . The day was patchy with
good conditions south of Husbands Bosworth
but quite dreadful to the north, though we didn't
know th is when we set out. The wind direction
was south -south-east. 710 was loaded with
water - the first time I'd flown him that way - and
we launched. We tried a few thermals locally to
get the feel of the way 710 handled and to get a
feeling for the conditions. I was comforted by the
fact that while I preferred turning to the right ,
George preferred turning to the left - in other
words I was not the only person to have a preferred side.
Speed to fly was not a critical issue; the Janus
tends to have only three speeds anyway: 4550kt for thermalling , 60-65 in zero for cruising,
65-75 in -4 for wazzing (she means belting along,
Ed). Where to fly, however, was absolutely crucial, hence the title of this piece. "I'll just deviate
a bit to the west" was heard frequently on that
northerly leg. Lesson number one : fly in the lift for us, this was west of track . Conditions, not
brilliant to start out with, soon diminished to the
point where we were averaging 1.4kt under a
shaggy-looking sky . (Derek says I mean "broken" but I' think shaggy expresses it better- that's
not just how the conditions looked , it's how they
felt) .
The strategy we developed as we moseyed
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along was based on gliding distance to the airfields we passed - no we can't get back to
Husbands Bosworth, better get on , no we can't
get into Bruntingthorpe off to our west, dump the
water. "George, when do you tend to start looking at fields?" "Oh , any time now, Merri ." "Not
much cut arou·nd here, yet, is there George?"
"Not much, Merri." Oh well, we were drifting gently downwind averaging 1.4kt.
I think that it was absolutely remarkable . I am
not a patient person. I do not like lurking in murk.
Left (as they say) to my own devices I would
probably not have got much past Husbands
Bosworth, a nice, friendly cup of tea and a nice,
friendly tow back home. I know I would have
driven right, smack into the ground in a misguided effort to push the weather into being what
it wasn't. George accepted the grot and flew it
as though he was walking on tiptoes. Needless
to say, we got around the TP- lowish, because
that was how it was - and off we 'h eaded back
into the murk. This leg, however, was into wind
and it would have been nice to have had that
water. Lesson number two : fly for the conditions
and don't get impatient with a consistent 1.4kt if
that's all there is - don't give up before you have
to. After all, lift is lift.
Shortly, we could see the weather breaking
up a bit and George was getting hungry (I had
taken a sandwich , but had been too excited to
munch - the suspense, you see), so it was my
turn. Just goes to show you that when it gets
easier, I find it easy to be a hero. We started to
make excellent time as the energy lines were
well defined and the clouds just asking to be followed. Honest with 2 to 4 kt - even I could do it!
My problem was that I got a bit overly enthusiastic about flying in the lift - George was quick to
point out that while wings not level wasted time
(and in the Janus, this cou ld be a lot of time),
more than a 30% deviation wasted more time.
Lesson number three : don't get distracted from
pursuing the goal. Deviation is OK, but only up
to a point.

Merri flies with her gliding
hero and finds him
absolutely ruthless about
accelerating in the lift

I· should mention lesson number four at this
time, though I can't recall exactly when the point
was made- I suspect it was earlier in the flight. lt
had to do with thermal exiting. I knew that you
should accelerate in the lift so that you were really cooking when you hit the sink, but I was
rather slack when putting this into practice.
George was absolutely ruthless, and he sparked
me to be as well. Lesson number four? Get going
in the lift!!! Do it and don't handbag around- you'll
see the difference it makes in your cross-country speed. it's amazing.
Well, the rest of the flight was unremarkable rather I think that I had h1t "tilt" just past Bicester.
Perhaps it was that the first part of the task was
so extraordinary to me. We got down past Didcot
(I couldn't believe it - Oxford was working - it
never works for me , but it did this time ), saw a

big gap and decided that there was nothing to
prove. So we headed back to Bicester. We had
been in the air for 5hrs 4min, most of it up north.
I don't know about George , but I sure got a lot
out of it. I only hope that I didn't frighten the Lee
family back to Hong Kong as they left the next
day . George , Maren- it really is safe to come
back! And lzzy sends her love.

Part 2: The Pilot As
Interpreter
As glider pilots, we are very like interpreters not of any conventional language, but, rather, of
"glider-speak". Confused? You soon will be! No
matter how many gadgets we surround ourselves with - and I write as one who has yet to
get to grips with our idiot-proof GPS - if we don't
act as interpreters first, then all of these aids will
prove second-best when it comes to getting the
most out of our flights.
Air moves. Simple- it goes up and down, and
if you are airborne in a glider you too wil l go up
and down with the air. If the fi rst inkling you get
of these movements is comprised by the shrilling
(or droning) of the audio, then you need to become more of an interpreter. I don't mean to
sound patronising , or pedantic, but the glider itself is a pretty good Indicator of what is going on
in the air and we just need to understand what
it's saying to us.
For example, this means going back to basics
and trying to hold the control column lightly
enough to feel whether the glider is rolling slightly
in one direction. If it is, and the glider inherently
is balanced and doesn't want to roll of its own
accord, then, in all probability, its wing is being
pushed up by lift. By banking (ever so slightly if
cruising along with out wanting. to stop and turn)
in the direction of the lift, you fly more in the rising air - a good thing. If you tend to hold the stick
in a livid deathgrip when excited, then think of all
the chat (and lift) you could be missing. out on.
Another thing to which it pays to be sensitive
is how flubby your wings (or rather your glider's
wings) are. Flubby , by the way, is not a newly
derived technical term . I suppose my husband
would rather see the word "flexible" used , but,
tough! For example, I once flew a Pegasus.
Lovely glider, except that it was a turbulent type
of day and those wings were rattling about so
much that I couldn 't figure out just what was
prompted by lift and what was just chatter. And,
if it was lift, just what was the time differential
between the wing reacting, the fuselage (and
me) feeling it and my managing to get the wing
into the thermal? it took me hours to figure it out.
by which time I was too tired to put it to any good
use.
There are a couple of points to this (Derek's
just looked over my shoulder and told me to get
to the point) . One is a glider will tell you a lot
more than you mig ht at first presume, but you
must understand what it is telling you. The second point is that, depending on glider type, this
will take time -several enjoyable hours in fact.
Knowing the difference between the idiosyncratic handling characteristics of your glider and
bubbles in the airmass can mean getting into or
falling out of that one all-Important thermal. r.l
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

TERRY HURLEY

LAND·
MARK
Terry relates an experience which is particularly
apposite in this year of
commemoration

Belo" I h•d let the otocd d"w the glide<
into its core of silence I had been tracking the
villages across country - Peatling Magna,
Willoughby Waterless, Carlton Curlieu. Tur
Langton -with Rockingham castle as compact
as a child's model fort ten miles to the east.
But when I came out from the cloud the •land
below had changed and I knew none of it There
was a ridge with trees. then a lake and in the far
distance a blue, ragged line of hills and all the
sky beyond . I felt that old familiar excitement
which always comes with the first sight of unknown territory- the feeling you have when you
cross the Atl as and see the desert spread out
endlessly under the sun.
One of the small marvels of soaring, however,
is that the strangest country you ever find is revealed from only a few thousand feet above the
shire where you live.
But now I was genuinely lost. Like an early pioneer I granted myself the authority to name the
new land I was about to explore and christened
the little lake , Lake Elizabeth the Second. I felt
this was a tactful gesture which wou ld please
the Queen if she ever heard about it. Politicians
have been knighted for less. Then I tucked my
useless map under my thigh and set off eastwards in a slow. descending glide.
Five minutes later I was still lost but much
nearer the ground. All around me the sky had
opened up after a soft May shower and I floated
in a wide blue bowl.
At 2000ft I started looking for a field. I was still
drifting downwind, sinking inexorably . At 1000ft
I had no choice left except to turn back into wind
and organise an approach into the acres of crop
alongside what looked like a disused road. A moment later I realised that the disused road was,
in fact , the runway of a derelict airfield. Quickly I
widened my circuit A steep tight turn, lower than
I liked. A shudder as the airbrakes extended and
I found myself floating gently a few inches above
a mile of grubby concrete, bulging and broken
by the weeds bustring through its neglected surlace.
October/November 1994

Above: The maiden flight of the DG-800s which has an eng ine designed by the British company,
Mid-West Aero Engines, to cut the noise emission as much as possible and the results were encouraging . Glaser-Dirks report it was "very low and agreeable ." The larger than usual 600cc engine (inside the fuselage to cut down the noise level) reaches 50hp at only 6000rpm and with a 3:1 reduction
the propeller runs at 2000rpm . The aircraft is a completely new design compared with its predecessors , the DG-400 and DG-600m. The wings as well as the power plant use state of the art tech nology. There is a comfortable safety cockpit and a steerable tailwheel.

SAILPlANE
,NEWS
Right: Genesis 1 was photographed after being
rigged for the first time at Group Genesis headquarters, Marion , Ohio, USA, and will soon be
ready for its maiden flight. We first mentioned
th is 15 metre Strandard Class sailplane in the
February issue , p33. 1t will be sold in kit form
and is made of high temperature composities
and designed by John Roncz and Jim Marske.
There was a brief rasp as the tails kid touched
just befo re the mainwheel. Damn , I thought with
sudden guilt. Held the nose too high. l he glider
rolled a few yards and then stopped. I lowered
the port wing gently to the ground and in the sudden quiet I wonde red if I could hear my heart
beating . Outlandings do that to you, no matter
how cool you like to think you are. Well, I told
myself, I may be lost but at least I'm down safely,
so I guess my flying is better than my naviga-

tion .
I opened the canopy and climbed out stiffly
from the warm cock pit into the sort of chilli ng
wind ,that cuts across every airfield in every country. I shrugged out of my parachute and laid it on
the wingtip like a lumpy bundle of laundry then
looked around.
As I had made that last low turn I had glimpsed
something at the far end of the runway - a stone
block. a marker - I wasn't sure, and in the sweaty
concentration of the landing there hadn't been
time for a second glance. The runway stretched
out in front of me now, narrowing to a point where
I could just see the block. There seemed to be
flowers growing around it I stuffed my map into
the pocket of my anorak and set off down the
centre-line and into the wind to find out where I
was.
Around me the old grassed areas of the airfield had been divided into cultivated plots, each
one indentified by sticks driven into the earth
with old seed bags fluttering from them. They reminded me of markers in a newly discovered
mine-field. The hedges creaked in the westerly

wind and there were larks singing overhead.
Closer to, the stone I had seen began to look
like a gravestone half-covered in spring flowers .
lt was the right size and shape. Surely not?
We've very particular to be law abiding in
England and we're careful to bury people tidily
in cemetries, never casually in the long grass by
the edges of old airfields. I walked up and stood
next to it. And found that it was all of the things I
had imagined. A marker, a memorial , and even
a gravestone of sorts.
The stone was polished granite, e11graved in
gold with the outline of a B-17 , a warp lane as
uncompromising as a Colt 45, and it was dedicated to the memory of the crews of the 8th Air
Force who had flown from this place during the
Second World War but never returned .
There was a slogan cut into the stone. Not the
sort of slogan that any Englishman wou ld ever
have dreamed up, but it seemed to catch the
lighthearted determination of that particular generation of Americans which had faced death a
long way from home. 1t said "Keep the show on
the road".
From somewhere above the mass of c loud
that was now flooding the sky I could hear the
drone of a piston engine, rising and falling , growing then fading , as if ttlat pilot too was lost and
looking fo r a landmark. I hoped he found one.
But 11 no longer needed a map. Now I knew where
I had to be. I looked around at the silent empty
acres.
So this was Grafton Underwood . Once, this
was a battle-front..

a
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PLATYPUS

BUT
-they wil l have made the nursing of all 30 of
my nickel-cadmiums depend- that's right! -on
one nickel-cadmium battery , which I will find next
March to have given up on its guardianship duties shortly after Christmas and since the n to
have been writing its autobiography ...

Assault and battery

I

am ic,.,iably wccy acd becigc wllh

peo~

pie (Say again? Ed) but inanimate objects get
the full, force of my irritability, especially if,like cars

Full force of irritability.
computers, radios and other gizmos, they are
supposed to be animate on demand but instead
just lie insolently doggo, feigning death. My particular hate these days is nickel-cadmium batteries, or Ni-Cads as they are called by people
who feel on speaking terms with them . I am certainly not on speaking terms with the blasted
things, and am not going to call them by pet
names.
I have scores of these wretched nickel-cadmium batteries littering the house and car and
glider, and none of them works with any reliability. After hours of charging, the hand-held 720
cl1annel radio gives a brief hiss and all 720 channels expire after a minute or so. And the same
goes for the two expensive batteries I bought as
backups for the same radio.
Then there's my computer which dares to call
itself portable and independent (Hah!) but, after
the lapse of a tenth of its advertised duration
away from the comfort of mains electricity, what
happens but its batteries threaten to destroy my
work and send it to the great databank in the sky
unless I plug it in again NOW? "Be reasonable" I
plead. "This is the Gobi Desert, and mains sockets are not in evidence ." I get a total ignoral.
Burp. Clunk. Whirr. it blinks twice and goes belly
up.

Total ignoral.
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Even I can understand.
"Ah well" murmur the technically wise , or those
who know it is perfectly safe to pretend to be
technically wise in my presence, since they will
never be rumbled , meanwhile giving the 720 a
technically sophisticated wallop with the side of
a fist , "What you've done is run the little th ing
down and charged it up again the wrong way .
As a result of your ill-treatment the poor Ni-Cad
has developed a memory, and so is continually
imprinting itself, so to speak, with a pathetic level
of charge."
"A blinkin' memory?!?" At this point I am running up the clubhouse wall and across the ceiling in a froth ing paroxysm of indignation. "What
the heck right has a miserable lump of nickel and
cadmium to go round giving itself airs and having a memory? 1, suppose the nasty little creep is
writing its ruddy memoirs?"
Dear Diary, I gave my master tile most splendid seizure tilis afternoon wilen I arranged fo r
ilis GPS to die just as ile was attempting to locate one of tile BGA 's best loved TPs, the roadbridge over the river Kennel at Mar/borough, the road, the bridge and tile river all being quite
unfindable when the trees are in full/eat. A fine
January TP, they all aver, but May to August,
forget it. Ail, where was I? Oh, yes, hopping mad
he would have been, except you can't hop much
when you're lying on your back at 600ft. Serves
him rigilt, he didn 't exercise me properly. !like
to be taken walkies. After all, I'm only human.
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Don't thow stones at the crocodiles.
it's high time these expensive little monsters
and their arrogant reminiscences were put firmly
in their place. Why isn't there a device that, especially throughout the winter months , shows
the precise state of all my batteries on some d isplay that even I can understand, or better still arranges for them to be automatically discharged
or recharged from the mains and , whi le we 're
about it, lobotomises their naughty little memories whenever they show signs of behaving like
Alan Clark?
They can do it. I know and love these designers of gadgets for glider pilots ; they are crazed
rocket scientists and loopy nuclear physicists ,
every one. One of them designed my trailer, but
that's another story. They will invent a brilliant
battery-monitoring device which does everything
I ask-

Nothing but the truth,
that's alii ask
I really ought to heed the sagacious old African
saying "If you are about to ford tile river, do not
throw stones at the crocodiles ". So sensible .
However it would go against my principle of strict
impartiality and fairness . I have a duty to offend
everyone equally . If the offended parties choose
to abuse their sacred trust in order to take crafty
revenge, so much the worse for th em on
Judgment Day. My conscience is clear.
Yes, today I shall take a tilt at scorers. (Watch
it. Ed.) Well , it will probably be e ight months to
my next Comp, and it will all have blown over .
(Don't bet on it. Ed.)
This time it is someth ing wh ich - to my surprise, since I tend to imagine that most of my obsessions are unique and private - bothers some
other people as well as me. it is tile maddening
habit of scorers, in a handicap competition , of
showing on the results sheet not the true speeds
and distances but the massaged, mangled and
distorted handicapped speeds an d distances.
Now this is emphatically not a gripe about the
principle of handicapping - the fact that my own
ship happens to have a grotesquely unfair handicap is a separate issue , and the people who
concocted that silly number will have to be pilloried in another edition - but simply about the way
the performances are displayed . How galling it
is to know that you have done over 1OOkm/h but
to see it on th e board as 78.5km/h, or to cover
51 Okm and see it as 390.
Ordinarily I would write the official speeds and
distances in my logbook, but these artificial numbers , which are merely a mid-point in the process of calculating the final handicapped score ,
are in themselves utterly useless th ings to put in
any logbook . They might as we ll go the w hole
hog and publish the square roots of the speeds
and t11e co-ordinates of tile landing places and
all the other stuff that normally lies hidden in the
black box. Ask a scorer if he (are there any shescorers? I think most women of spirit have better things to do in the small hours olthe morning)
can give you the true figures for your personal
record , and he is aghast at the enormity of your
demand. The systems commonly in use do not
permit the simple truth, only the comp licated, artificial version. After one contest, at my request
the scorer kindly wasted a large part of his holi-

Grotesquely unfair handicap.
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day working out true speeds etc to be used in
my S&G Camp report , but unknown to him and
me the Camp director's own version hit the editor 's desk first and thus appeared in print; of
course that printed version had these daft nonstatistics. I felt very apologetic for wasting the
young man 's time.
If you insist on showing false slats , at least
let's do it in a way that raises people 's morale a
bit. instead of depressing it as at present. Instead
of using the Std Cirrus as the datum glider, which
lowers the published speeds in almost every
case. let's take the Nimbus 4 as the benchmark
and really whack the velocities up for everybody
except Ralph Jones. Then the pilots of K-6s and
Darts can say "Look, I did 120km/h today' it's in
print so it must be true! "
lt only requires a spot of lateral thinking , you
see.

Take them by car.
to tell the wind direction and strength on the
ground , . Nowadays farmers have to bale up
their straw unburnt , no doubt with the occasional
bureaucrat rolled in with it , while the privileged
and pampered proletariat no longer peg up their
panties for petrified pilots to peer at.

GPS = Great Panty Substitute

Lateral thinking.

Are you doing it against
the wind?
Because of my talent for getting unacceptably
low on cross-country flights. even on good days,
I am always deeply interested in discovering
which direction the breeze is coming from , and
how strong it is. I have had a couple of hard en counters with solid objects such as concrete
fence-posts and barbed wire- way back in the
1970s, he adds in case his insurance broker sud denly takes to reading anything except invoices
or contracts in five -point type- in each instance
because of a change of wind direction of over
90 " in the interval between the carefree take-off
and the unhappy landing. That sounds as if I am
blaming Mother Nature rather than the responsible ir]dividual; so I had better add that this responsible individual knows very well that he
should have started to pick a field much earlier
precisely because there were no wind indicators .

Knowing knots from knickers, and the
last straw
In the good old days, when farmers ritually set
fire to anything combustible from unsaleable
crops to Ministry of Agr iculture officials, and
when washing fluttered from clothes lines in
every garden because the masses could not yet
afford tumble -drie rs , it was often easy enough

However it is characteristic of modern tim es that
traditior1ally very simple and cheap ways of doing
things have been supplanted by expensive and
complicated ways of getting the exact same re sult. So children used to walk or bicycle to
scl1ool , but now tl1is is considered so hazardous
their parents take them by car . All this costly and
labour-intensive activity shows up in government
statistics as an improvement in our standard of
living , by the way . (Ge t on with it. Ed .)
Well , what I was meandering my way towards
was the observation that one use for a GPS that
people don·t mention is that of measuring the
windspeed and direction while you are circling.
(On the Garmin 100 there is a fancy way of doing
it in level flight, which presumably depends on
some triangle-of-forces calculations done by the
computer , but I have never been able to get any
sense out of it, probably because I· never fly at a
steady speed or direction for any length of time .)
unless there is no wind to speak of, which is still

Tight and sweaty circles.
What I have in mind is the man-overboard button, Autostore , which gives an instantaneous
position. As you start those tight and sweaty circles, hit the Autostore button , hit Enter, then hit
the button that shows the nearest waypoints ;
you immediately see the bearing of the place
you started circling , which after a few epicycles
(Greek for the pretty pattern described by a point
rotating around a circle whose centre is moving)
'The nitpickers, for whom as a self-appointed Nitpickerin -C hief to the entire soaring movement I have great
respect . will point out that the 1970s surety now consti tute the Good Old Days; so where was the smoke or
the washing when Pial pranged? Well , on one day it
had been bucketing with rain so no farmner was burning straw and no housewife was hanging up wash ing.
and on the other day the idle so-and-so's just neglected
their duties. Like police . never there when you really
need one.
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useful information.
If you have the presence of mind to start a
stopwatch after you hit those three buttons , and
are capable of low grade mental arithmetic under
stress , you can also calculate the wind strength ;
after six minutes multiply the distance from that
waypoint indicated on the GPS, such as 1.2nm
by 10, and here's your windspeed at that height
- 12kt. That is also a useful piece of data for navigation and calculating your chances of completing the task . Obviously , the longer the titne you
spend circling in that particular thermal the more
accurate your wind peed estimate .
A few provisos:
·Try this GPS exercise while reasonably high
and comfortable from time to time during every
flight , so that eventually it becomes automatic.
Four hundred feet up in a broken thermal is not
a place to start imposi ng sudden intellectual
overl'oad on your brain for the first time.
• If you shift position a lot in an effort to get cen tred , use your common sense and don 't rely too
much on the bearing displayed .
• Aviating comes before navigating. Don 't spiral
into the ground mesmerised by t11e GPS readout.
·You don't actually need a GPS for a fair idea of
wind direction: the eyeball and a Bohli or
Schandz compass will do the same if the wind is
sigificant. As you drift, just note the bearing of
the place you were over when you started cir cling. This works better when low down than
higher up , as the angle between your eyeball
and the bit of scenery you started circling over
changes quicker. You see. getting low has its
benefits!
·The technocrats may say that the thermal does
not driH at the same speed as the whole airmass,
but clings to the ground source and therefore
travels slower t11an the general airmass. (GPS
logger records should be able to test that hy pothesis right now : another rich subject for speculation and argument at the club bar will soon
be tragically eliminated by the application of hard
facts .) If you get away from -that low point , and
the final glide is into wind, add a few knots to
your estimate for safety.
• The best wind indicator when really low and
committed is the way the glider crabs in the
crosswind bits as you describe a nice big circuit
around the chosen field. (Being a wise virgin ,
you have allowed plenty of height for that circuit,
haven 't you?) If you can 't manage that by eye
you shouldn 't be out there on your own at all.
• None of the above absolves you from reading
and heeding what Piggott , Scull, Welch and your
CFI say about selecting fields and landing safely
in them .
My lawyer told me to put in that last bit.

Reading and heeding.
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A. Isolated wave boosted cu just downwind of the river Severn. The
next little cloud shows how widely separated these cu were.
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sizes and it is not always obvious which are useful and which disappointing. In some cases the
lift is as good outside the cloud as inside. Here
are a few examples.

Wave modified cumulus
Wave effects are probably much more common than many people realise . Whenever cumulus tops are limited by an inversion and there
is an increase of wind with height above it there
is a possibility of waves . 11 the airflow comes
across a hilly region there is a good chan ce of
wave flow over the cumulus tops . Such wave
may then extend at least 1OOkm downwind.
Photo A shows an isolated wave boosted cumulus which developed just downwind of the
river Severn . A similar small cloud appears a few
miles to the south -west beyond the Severn
bridge . Thi s spacing shows how far apart these
clouds were that afternoon. The picture was
taken from 700011 looking south-west and the
wind was from right to left. Waves usually pro duce a bar of cloud lying across wind but on this
occasion there were only scattered cumuli
aligned along the wind.
Wave had been encountered over a wide area
as far downwind as Lash am and Booker that day
but there were no obvious indications of its location . The only clue was that the thermals were
very variable in strength . They were strong under
the wave lift but it was necessary to keep moving upwind to stay in the lift. Although the waves
did not maintain the same position for long peri ods Aston Down (who were running a course)
complained of sink spoiling their launches and
ruining some circuits throughout the day. Later,
after the cu had dispersed , a pilot reached 12
OOOft a short distance away.
Photo 8 taken a few minutes after A shows
deta ils of the upwind side of the cloud at that
stage . The wave lift extended several hundred

B. Close up of the side of wave cumulus. Taken while in lift on the upwind side.

SOME VARIATIONS
OF CUMULUS
yards in front of the cloud . Unlike many wave cu
there was no smooth top and the side was very
ragged with columns or narrow pillars of cloud
forming and di spersing rapid ly . With most cumulus a ragged appearance like th is often
means the cloud is decaying but this wave cu
was active in spite of its tatty looks. The air was
very dry that day, so dry that the cloud base went
up to about 650011 before burning off. This dryness may be why the cloud looked so ragged .
Mixing at the windward face probably caused
evaporative holes to erode the cloud.
Photo C illu strates another day when there
was little to show how the wave was aligned or
where it might be. lt was taken from about 7500ft
near Ludlow looking downwind on a day when
the wind wa s again from the WNW. A Lasham
pilot found regular waves over most of the leg to
Gloucester but the clouds showed very little sign
of this . The best indication seemed to be the occasional wide gaps in the cloud where wave sink
had suppressed the shallow cumuli. Lift could
be found on the downwind side of the gaps but
the cloud there showed no obvious sign of the
wave flow over it.

Toppling towers
The likelihood of finding wave decreases as
the air becomes more unstable and tall thin cu
rarely if ever occur on wave days. Photo D shows
a tall cu with two turrets . The thermal which
formed the left hand (downwind) turret had lost
energy and the dissolving tower was being toppled by the stronger winds aloft. The right hand
turret. being younger, still had an active therm al
inside and was rising vertically. Th is shows that

C. Taken from about ?500ft looking downwind near Ludlow. Waves
had been found all the way to Lasham but only the wider gaps
h'inted where the sink was.

TOM BRADBURY

vigorous thermals can remain upright even in a
wind shear. The tilt does not start till the lift fails.
Clouds like this have a very short life , especially
early in the morning . Unless you contact the
thermal very qu ickly all the lift disappears into
the cloud top .
Photo E shows much heavier cumulus towers
during the afternoon . They are still too narrow
for their heigh.t and soon start to be tilted by the
wind as the lift fades away. Only the broader and
more distant cloud on the right still remains vertical. Tall turrets of cumulus often go rocketing
up very fast but are usually hard to get into.
They have a particularly brief active life ; by
the time one has noticed how tall they have be come the low level lift has ended . A bubble at
the top may go on upwards a little longer; sometimes it rises so fast it breaks away from the originating column .
When approaching a series of such tall
columns it is worth watching the upwind or the
sunny side to see if any new puff of cloud forms .
If you manage to catch it at the start a fresh puff
of cu may well take you in and boost you up several thousand feet as it grows. Otherwise one
can search around underneath and find nothing
but scraps of lift.
Photo F shows how the wind shear can turn
the cloud turret through a right angle until it lies
horizontal. In !h is case the development of an
inversion helped the process by limiting the upward penetration of· the turret.
it is often worth altering course to avoid flying
under the overhanging section of such clouds .
The toppled part is usually about to decay and
sink often starts under it. However, the left hand
(upwind) side is usually where new thermal s

D. Cu towers. The older ones decayed and were tilted by the wind;
new ones still rose vertically.

E. A series of heavy cumulus towers being slowly toppled by the wind
shear aloft.

enter. The port wing tip points to the region where
litt is to be expected.

Unstable altocu; a warning of
thunderstorms
So far all the clouds illustrated have been
caused by thermals rising from the surface.
Altocumulus can develop turrets too; the cloud
is then called "altocum i J ius castellanus".
These clouds develop above the reach of any
ground based thermals. They appear when the
air aloft is potentially unstable. When the temperature curve for these days is plotted on a
tephigram one usually find's the air is warm but
very stable low down. Higher up, usually above
1o ooott over England, the air is on the edge of
instability. There is usually a moist layer at
medium levels with progressively drier air above.
The whole mass can become explosively unstable if it is lifted enough for clotJd to form in the
moist layer.
Lifting of a large area of the atmosphere usually occurs in advance of a trough in the high
level contours. On most occasions the lifting
ma'kes the upper air become moist over a deep
layer extending from cirrus level down to the
medium level altostratus. lt is only when the
upper air is initially much drier aloft that potential

F. Wind shear at a developing .inversion making the cu top spread
horizontally.
a feature of these clouds which has not been
instability can exist. The potential is realised
when the medium level moist layer is lifted
properly explained yet. In photo I the castellanus
er)ough to become saturated. As soon as even
lines are becoming thicker. They are aligned
a thin layer of altocumulus forms the air above
along the wind aloft just as low level cumulus
becomes absolutely unstable and cumulus towstreets are aligned with the wind below.
ers start to grow.
Trailing virga
A suitable situation often develops in summer
Many castellanus clouds form well above the
ahead of a slowly advancing cold front. At low
freezing level, even in hot weather. As they grow
levels south or south-easterly winds carry warm
larger they produce showers of ice crystals or in
moist air northwards. At medium levels the wind
some cases snow which evaporates in the dry
veers bringing much drier and relatively cool air
air below. Such trails are called ""Virga" and are
in from the SSW. Higher still a nearby jet stream
illustrated in photo J.
acts rather 'like an extractor fan sucking the air
Castellanus clouds can sometimes look just
up and carrying it away in the strong flow around
like soarable cumuli and since their height is
30 OOOft. The combination of the different winds,
often hard to judge one can be deceived into
warm and moist below and cool and dry aloft,
looking for lift under them. Presumably there
makes the air progressively more unstable. T•he
would be lift if one arrived at cloud base but don't
first sig n this is happening is when altocu castelexpect to find any from a 2000ft aerotow.
lanus appears.
Powered aircraft have noticed turbulence when
Photo G shows the formation of a thin layer of
flying among altocu cast but I have not seen any
high altocu looking WNW before sunset. This
accounts of soarable lift in such clouds.
was the first sign of medium level condensation.
In some parts of the world, for example
Photos H and I show the thi lil cloud layer
Australia, South Africa and the USA, thermals
changed to much deeper castellanus. They
from ground level may go high enough to proshow the view to the south. the direction !ram
which the instability was developing. H shows
duce cu at 10 000 to 15 OOOft and even higher.
Over England the air is almost always too moist
lines of castellanus with one top growing well.
The thin almost horizontal line along its base is
to give such a high cloudbase. In exceptional

Above: G Thin layer of altocu forming in the evening.
Below: I. Lines of altocu cast lying along the upper wind and thickening from the south.

Above: H. Thin lines of altocu castellanus beginning to grow bigger
turrets. Below: J. Castellanus thickened enough to produce trailing
virga, (showers of snow or ice crystals which evaporate before reaching the ground).
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SOME VARIATIONS OF CUMULUS

The Ultimate
self-launch two-seater

circumstances an English thermal formed a cumulus at 11 OOOft but the last report of such a
high cloudbase was during the drought summer
ol1976. Normally altocu cast is far out of reach.
The clouds shown in H. I and J are one of the
most reliable signs of hot weather thunderstorms. Storms nearly always brea·k out with in
24hrs of these clouds appearing . and usually
soo ner. On this occasion thunderstorms broke
out about 100 miles downwind within 12hrs. E:'l

Four days in Spain, July 1994:

A DRAMATIC WARNING
Tim Wilson , CFI of Sackville GC . says he had a
horrific remind er of how dangerous loose tow
ropes can be when he was tugging this summer.
Coming in to land he felt the rope tighten and
looked round to see it tightl y wound round the
head of a sheep. lt jerked the animal into the air.
then pulled it 20 or 30 yards up the paddock and
through a hedge. decapitating it in the process.
lt was also a costly exercise . Tim had to pay
his brother £50 compensation for the loss of the
sheep.
"But I was so relieved it was only a sheep ." he
added .

WELL DONE KARINA
Karina Hogson of Bicester GC has been
awarded the British Women Pilots Association's
0 P .Jones cup for her gliding achievements.
Karina. who soloed on her 16th birthday , won
the 1993 Junior Nation als .

8th

Quesada to Fuentemilanos,
555km, 5hr 29m, 100.9kph

9th

Closed Circuit from Fuentemilanos.
660km , 5hrs 46m, 114.8kph

1Oth Closed Circuit, Fuentemilanos,
1001km, 9hrs 30m , 105.4kph
11th Fuentemilanos to Ouesada,
555km, 5hrs 27m , 101 .8kph
Total: 2771 km@ 105.8kph . 4 launches
to 1OOOft 3 litres of fuel , 2609 mpg!
Congratulations Tug Wilson
Fo r information please contact:
Mike Jefferyes,
Tanglewood, Fingrith Hall Road,
Blackmore, Nr. lngatestone,
Essex CM4 ORU
Phone & Auto Fax: 01277 823066

EBBO
The
Investment
ofyour
Life!
between aviation insurance
and complete peace of mind,
has to be a dependable
policy, from a reliable
company who know from
experience what your
requirements are
Phone, tax or write to:

Stephen Hill

•ll
hI

~viation
Insurance
serv1ces ltd

Phone: 0785 890777 Fax: 0785 890544
4 Bedern Bank , Ripon ,
North Yorkshire HG4 1 PE.
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A Parachute designed to provide a safe exit and low speed tksccnt to even the
heaviest of pilots yet occupying minimum cockpit space and providing long
<luratinn comfort.
Your life is too valuable to trust to an in fe rio r design .
PERFORMANCE DATA

Max. operational height : !O,OOOft
Max. deployment speed: I '50 knots

Weight of assem bly: 141b
Rate of descent at 2'5'51b: 17.7ft/s

lrvin Great Britain Ltd
lcknicld Way , Lctchworth , llcrtfordsh irc

Great Uritain, SG6 l EU
Telcphooc : Letc.:hworth (O-i62) 'iH2000
Facsimile.:: 0462-482007
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GRAHAM McANDREW

WANTED ........... by BORGELT INSTRUMENTS
a new UK representative for the superb BORGELT range of soaring instruments.
•

GRAHAM'S
CORNER

An excellent opportunitv to represent one of the world's leCJding manufacturers of
sailplane instruments. Interested parties please contact:
PO Box 7474, TOOWOOMBA M.C. QLD 4352 AUSTRALIA TEL: INT +61-76 355784 FAX: ·INT: +61-76 358796

Fridgidar

'P"'' lot of time flylog clob

•

BORGELT INSTRUMENTS

This is the last
piece Graham
wrote as a BGA
national coach
before leaving to
become the CFI at
Lasham

I

•

B100- the incomparable flight /planning/tactical variometer /computer system
with optional GPS- either BlOOGPS or use any NMEA 0183 GPS e.g. GARMIN.
TRIMBLE, MAGELLAN. Now the best costs even less.
BJ 1 JOEY- competitively priced, compact. extremely rugged electronic
barograph/GPS data recorder with Flight Analysis Software.
850 - coming soon- a replacement for the popular 820 variometer system.

two~"'""

with various people, invariably from the front
seat which, to a lot of instructors is initially at
least rather strange. If you have flown a large
number of hours in the rear seat, reverting to
the front can be disconcerting. The lack of forward reference for a start throws a lot of pilots. I
don't find this a problem but then I do it more
than most. The thing that does put me off more
than anything is the discomfort you have to put
up with in the front.
If you haven't flown your club two-seaters from
the forward seat for a long time, I suggest you
try it and you'll see what •I mean. it will remind
you what the pupil has to put up with.
By far the biggest culprit is the chilling breeze
created from unwanted and unnecessary ventilation. That pleasant draught that cools the fetid
summer brow may be bearable up to 2000ft but
at 5000ft it becomes a test of endurance worthy
ol a Japanese TV game show.
I had the misfortune to be sitting in the front
seat of a glider in March and was shivering within
two minutes of being airborne.
The gap between the canopy frame and the
cockpit edge was wide enough to post through a
decent sized novel and it produced a searing

blast about chest height which cut me in two.
The front of the canopy had the usual demisting arrangement- a horizontal slot cut into the
perspex- but to be effective at clearing the interior of condensation there has to be a strip of
perspex positioned to deflect the airflow around
the inside of the canopy. Needless to say this
was missing. Its exclusion resulted in a scimitar
sharp stream which froze a section of my face
from the top lip to the lower eyelid.
The aerotow hook, on the nose where it
should be , had at one time been thoughtfully provided with a rubber flap which slapped closed
as soon as the rope was released- unfortunately
it had dropped off some time ago and the gaping hole thal houses the tow hook allowed copious quantities of the frigid spring air to blow
straight up my trouser leg.
I was being attacked on at least three fronts
that I could identify. No amount of extra clothing
or sealing of collars and cuffs appeared to make
any difference. I was perished.
This was a nuisance because it was quite
soarable and there was at least an hour's flying
to be done with each candidate but, try as 1i,might,
I found the whole business just too painful and
had to cut the flights short to avoid frostbite. ~

Promoting Gliding Sites
Dick Stratton, BGA chief technical officer, whovisits many clubs during the year, comments:"Poor or non existent sign posting is a major detterent to casual visitors attempting to arange an
AEI flight. We need to persuade clubs to remedy this obvious deficiency and to otherwise promote themselves through local media cover."

LETTER FROM
AUSTRALIA
Charles Day has written with the latest news
from Benalla GC.
Last season was poor by our reckoning but
booming by UK standards. Nevertheless, my
own flying was fairly satisfying- 8800km in 25
launches. Many days were by no means fully
used.
Jill Burry broke the British women's 0/R record
with 630km to West Wyalong at a decent clip.
Much of SE Australia is in the grip of a drought
this winter, so the omens are favourable for a
good 1994/95 cross-country season. Australian
drougnts don't go away overnight, so get out
those airline timetabl'es! A full schedule of the
professional John Williamson courses is
planned, Japanese visitors being expected on
some of them.
In addition the Gliding Federation of Australia
has launched a national cross-country coaching
scheme which has nominated a number of top
local pilots (who may or may not be conventional instructors) to act as mentors to the less
experienced. Ben alia will be very active in this
scheme.
Several! members will be flying right across
Australia this coming summer, coast to coast
(west to east). This will be similar to the S to N
crossing a while ago: a lot of spectacular soaring and, for the crews, very hot driving.
Gary Brasher, our young competition fanatic,
is employing desperate measures in the fort·hcoming Nationals, having bought a Nimbus 3T
from Britain.

LAK-12
From Lithuania -the best deal around:
20.5m span- 2 piece wing - flaps.
Fibreglass & carbon fibre construction.
Tail dolly etc.
Max UD 48:1
Rigging aids
42 gallons water ballast
Full C of A granted
Fully instrumented
Superb fibreglass trailer
Empty weight: 8201b
Ideal for cross-country minded individuals and clubs
Inclusive Price: UK mainland £18000 (approx) for complete new outfit. Prices may vary
reflecting recent falls in the value of sterling. Ring for details and price.
Demonstrator available. contact agents:

BALTIC SAILPLANES Ltd.
Baltic Sailplanes Ltd., 46 The Woodlands, Market Harborough,
Leicestershire LE16 7BW
Tel: 0858 467723; 0536 85552 (office hours); 0536 81777 (evenings)
Fax: 0858 467137
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WARREN KAY

15 METRE CLASS
NATIONALS
Tim Scott.

Dunstable, July 9-17- as seen by the competition director

)

Ray Payne.

e 1994
15m Nationals

OveraD
The colour drawing presented to Justin Wills, the 15 Metre Champion, who won Day 2 and 4.
The day winners were also given black and white sketches by Martin Batten. Martin was trained
in graphic design and advertising and, with his wife, has worked his way round the world.

Joho
Jell'!"'""" ph"" "Foo , 'P"I ood
amusement" accurately sums up the 15 Metre

Above: Sieve Jones. Below: Alister Kay.

Class Nationals held at a very sunny and all too
dry Dunstable. A new, inexperienced but enthusiastic team of organisers welcomed pilots from
all over the country, a fair sprinkling of new faces
intermingling with the famil rar "old boys" .
A very brief opening ceremony was followed
by the first briefing where I set the tone for the
competition by announcing that any pilot taking
himself too seriously might receive administrative penalties. The dilemma facing LS agent
Martyn Wells provided the pre-launch interest.
He arrived with brand new winglets for his LS·6
but no experience of flying with them. Should he
fit them and risk the unfamiliar handling in an im·
portant competition or fly without them and risk
being lynched by all the people to whom he had
sold them in the past few years.
Day 1, Saturday July 9: 289.7km bow tie,
Bicester, Ely, Olney. Gary Stingemore's day at
76. 1km/h in an LS-6c; 23 finishers, 11 300km
flown.
Slow and careful on the first leg, getting bet·

ter and better as they went east, then worsening
until desperation around Olney . Most of those
who didn't get home landed on the last leg. Paul
Fritche landed inside the grounds of Woburn
Abbey whereupon the resident Lord asked for a
£500 landing fee. Paul was not amused, neither
was I because I had to grovel to get the LS-4A
released. Please avoid Woburn Abbey.

Gary Stingemore.
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This is part of a letter from Woburn
Abbey

A drawing of Warren who had to cope with
Dunstable losing its water supply for 48hrs
due to water pump problems.
Day 2, Sunday, July 10: 236.1km dog 0/ R,
Bicester, Kingsclere, Bicester. Jus/in Wills' day
at 49.3kml h in an LS-6; 12 finishers, 6000km
flown.
My deliberate mistake sticking with the A task
required the field to fly 20 miles south of the M4
with the inversion at 1200ft. 1t is, however, practically impossible to set a task that Nationals' pilots can't complete , thank God! In blue and
broken conditions the finishers came home between 1845 and 1915hrs, thus saving me from
wearing my "Escobar" T-shirt at briefing. Martin
Durham (LS-7) caused great consternation in
the local press by landing in a school playingfield at Leighton Buzzard watched by the finish
line observers. Bruce Cooper, unwell , withdrew
from the competition and Frank Davies , migrained. rested for the day.

Woburn Estates have requested that gliders
do not land within the grounds of the Abbey.
The reason is the close promimity of the
most suitable landing areas to the slud
farms . Also, considerable numbers of visitors roam freely around the estate. Whilst it
is accepted that landing in a genuine emergency is unavoidable , in all other circum stances you will not be welcome and the
· club's reputation as a responsible body will
suffer. lt will cost you money to remove your
glider.
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Phil Jones.

Peter Sheard.
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Day 3, Monday, July 11 : 360.2km bow tie,
Mar/borough, Newbury, Husbands Bosworth.
Phi/ Jones (Ventus B) and Pete Sheard's day at
97.9km/h, Pete flying a Ventus A; 43 finishers,
15 lOOkm flown.
PhiI Jones' spectacular finish, wingtip vortices
visible in the corn , summed up a real racing day
with the speeds of the first five within 1km/h. The
day winners' prizes, A4 sized framed pencil caricatures, produced the only serious protest of
the week with Pete Sheard , at first in 2nd place,
badgering the scorers until his time was corrected to give him equal 1st with Phi I. The real
winner this week was the artist, Martin Batten ,
to whom we send our thanks.

Ed Johnston.

--!1.,
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Below: John Galloway (Discus).
Above: Gary Stingemore. Below: Dave Watt.

All photos by Tony Danbury
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Day 4, Tuesday, July 12: 415.5km bow tie.
Avebury, St Neots, Leicester. Justin's day
(aga in!) at 101. 2kmlh , 25 finishers, 17 900km
flown .

Gillian's face looked worried when Justin announced a marginal final glide . Phil Jones , however, was much lower and slower, the Ventus
crossing the line just before it stopped flying and
sat down in the hay for a rest. Phil received his
prize of a blank "will" at briefing and followed that
the ne xt contest day with a very cautious flight
prompting an award to his wife Molly for delivering an effective chat.
Tim Scott (LS -7wL) finished in the first ten
again , keeping the pressure on Justin and
Martyn . Cloudbase reached 7500ft asl and
achieved rates of climb exceeded 400ft/min . Ray
Payne produced a memorable barograph trace
at 1OOft turning fi nals into a field - some birds
frightened by the sight of a Discus with winglets
took off and circled . Ray flew into 8kt straigh t up
to 6600ft !
Day 5, Thursday . July 14 : 251 .4km bow tie,
Edgehi/1, Grafham Water. Pits ford. Steve Jones'
day at 98.4kml h in a Ventus C: 43 finishers, 11
OOOkm flown.
Tired pilots were grateful for a rest day followed by a straightforward race with Ted
Lysakowski (Ventus B). reigning Champion, appearing on the leader board for the first time and
Gillian Spreckley LS-6c) showing that Brian isn't

FINAL RESULTS

Day 1.9.7

15 Metre Class Nationals

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Pilot
Wills, T. J .
Wells , M. D.
Scott, T.
Kay , A.
Redman , S.
Sheard, P.
Johnston, E.
Payne, A.
Jones 1 S.
Crabb, P.
Jordy , M.
Watt , D.
Jones, P.
Klng, P.
Watt, C.

Stingemore, G.
Spreckley, G.
Francls, D.

Fox, A.
Whitc, S.

Durham, M.
Alld ls, C.
Lysakow ski , E.

Rebbeck, H.
Wall, N.
Murphy, T.
Morris, 0 . G.
Brlce, P.
Olender, S.

Gatfield, J.
King, A.
Dav les , F.
Fritche , P.
Gardner, D.
Bromwich, A.
Mitchell , T.
Galloway. J.
Stewart, D.
ThrosseU, M.
Angell , J .

Spencer, J .
Arnold , J .

Hill , D.
Beringer, J .
Aobertshaw, S.
Cooper, B.

Glid er
L5-6
L5-6c
lS-7wL
LS-6cw

LS-6e
Ventus-A

LS·6A
Discus B
Ven1us-C
L5-7
ASW-20L
ASW-24

Ventus-B
LS·7
ASW·20a
LS·Bc
LS·6C
Ventus-CT

Ventus-8
LS-7WL
LS-7
LS-4
Ventus-B
LS·4
Discus
ASW-20
ASW·20L
ASW-24
LS-7
ASW-20
ASW-20BL
LS·6c
LS·4A
LS·3A
LS-6C
Ventus
Discus
Veotus-8
Ventus-CT

SZD·55
DG-600
Discus J
LS ·6
Pegasus
LS-7
LS ·6a

Speed
(Disl)
73.2
72.3
73.7
70.9
6 1.7
68.7
62.0
70 .3
71 .9
(239.4 )
74.7
69.9
72 4
6 77
(2 13 81
76. 1
69.3
67.8
68. 6
68.6
(238. 1)
71 5
(2 16.4)
70 I
(216. 4)
(2 1•. 81
7 1.7
(234.9)
(2 11 2)
(2 14.8)
1229.3)
(244 2)
(236 01
(211.41
73.9
(56 .5)
(19 1.01
G2.9
(224.7)
(224.4)
(2 11.21
(21 \ .4 )
(2(4.71
1200.7)
(44.01
{241.3)

Pis

5
64
11
23

971
963
976
949
858
92 7
861
943
959
603
985
939
963
918
532
1000
934
919
926
926
600
955
540
94 1
540
536
957
590
522
536
575
616
594
523
979
115
443
87 1
563
562
522
523
563
48 1
94
608

IG

~

14

620
38
1
15
19
17·
17•
27
10
34·
13
34
36
9
29
4 1·
3630
24
28
39
3
45
44

21
31 a
33
41 ·
39·
3 1•
43
46
25

the only competitive family member . Jerry
Beringer (Pegasus) and Steve Robertshaw (LS7) had landed ou t every day , somehow keeping
the ir disappointment in proportion which mu st
answer Justin's "Wh at evolutio nary purpose
does a sense of humour serve?" question.

overall 1st, 2nd and 3rd prizes th ose places
didn't change . Wh en Jerry Beringer crossed the
line the chee r cou ld be heard right across East
Anglia.
Prizegiving was well supported by th e com petitors and Justin , gracious in victory , ex press ed th e views of many by remarkin g th at
Dun stable 1994 was a competition to remem ber. Martyn , 2nd, was last seen gazing rath er
ruefully at his caricature . Tim Sco tt had flown
magnificently to bring a Standard Clas s glider
in to 3rd place. Ed Johnston (LS-6A) in 7th was
th e highest placed "home" pilot. Colin Watt
(ASW-208) , 15th , was the highest placed pilot
flying in his first Nationals.

Day 6, Sunday, July 17: 349.5km bow tie,
Evesham, North/each, Pitsford. Steve White's
day at 81.7kml h in an LS-7wL; 34 finishers. 13
BOOkm flown .
Ali ster Kay (LS-6cw) finished in the first four
for th e 4th tim e to climb up to 4th overall. Pete
Sheard just failed to catch Simon Redman (LS 68) for 5th but th ankfully for the artist who had
already prepared th e colour caricatures for th e
Day3.11 .7
J60.2km bow tie
Marlborough, Newbury,
Husbands Bosworth

Biceste r

Pos

22
12
8
26

Steve White.

Day 2.10.7
236.1 km dog leg CIA
Bicester, Kingsclere,

289. 7km bow tie

Blccsler, Ely ,
Olney

Pos

Sieve Jones.

Speed
(Dist)
49.3
48.1
43.3
(104.41
44.8
47. 1
47.3
48.9
(104 .4)
46.3
(101.71
(63.01
(85.1)
(104 .4)
471
(104.41
(104.4)
(54. 1)
(49.9 )
(33.5)
(198.5)
(194 2)
( 104.4)
(1 04.4)
(99 .7)
(122.8)
1104.41
47.5
(74.3)
46.5
(93.3)
(0.01
(104.41
(93.31
(67.41
(104.4)
45 .5
(184 .91
(69.81
(83 .5)
(104.4)
(11 9 .3)
(18. 1)
(67 .7)
(67.3)
(0.0)

Pos

Pis

1
3
12
18·
10
6
5
2
16
8
29
40
33
1811
18•
18 ·
41
42
43
13
14
18·
18·
30
16
IB

8 15
807
775
405
785
800
802
8 13
405
795
399
223
327
405
780
405
405
182
162
85
629
6 19
405
405
394
44 7
405
803
276
796
365
0
405
365
244
405
790
544
255
319
4C5
4 19
18
24 6
243
0

4

35
7
3 1...

45·
18·
31
38
189
15
36
34
1 8~

17
44
37
39
45 ·

I

Speed
(Disl)
97 I
91.3
91.6
97.9
89.3
97.9
93.2
87.3
91.3
85.3
89.7
86.8
97.9
82.5
81. 0
97.4
90.4
82.2
89.2
94 A

87.7
9 1.0
90.6
78. 8
84 .8
86.2
88 .6
84.5
83.2
85.0
82.3
88.1
82.3
86.8
93.8
85.2
85.3
83.8
65.8
87.9
7t:i .4

80.7
9 1.7
(100.9)
(10 1.2)
(0 0)

Day 4.12.7

Day 5.14.7

415.5km bow tie
Avebury, St Neots,
Leicester

251.4km bow lie
Edgehltl, Grafham Water,
Pitstord·

Pas

Pis

Speed
(Dist)

5

988
903
907
999
873
1000
9 11
844
902
81 4
879
837
1000
774
751
99 1
890
770
873
948
BS I
899
893
720
808
829
864
803
785
811
75 1
856
721
837
939
81 3
8 15
792
822
853
685
748
909
114
114
0

10 1.2
94.8
93.4
99.1
92.5
70.7
73.6
(343.31
75.8
89.7
90.5
97 3
100.7
9 1.9
83.5
(34 1.7)
(343 .3)
79.9
90.1
(343.3)
(373.2 )
(390. 7)
(386 .0)
(343.3 )
84 .0
91.8
(390.6)
(334.1)
82.9
(347.4)
9 1.5
(386.3)
(374.5)
92.1
82.5
87.0
8 1.2
(347. 4)
85.3
(199.61
(380.7)
(364.5)
(392.6)
(364.5)
(409.9)
(0.0)

11
10
3
171=
8
23
12
29
16
24-

.

36
38·
4
15
37
176
22
13
14
42
32
26
19
33
35
31
38·
20
41

24
7
30
28
34
27
21
43
40
9
44 44:
46

Pos

Pis

I
5
6
3
7
25
24
3923
14
12
4
2
g.
18
43

1000
947
936
983
928
748
773
477
791

39~

22
13
39·
34
28
30·
39·
17
g.
29
44
19
37·
11
30
33
8
20
15
21
3 7~

16
45
32
3527
3 5~

26
46

906

9 12
968
996
923
854
474
477
824
909
477
521
547
540
477
859
923
546
463
849
483
920
540
523
925
846
883
835
483
869
265
532
508
549
508
575
0

Speed
(Dist)
97.3
97.9
94.4
96.1
93.8
80 2
9 1. 1
90. 1
98.4
86.8
81. 1
82.0
61 .0
83.6
9 1.2
79 .3
83.3
77.6
74.6
90. 1
87.2
68.9
94.8
81.6
8 1.3
64.0
86.2
77. 7
89. 3
71.1
83.7
9 1.7
79 .6
77.7
68.2
89.3
7 1.7
78 .3
68 . 1
7 1.6
80.6
76.0
86.8
(49.5)
(165.3)
(0 .0)

Pos

Pis

3
2
6
4
7
27
11
13
I
1725
22
43
21
10
29
B
31•
35
12
16
39
5

951
961
911
935
903
7 11
865
850

23
24
42
19
31 ·
14
38
20
9
28
31 41
15
36·
30
40
36·
26
34
17.
45
44
46

968

804
723
737
440
758
866
699
896
675
632
851
810
552
9 17
731
727
483
795
675
839
562
760
873
702
675
51 3
838

590
684
540
590
71 7
652
804
52
179
0

Day 6.17.7
J49.5km bow tie
Evesham, Northleach ,

Pitslord
Speed
(Disl)
81 .3
79.3
73.3
80.4
69.6
80.7
74.8
74.3
65.7
68 ,2
67.5
79.8
74.2
62.7
59.5
67.1
64.0
79.7
70.0
81 .7
70.1
56.1
71.3
68 .8
63.6
70.0
(257 .9)
55.7
54 .5
57.4
(259.1)
74 . 1

69 1
(207.8)
(1 13 .7)
50.5
(110.7)
( 106.5)
(214 .5)
65.5
(207.8)
(20 1.8)
(0 .0)
52. 8
(231 .1)
(0. 0)

Pos

Pis

2
7
12
4
17
3
B
9
23
20
21
5
10
27
28
22
25
6
16
I
14
30
13
19
26
15
36
31
32
29
35
11
18
39·
42
34
43
44
38
24
39=
41

994
966
880
98 1
828
986
902
895
773
808
798
972
893
729
685
792
748
97 1
833
1000
835
636
852
8 17
74 2
834
413
63 1
6 13
655
4 15
892
82 1
332
90
557
86
BO
343
769
332
3 16
0
589
370
0

4 5~

33
37
45.

Total

Pts
571 9
5547
5385
5252
5175
5172
5 114
4822
4798
4730
4697
4676
46 19
4507
4468
4361
4350
434 1
4335
4287
4246
4208
4 147
4091
4070
4052
3980
3965
3884
3843
3786
3777
3766
3657
3611
36 11
3559
3454
3392
3358
3 193
3 166
2843
1990
1575
608
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ROGER BIAGI

AIU~1ough

this article has a general htle,
it was written with the French Alps very
much in mind. With so many British pilots making the journey to the Alps each
year S&G decided to publish it as a
supplement to the three articles by
William Malpas which appeared in
I these pages during 1988/89. Roger
Biagi is one of the small band of French
pilots who "invented" the Southern
Alps. The article was prepared for
pupils of the mountain flying school run
by him with Jacques Noel at Gap and
has appeared in Aviasport. lt was translated for us by William Malpas. We follow on with a report from Brian Bateson
on flying at St Auban.

MOUNTAIN
FLYING
Hill soaring, ridge running and climbing sheer rock faces

.

Nlountain slope or ro.c kface

f2j

= 157m

I,

wa• .tatliog fmm a liilllhot a O'Uplaoo "'"
climbed in thermal lift. When flying cro ss-coun try in mountains in France, in Europe , o ~ elsewhere , progress is often preceded , completed
or followed by finding lift on a hill side or along a
ridge.
The expression "hill soaring" applies to using
lift generated by the gradient wind or the valley
breeze which blows up the side of the hill . The
strength and extent of the lift depends on the
windspeed and the slope of the hill.
Once upon a time the principal criteria for selecting a hill soaring site were the frequency of
the dominant winds, the slope of the hills and
the smoothness of their contours.
Flying cross-country is a bit more complicated. The mountains, even well adapted, are
very diversified. They vary from gentle slopes of
10-15°, through the natural slope of rock falls
(about 58°) to vertical walls, generally without
trees and excel•lent for soaring, which have
spawned the name "rock polishing" . The shape
of the ridge is what it is, with its difficulties and
its advantages for the generation of thermals.
In our hemisphere mountains facing. north ,
north-west or north-east are usually fed by the
gradient wind (mistral for example) , whilst
mountains facing in other directions can be fed
by gradient winds or valley breezes, or both al
the same time. To fly safely and efficiently it is
necessary to take all these factors into consideration when attacking each individual mountain, adapting to its location, orientation and
aerology.
Let us start with some simple examples , the
north or north-west faces of Courbure de Lure,
the Gache and the Beau me, well-known mountains in the Southern Alps with the mistral blowing at 15 to 30kt or more. The turbulence is
strong, but paradoxically there are no traps.
Lift is wide and strong ; it is assured even
half-way down the face and with 6 to Skt posi tive the sailplane soon arrives at the top - there
is no need to fly close to the face to climb.
Indicated airspeed can be 110 to 140km/h; the
sailplane is very manoeuvrable. Beats along
the face can be made at 140 to 150km/h "crab bing" at 10 to 20°.
October/November 1994

The lie traces of sailplane
trajectories are not. exact
because they suppoMe
that changes of bank
angle are instanta ri.eou-..
However, they do illustrate how much
decreasing speed and increasing bank
keeps the sa,i lplane closer to the
rock-£ace during the turn.

The}r also suppose Dying at sea-leveL Although
indicated air-speeds may stay the !fame, the
d,ian-.etera of the circles increase with altitude
because true air-speeds increa~:~e .

If you are on the west face of the Cheval
Blanc in the same situation in spring or summer, you will also enjoy the thumps of the
thermo -dynamic bubbles coming up the face.
But you will not be there long ; you will soon be
at the top and away, uflless you are an instructor, in which case you will probably contrive to
lose altitude somewhere and come back for
more , in order to demonstrate thi s kind of flying
to your pupif.

vertical rock face , its summit in the shape of a
hat and the extension towards the south -east ,
and the Montagn e d'e Melan , with its natural
rock -fall slope , provide all the characteristics
necessary for basic training.
As soon as the valley breeze is established
Authon can be hill soared in the classic man ner. All that is necessary is to make a few beats

From hill soaring to ridge running
From spring to autumn , valley breezes are
usually 12 to 15kt and most slopes (particularly
the key points , ie the well -known mountains
which pilots mark on their maps) are easy to
use by visitors who have been introduced to
this kind of flying. But conditions degrade to the
point where it becomes difficult to stay up , even
for an experienced pilot. In general, gradient
winds increase with altitude , whereas valley
breezes decrease and are sometimes disturbed
by the gradient wind.
We will analyse this progressive increase in
difficulty in as much detail as possible to em phasise the know-how to deal with it and the
need ·for accurate piloting .
Of course , to practise these techniques it is
essential to be local to an airfield . Fortunately ,
all the airfields in the Southern Alps wh ich are
close to the mountains have their local schoo'l
slopes for two-seater and solo training . For example, Le Rocher d'Authon , which we will ex amine for the purposes of our analysis , with its

• All year round soaring in
thermal wave & ridge
• Launching by winch and
aerotow
• Holiday Courses available
from April
For Deta il s Conta ct:

The Secreta')'
Scottish Gliding Union
Porlmook Airfi eld
Sco tlondwe/1 KY I 3 7JJ

0592 840543

~--------------------~--~·
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with turns towards the breeze. At 100 to 200m
above the summit the lift is still wide and
steady; the most important task is to respect
ridge flying rules scrupulously and to ensure the
safety of the other sailplanes. ,In these conditions, application of the golden rule (ie making
every effort to arrive near the top) allows evaluation of the quality of the lift, and after two or
three figure-of-eights at the birth of a strong
thermal you can climb up to the altitude required to get to the next mountain.
If conditions are less favourable it may be
necessary to soar the slope below the top,
close to the rock face. lt is still easy to maintain
height but precise piloting is required . Angle of
bank is the most important factor, because for a
given airspeed it determines the diameter of
each turn and therefore the distance away from
the face . Starting with a turn away from the
face. after 180° you a re turning back towards
the face and about one diameter from it. As you
converge with the rock face at an angle of 45°
you level the wings and turn 45° in the opposite
sense so as to start a new beat at the chosen
spot. at a comfortable distance from the face
and with the appropriate crab angle.
If cond itions wea ke n further real difficulties
appear. The width of usable lift becomes less
than the diameter of the turn and at each turn
you lose some or all of the height gained during
the beat along the face. Nevertheless it may be
possible to maintain height if the lift is steady.
Now you must note the sweet spots, the gullies
which give little bubbles of rising air, so as to
lose the minimum at each turn. In these conditions the bare rock faces are much better than
natural slopes. The hat shape of Authon allows
you to "cheat" slightly , le to place the sailplane
above the face or even a little beyond just before
each turn so as to remain close to the vertical
plane of the face during the turn and so limit the
loss of height.
Finally we come to the last situation; for various
reasons - conflict between valley breeze and gradient wind, intermittent sunshine, the airmass too
stable- conditions become very difficult, not only
because of poor lift but also because of turbulence. This brings us to two basic questions; at
what speed to fly and at what distance from the
mountain? This depends on the manoeuvre, the
shape of the mountain and the turbulence.
We have already mentioned the problem of
strong winds, such as the mistral. With valley
winds blowing on to a slope or a rock face, it is
best to fly at max glide speed at a distance of
about two wing· spans. This distance will vary according to the shape of the mountain because irregularities impose certain constraints. Tu rns
towards the mountain are always made at small
angles of bank and at a speed which anticipates
the possibility of a sudden increase in bank
caused by turbulence. On the other hand, turns
away from the mountain can be made at speeds
and angles of bank which are dictated by efficiency. lt would be pedantic to describe all these
variations in detail but they are easy to demonstrate in flight.
To summarise ; the conditions on the day dictate
and indicate clearly to a pilot who has been properly trained the necessary speeds when turning
towards or away from the mountain, the distance
to maintain from the face and the height above the
268

Richard Cowderoy in a Pegasus.
top at which he can safely start a thermal turn . If
you scrape along at 90km/h when you should be
flying at 100 or 11 Okm/h, you are in danger. If you
fly at 100 or 110, or too far from the face , when
you should be starling to make a figure-of-eight at
90km/h at the right moment. you may not be able
to climb.
Of course, in any conditions, unpleasantly turbulent or apparently calm and easy, you cannot
exclude the possibility of a gust leading to a stall
or a critical angle of bank. Therefore you must always be ready for immediate action to recover.
Diversity in the mountains on a good valley
breeze day makes it possible to demonstrate all
the variations in using lift, from very easy to very
difficult, and to practise the three principal exercises which are basic to teaching mountain flying :1. Start to climb in figure-of-eights, developing
into thermal turns.
2. Getting used to seeing mountains from
Below : fan Godfrey (DG-400). Photos by
Jacques Noel.

different directions and how to approach the ridge
chosen for the next lift.
3. How to get from one mountain to the next
and fall-back possibilities in case of winds, sink or
cloud cover being unexpectedly unfavourable.
Finally a word on steel cables in the mountains.
The bigger they are the less dangerous they are
to us. Permanent cables such as ski lifts and high
tension power lines are marked by pylons and
cleared tracks through the forests. The cables
themselves can usually be seen_The real danger
comes, especially in the Northern Alps . fro m cables used to carry tree trunks down to the valley.
Generally they are alone, rusty, sometimes abandoned and practically invisible. Consequently
where there is reason to suppose that a cable
might exist unseen, eg an old clearing in the forest
marked by its rectangular shape, make a detour.
Let us not forget that during the holiday periods
there may be as many as 500 sailplanes flying in
the Southern Alps. More experienced pilots are already fam iliar with the problems which have been
described and we hope that this article will help
the less experienced to join them harmoniously.
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BRIAN BATESON

A FRENCH
HORIZON
Brian finds a way to improve
his mountain flying
technique by joining a
course at St Auban

D"'"' ' "'

P'"'''"'

holidoy' io the

Southern French Alps I had managed with sub lime eas e to avoid learning virtually any French ,
wi·th the nett result that I had a grossly exaggerated fear of landing aux vaches, not being able to
extricate myself and still being with the cows ,
starving hungry and totally desolate some days
later!
The earlier holidays had been of the "teach yourself alpine flying variety ", blundering around, scaring yourse lf silly, going nowhere and getting
frustrated or frightened. This approach to such a
challenging environment as the Alps is a silly version of re-inventing the wheel - a painfully slow
learning curve.
So it was a welcome relief two years ago to fly
with the European Soaring Club and experience
the transition to accelerated learning with Brian
and Gill Spreckley courtesy of the CFHN (Centre
Francais Haul Niveau) at St Auban.
Within a relatively short period it was possible to
venture over , or more often up against rocks , to
climb where previously you would have fled , to explore where previous ly you had onl•y dreamt of
going . In short, it was a revelation .
This year we decided to double up on our an nual allocated alpine time and booked a fortnight
at the CFHN in late April. Spring can be very variable and arriving during heavy rain with red mud
everywhere didn't auger too well , but in the event
we had two weeks of magnificent weather , every
day being soarable.
Bare statistics paint only half the picture for although we took only one Discus with us, Sue and I
enjoyed over 60hrs of magnificent cross-country
flying covering almost 3000km, enjoyed wave in
the mistral to the official French ceiling of FL 195,
experienced mountain thermals of quite ridiculous
strength , and even laid the ghost of going aux
vaches as the photo shows. On this occasion ,
adding to the experience, the keys for the trailer
and tow hitch were in my pocket with the spares
safely locked up in the trailer , some 2hrs by road
around the mountains!!'
lt was a day of learning about the interaction of
NE winds and SW facing thermodynamic lift, of
conversing in Franglais, of superbly cooked "Lapin"
and, of course, a bottle of Bordeaux.
The CFHN is I believe a unique establishment,
formed to serve the French interest in gliding at the
highest level . We flew for example alongside the
French youth training team during the first week
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Brian Bateson's photograph of the Parcours after landing aux vache.
and I am still not sure whether the flying or the
partying was the most impressive.
The accommodation is excellent , modern and
comfortable, briefings are thoroug h, either in
French or, for the rest of the world , in English. Their
fleet of aircraft is mind boggling and the whole operation seems to run like clockwork.
Geographically the site is ideally placed both for
access to the high mountains via the Parcours, or
for flat land flying to the south-west, and distances
covered can be consistently high with the twoseaters regularly making flights in excess ol 500km
over both the Southern and Northern French Alps.
The training is both intensive and thorough and
you are expected to want to learn quickly . If you
want a laid-back holiday with some flying around
the hills then St Auban is not the place to go. If you
want to learn how to survive , to enjoy and appreciate the magnificence of Alpine flying then it is without parallel .
You may have noticed in a recent S&G a statistic that 42 people have been killed in the Southern
French Alps in the past five years , a horrifying
statistic, proving that without prop er training the
mountains can be very dangerous, but realise also
that most of them have been pilots with little training in the area. They may have flown in the
Bavarian , Swiss or Austrian Alps but local knowledge is essential for safety.

ALMOST A COVER

Until two years ago it was virtually impossible to
gain acceptance to the CFHN unless you were
French , but times change and they now welcome
people from all over the world to learn the safe way
to fly in mountains with French instructors who have
thousands of alpine hours and immense local
knowledge.
lit gave me enormous pleasure to take off at 1750
for an evening excursion with Eric Napoleon , expecting little at that time of night , but finding out
much about convergence zones ; we covered
130km before landing at 2030. Finding 5kt lift
against a vertical sun facing slope at 2000 was a
very pleasant surprise.
There must be many glider pilots who fly the flatlands but who have a dream pushed somewhere
to the back of their mind that embraces flying in the
high mountains , visiting the places that normally
adorn calendars but never believing that it is possi ble for them to achieve. Indeed, if you try to teach
yourself it could take a long time and be very dangerous, but to set yourself new horizons to aim for
and new goals to work towards is essential if you
are tci keep al ive that enthusiasm for your sport .
Training courses can be booked directly with the
CFHN (Fa x 010 33-92 64 23 83) , or If you prefer to
fly with an English ·group contact Brian or Gill
Spreckley at the European Soaring Club for details
of their courses .
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This lovely shot of the Eagle 3 being winch launched at Bannerdown
GC at RAF Hullavington would certainly 1have made the cover had it been taken ve_
r tically but the photo- .
grapher didn't have time for this consideration . Paul Welsh just happened to be lymg on the ground when 1t
flew by and he filmed it over his shoulder. The Eagle is used to fly the disabled and called "Abled".
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THE AERODROME, RUFFORTH, YORK Y02 3QA
TELEPHONE: 0904 73865 3 FAX: 0904 7381,46
MOBILE: 0850 817265

Sole factory trained and approved repairers for D-G Sailplanes
Full repair and maintenance facility for all types
Specialist in repair and maintenance of self-launching sailplanes

*

*
*

*

*

*

Stockists of repair ma terials including glass cloths, epoxy resi,ns, Akzo gel coat and MGS Vorgelat,
Neogene paints a nd dopes, fab ric, Aerodux glues, Aerolite glues, Gadringer strapsprings etc.
Spa re parts for Vega, Kestrel, T6l Venture etc.
Tyres and tubes, Mecaplex window scoops and tracks, Tost exchange hooks, Yuasa batteries, Tesa
tapes, 0/K barographs etc.

FOR SAL£:
D·G 3 00 - complete outfit ind uding Cobra trailer
D·G 3 00 - complete outfit including Cobra trailer
PIK 20E -complete outfa

GLASE ·DIRKS UK
BO B M cLEAN 0904 - 7 38653
FAX: 0904-7381 46

I

JOHN ELLIS 0765 689431
0765 689431

SOLE AGENTS FOR D-G SAILPLANES AND SPARES IN THE UK AND EIRE
Early deliveries
available for
0-G 500 - Trainer,
500/ 20 Winglets,
500/22 + M.
0-G 303 - Winglets
now ava ilable

The D-G 800b version
has flown with its Mid
West power plant
which runs inside the
fuselage- please ask
for details

D-G - World Leaders in Self-launching Sailplanes

The Silver Ghost which was used until1939.
Photo: Harold Holdsworth.

CLUB
FOCUS
For this issue we home in on the
Yorkshire GC who celebrated their 60th
anniversary this summer. We start with
Mike Maufe's description of a day at the
club in 1937 (Mike holds Silver badge
No. 40) and finish with a present day account by Margaret Gomersha/1 and
John Gooda/1

0'

Joly 1 , 1937, I accl"d " ' ' ' aod foooo
Harold Holdsworth, the club's official ground engineer, repairing some recent crashery. He had
a large batch of new skids in stock which were
apparently often needed to replace those damaged in drift landings. The wheel had been invented a few years earlier but not for gliders!
Sultan Bank was soon found to be unsuitable
for the traditional system of bungy launching because the steep cliff caused severe turbulence.
Allowing enough room for the launching. even
to stretch the bungy, meant that the glider was
catapulted straight into the down draft of the curlover, while if launched further forward the crew
disappeared over the cliff.
Winch launching had been introduced in 1934
and we now had a 1923 Rolls Royce Silver
Ghost. Harold took it to the winch point at the
edge of the cliff and jacked up one of the rear
wheels. To this a drum was attached carrying
the piano wire launching cable - in emergencies
this had to be cut with an axe. Automatic backward operating cable releases were not in use
until 1938 when the Ottfur was invented.
After I had Dl'd the Falcon I climbed in (a feat
in itself because of the swept wings) and was
soon launched into a fresh south-westerly wind
and soared the ridge for a long time. eventually
working my way up to 18001!, the highest I had
ever 'been. I intended trying for a Silver duration
and had taken an empty milk bottle with me.
(Gliding took a big step forward with the arrival
of plastic bags.)
Looking down on the airfield I could see beginners being trained on primary gliders, doing
ground slides and hops of increasing height until
they could do circuits. Two-seaters were not
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generally used for training until after the war, although a Falcon 3 was used by our club for soaring practice.
In 1937 t11e airfield was much smaller than
now with a very ancient high dyke wall along the
northern boundary close to he clubhouse. The
field was not grass but heather with patches of
stony and uneven ground- another cause of skid
damage. One on occasion a visiting BAC 7 twoseater landed across a ridge causing the two
wheeled undercarriage to collapse and the occupant of the rear seat of the cockpit went
through the floor.
My Falcon was a delight to fly and with its low
wing loading kept up well in light winds and weak
thermals. Being under the wing I found vision on
the inside of turns very poor and great care was
needed. especially when ridge soaring. In spite
of this I do not remember a mid-air collision with
this type of glider.
One did occur. however. between a Scud 2
and a Grunau Baby, the Scud losing its nose
complete with rudder pedals and landing in a
large tree in the wood with no injury to the pilot.
The Grunau lost its entire tail and fell inverted
on to a patch of thick bracken, again without injury - in fact the pilot was able to make the long
climb up to the clubhouse while the search party
continued to look for him until giving up at dusk.
I landed after Shrs 30min, coming in over the
eastern boundary which then had a 5ft barbed
wire fence. This had caused damage to several

Harold Holdsworth in a Slingsb y Dagling in
1937.

undershooting gliders and one was cut in two
when it stalled on to it.
Chains were obligatory for early towing vehi cles on wet days . but this churned the surface
into ruts. We tl1ought we had this problem solved
with the arrival of Major, a retrieve horse. and indeed this worked well until an ill-judged side-slip
from a Kirby Kite knocked him unconcious. Major
was never the same again and reacted against
the sound of cracking plywood (fairly frequent in
those days) by bolting at high speed with whatever glider he was retrieving at the time. I was
quite thankful to haul the Falcon back the hard
way with a few friends and get it in the hangar.
Before retiring for the night the clubhouse conversation would have included the latest thermal exploits or the pundits putting forward
explanations of the "evening thermals" . Wave
soaring, like plastic bags. did not come until after
the war.

1994
Even now at the YGC nothing is a certainty and
we are fortunate to have a fixed "glider's eye
view" some 30 OOOft up known as Gordon
Planesale (alias GPS) who might record for history a day in the life of the club 1994-style.
First stirrings of the day may be witnessed
aboul 6am when two important duties are performed - name on the flying list for tlhe eager flyers. kettle on for those suffering from the
activities of the previous night. At this slage of
the day all seems calm bl'J! the rumblings of indecision are about to surface: What weather
should we expect? Refer to Meteosat and inspect the windsock gyrating on the dubhouse
roof. Whatever weather will we get? Is it aerotow or winch today? Should we rig or have breakfast first? The arrival of the DCFI heralds the
evacuation of the hangars whatever the answers
to these questions are, and preparations are
made for the first flight of the day.
In the absence of the legendary Silver Ghost
of yesteryear two Pawnees, a Super Cub and
two winches are ready to launch all from a T-21
to an ASH-25 lovingly (most limes) rigged and
Dl'd by avid members. The club begins to buzz
with workshop, computers, telepl1one and kettles all at full steam ... and soon flying starts.
By the end of lhe day the flying log will have
recorded exploits that would have astonished
the prewar pundits, but it still seems to take the
same amount of ancient Anglo Sax on and primitive grunts to get the club fleet back in the
hangars.
Since the rate of change seems to be increasing our present operation is going to look quaint
in 30 years. Will Silver. Gold and Diamond have
any meaning then when 50m span gliders carrying a tonne of water are doing an 0/R to
tl
Brussels?
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Tim Wilkinson photographed this mountain range from Omarama during a visit there in June.

A,

good ' ploc' " ooy 10 ""' w,;tiog oo
gliding in New Zealand is the famous illustration
of "Lenticular cloud near Dunedin" from the
1930s presented opposite p32 in Philip Wills'
1953 classic On Being a Bird. In so doing one
would not be far from Omarama {pronounced as
camera rather than panorama) , centrally placed
a little over half-way down South Island.
As in the northern hemisphere, the prevailing
wind is westerly, but nature has set these beautiful isles so far south that, passing beneath
Australia , their breezes will t1ave last seen land
far, far away to the west - on the other side of
the world, well down South America's Argentine,
almost as far south as the Falkland Isles ; and
this brings rather longer and steadier spells of
wind than in our northern latitudes. In antipodal
terms Omarama is almost opposite Santiago on
the north-west tip of Spain.
Then have nature's evolutionary continental
drift throw up the Southern Alps all along the
western coast of South island - topped out with
M! Cook's 12 349ft - and you have the perfect
recipe for high soaring in mountain wave, and
the long distances and high speeds that go with
it. This western range and its seaward coastal
strip also collects much of the air's naturally high
moisture content of a long over-sea passage.
Eastwards , beyond the hills, conditions are
much drier, even arid, and on the right day
strongly thermic.
As to the airfield - a large flat brown grassy
plain- it lies near the head of a valley in the southwest MacKenzie country. Those high mountains
of the southern Alps are not far away from northeast to south-west. Away to the north the valley
runs around a spur of Mt Benmore and on into
the oval MacKenzie basin, itself surrounded by
a ring of mountains, snow-capped away to the
west and south-west.
The current issue of New Zealand's Gliding
Kiwi shows Omarama featuring in ail the Gold
and Diamond heights and almost hall the Silver
badge flights.
I first chanced upon this lovely locality while
touring New Zealand in 1991. Supper was cooking in a comfortable caravan after a long day
wandering northward from Oueenstown when a
hili soaring Bianik was spotted and just had to
be investigated at once. Late in the evening no
flight was possible, but there was a warm welcome within a tiny clubhouse where a single Kiwi
was cooking a vast steak. There were a few trailers here and there and even then rumours about
a future Omarama "Worldies".
Amazement! True. here was a gliding club,
but there seemed so little then of the infrastruc272

Michael Russell sets the scene of the World
Championsh,ips in New Zealand where he will
be reporting on it for our March issue. Michael,
whose Silver badge, No. 263, was flown in a
Grunau Baby in 1950, has retired as an airline
pilot and now flies an ASW-22 at the Cambridge
University GC where he recently gained
Diamond goal
ture essential to a full-scale contest - not more
than a large field alongside a village at a main
road junction , a caravan site, a pub or two New
Zealand style and, for us two travellers, a long
journey planned towards Christchurch. Yet here
we are, four years on and just four months away
from what may well be the most spectacular
World Championships ever. The Kiwis have
made splendid efforts to play their part in gliding's competitive traditions.
News is of 74 firm entries and efforts are underway to confirm a further 31, the high cost of
!ravelling to and from almost the most distant
possible venue being the greatest problem. Last
January Kiwiglide successfully tested the developing organisation with 52 sailplanes taki ng part.
Climbs were reported to over 22 OOOft before
taking-off on the day's task - and a 600km task
was completed at 170km/h. Omarama is not a
site for the faint-hearted! Local pilots fared well
of course but, learning fast, by the end of the
week invited visitors were beating the home
team on their own ground.
As they race, the fortunate competitors in the
1995 World Championships will see spectacular
country. Far away to the south-west is the
Fiordland National Park and its famous Milford
Trail, and far away to the north-east the Kaikoura
ranges up towards Nelson , Blenheim and the
delightful port of Picton . Outlandings are best
avoided in the mountainous areas, but to the
south the land is flatter and to the east, towards
Christchurch, are the famous Canterbury plains.
Care will be needed everywhere not to disturb
the myriad of sheep. Pilots wi ll also see many
most beautiful lakes from north-east to southeast, cutting into mountains with mystical Maori
names such as Tekapo, Pukaki , Ohau, Hawea,
Wanaka and Wakatipu, and to the east, and per-

haps named by early Scottish settlers, Benmore
and Avie more.
This, then , is a preview of "Worldglide 95".
Tremendous efforts are being made by a group
of helpers led by the executive team of Bill
Walker and John Roake as eo-chairmen , with
members Mark Aldridge , Bob Henderson and
Wayne Wilson, creating lasting infrastructu re to
place Omarama firmly on the world list of "m ust
visit" sites for the gliding trave ller - Aboyne,
Benalla, Fuentemilanos, Sisteron - to name but
a few.
it is my privilege at the start of a longer holi day around New Zealand to report this fascinating contest for S&G. Lap top and printer are being
readied and lenses cleaned. We depart as soon
as the Christmas festivities are over. Watch this
space'
Tim Wilkinson has a list of New Zealand GCs. If anyone wants a copy, please send a sae to S&G.
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'Aquarius' (Dual Weight) Calculators ...... £13.50
....... £6.50
Wind Component Resolvers
'Gemini' Calculators
. .. £13.50
(Resolver on Reverse Side) ..
Flight Planning Rulers ..... .. ....
.. ...... £4.50
Protective Wallets for Calculators & Rulers are
now included
'Dolphin ' vario Conversions from . .. ...... £40.00
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WAGON!
Mary says she had those
"dis-in-tegrating trailer
blues"

I,

yoo wa"' fo do well ;o compem;o"' yoo
should be in good practice- plenty of cross-country excursions in the springtime and your equipment should be in top condition . The exchequer
would only permit one Camp this year, the
Midland Regionals at Husbands Bosworth . And
I hadn't had my derriere in a single-seater since
last September. With this twin objective I turned
up at Booker on Monday, May 9, to collect
Pegasus 987 , planning to tow it to Husbands
Bosworth for some practice.
Didn't think much of those tyres . In fact , not
only nearly flat, they looked very sick - there was
only 1Olbs pressure In one and 14 in the other. I·
decided to go via Oxford and the M40 and price
a couple of replacement tyres en route.
'Rolled the wagon just as the sun was declining in the western sky and unlike some cowboys
I drove in a l'adylike and restrained manner50mph downhill, 60mph uphill, and kept to the
left on the motorway. lt was therefore easy to
bring the equipage to an uneventful halt beside
a phone box when the left trailer tyre deflated at
Stokenchurch,
No, I do not belong to a motoring organisation . Yes, if you ring the Red Baron at Booker
someone may agree to come and get me. The
helpful voice on the yellow phone advised me
not to wait in the car but sit on the verge away
from the traffic . So I did , and though warmly
dressed spent a very long miserable hour being
terrified as •the high speed traffic roared past. At
last a lorry stopped and a Glasweg ian driver
changed the tyre. "But ye've got nae enough nuts
on the sporran ," he told me, which for some reason did not set off any warn ing bells. And when
the Booker lads turned up I told them thanks anyway , but it is sorted ! I set out once more in the
gathering dusk .
Three miles down the hill the who le wheel
came off . Boing , boing , boing into the hinterland
and lost forever . The trailer handled just as well
on the hub as it had on the rim and we subsided
safely to a halt on the verge just below the
Chinnor exit. My dander was up . With super woman strength I was lifting the trailer off the
hitch - I had enough of dragging this joke of a rig
behind a perfectly serviceable car. At this point
the fuzz arrived.
"Still in trouble we see ," he observed . "You
can't leave that there overnight, you know."
I said I planned to go home and would arrange
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Mary was behind the camera while her crew
worked out how to get out of the field.

fo r the removal of the obstruction from the M40
as soon as possible . The Bill sensibly suggested
I should take the spare wheel with puncture number one along in the car - a good move.
Once home (I live at OXF TP) I rang up a tyre
service . "That will be £125 service charge for
turning up" ATS told me . I thought it probable
that the bits for securing the wheel to the hub
might have gone missing along with the wheel.
ATS admitted they had tyres bu t no nuts .
At last I wa s told to call John Neighbour, an
agricultural engineer, who has a yard in Chinnor
with breakdown vehicles on 24hr call.
Notwithstanding the midnight hour , John wa s
cheerful and prompt . He found a spare tyre, and
robbing two nuts from the other side of the trailer,
screwed th em up very tight and drove slowly
back to his yard wh ere the glider and trailer
stayed for the next five days while he sorted out
the wheel , tyres, bearings and brakes , All of
which meant I turned up for Day 1 of the
Regionals still not in practice .
Day 2 a lot of us landed at Gransden Lodge
and when my crew turned up with that trailer
one back door had fallen off en route (it had been
noticed and' picked up) and the other was flapping in the breeze . Heydon McEvaddy kindly
sorted out four new hinges for the doors at his
Market Harborough workshop . I wondered what
I was going to say to the deputy sherifl when he
pulled me over with no door and no rear lights ;
it's a little difficult to disclaim "but officer , they
were working perfectly when we departed" when
th.e remaining half door is tied shut with 12ft of
nylon rope. Fortunately we got back to site unobserved.
Day 3 the only possible field was a recently
trimmed setaside. I landed with no problem and
then tried to find the entrance to the field .
Norman Smith had told me the day before never
to concern myself with road access to a field , but
I walked a long way through some very tall thistles and nettles and I couldn't find an access . I
climbed over a fence , crossed a ditch and a local
took me to his local. I called for a pint and four
strong lads to come and get me as the only possible way into that field was over a 411 ditch .
Four fine young people turned up with my
trailer and car and we circumnavigated that field
for 17 miles and could find no better access .
An option was an aerotow, wind permitting .
We found the farm ne xt door and the farmer was
ever so cheerful and friendly . "I 'd love to help
you" he said "but I'm just taki ng my wife to the
hospital. She's having a baby." Not exactly the
moment to ask if we could borrow his tractor. We
at last discovered who owned the mystery field
and apologetically rang him ; by now it was
10.30pm . "Nawo, that's right , there is no access
to that field ," he said . 'That's why it's setaside."
I resigned myself, 987 would spend the night

alone on the hill. I would not fly the next day .
We left the trailer in the pub carpark and took
a short cut home; our own exclusive A 14, as yet
unopened to the general public, dodging the odd
pile of gravel , cement mi xer and a mi llion bunnies who are going to learn about traffic the hard
way when the road opens this summer. I won 't
mention who chose this route but I was too comatose to object.
The next day , after launching the grid into a
wonderful sky , Norman Smith borrowed Chris
Gilbert's splendid Range Rover and with three
husky men and me taking photos, bridged the
ditch with the trailer itself- that was Andy Smart's
idea- and we were home again triumphant in
under two hours in time to meet the pilots who
all got round the task in racing style. I' resisted
any suggestion that there was still time to rig and
race round - like the trailer I'm not as young as I
used to be and something might have given way I
The following day director Ran Bridges set a
511 km . The first launch was 1015 and I set off
(it seemed ages before they opened the gate)
and got home again at 1918. Airborne 8hrs
53min , this old granny got round the Diamond
distance- and so did 22 others I
If ,1 had had any sense I would have quit while
I was ahead . Friday we were launched into a
nasty south wind with murky blue thermals that
only occasionally crested the inversion. Getting
low down seemed a very bad idea so I did not
make good progress . I struggled round Bicester,
back over Northampton to contemplate Frank
Pozerski's ASH 25 being towed back from Sywell
and was tempted by the factory roofs at
Kettering , climbing back to 3000ft . lt should have
been possible to slip round Rushden river bridge
and land at Sywell from that height , only 1Okm,
but there was a sinister black cloud over
Rushden . lt put Ot:Jt a big wet hand and pushed
me down and like a dodo I made a dash at the
bridge to take a photo (out of sector again) and
ended up unable to return to safety ,
A farmer down there setting up a cloud of dust
gave the wind direction . lt seemed a good idea
to attract his attention in case my landing was a
disaster, so I surprised him from his reverie (enclosed cab, stereo headset) by filling his wind screen and then landing alongside . lt felt like a
heap of rocks and there was a graunching
sound, but it was only an undercarriage door that
was pretty well snuffed anyhow.
The serious damage was done in the trai ler
when one wing came adrift and was punctured
by the spigots on the fuselage . The wing root had
developed a shimmy and the threads in the bolt
for screwing down the wingroot had been
stripped.
Never mind . When I look at my record s I see
that the trailer fo r 987 has given good service for
eight years . Funny the way this general disintegration all seems to happen at once . I wish I
could get new hinges for some of my joints .

a
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MARK HADLAND

OPEN CLASS
NATIONAlS
Enstone Eagles GC, July 23-31

K.,

Photos also by Mark
Spocke,, compelilioo diceotoc, ood hi>

team produced their kind of Open Class
Nationals at Enstone and made most of the indifferent British weather.
Enstone Eagles GC was privileged to have
George Lee to open the competition on the
Saturday, July 23. George had to cancel a previous engagement to be at Enstone and it took a
great deal of persuasion on Ken's part the day
before to get George to change his plans at the
lasl minute.

Day 1, Saturday, July 23: 501.6km polygon,
Ruthland Water, Kingsclere, Watford Gap,
Oundle.
The task distance was considered somewhat
optimistic as convection was forecast to stop
fairly early. Pilots were keen to start as soon as
possible but Murphy's Law ensured that the thermals didn't start until quite late. As the grid was
launched it soon became apparent that the
weather wasn't as advertrised.
By early evening the telephones in contro•l
were red hot as the pilots began phoning in. No
one managed to get back, however the day was
not devalued which pleased the director.
Sunday, July 24.
A very moist airmass covered the region and
a 30% chance of thunderstorms was forecast. A
Ken Hartley (ASW-20) approaching the finishing line on Day 2.

rebrief was called at 1300hrs and Ken decided
to "stand down" everybody for the day (he carefully avoided the word "scrub").

Day 2, Monday, July 25: 224.Bkm triangle,
Oundle, Caxton Gibbet.
Unusually Ken set a fallback task which he
decided to use after monitori ng the weather.
Again, soarable conditions developed later than
forecast and the grid wasn't launched until 1330.
Some good thermals were reported and it proved
to be a good race until the final TP where the pilots were faced with a final glide into a 20kt headwind.
The winners were those who didn't stop and
take a climb unless they absolutely had to. The
day was devalued as the fastest time was too
slow.
Tuesday, July 26.
Flying was cancelled at first briefing due to
solid cloud cover that was forecast to stay put
for the day.
Wednesday, July 27.
Again, Ken had to cancel the day's flying due
to familiar grey skies, however he offered a bottle of champagne to anybody who could get
round the task he had provisionally set. Twelve
pilots took up the challenge but didn't get round
- two landed out and the rest turned back.

Brian Spreckley (ASH-26) turning ,finals on
Day 2.
Day 3, Thursday, July 28: 237.9km quadrilaterai,.Ludlow, Hereford Cathedral, Edgehi/1.
At 0800hrs it was pouring with rain and the
only sign of life was a handful of people peering
out of the catering tent muttering about the
weather. lt simply had to be an early scrub· or
did it?
A briefir;,g was called at 1130 where two tasks
were set. The forecast showed a clearance at
midday · where had we heard that before?
Gliders were reluctantly put on the grid and pi·
lots and crews prepared for a long wait. Then a
miracle happened ·the solid grey cleared away
to reveal a clear blue sky with cumulus clouds
on the horizon.
T'he main task was flown and it proved to be a
good racing day with some spectacular finishes.
Several' pilots raced round at over 1OOkm/h, re·
suiting in a devalued day as the shortest time
was too slow.
Day 4, Friday, July 29: 353.6km quadrilateral,
Long Mynd, Hay on Wye, Condover.
A moist airmass covered the region and some
spreadout was forecast for the start of the day
with convection going blue towards the end. Cut

Below: Russell Cheetham (ASH-25wL) on
the finish line on Day 2.

off was expected at about 11700.
Most pilots reported a good run down to the
first TP, although some got low coming out of
the TP and had a difficult time getting away
again.
The fastest were those who went round the
Mynd fairly high enabling them to glide to better
conditions.
Back at the finish, several! pilots couldn't re·
member whic'h finish line was being used and
had to float round overhead the control tower
until they inadvertendtly crossed the finish line
and were relieved to hear "good finish!".
Day 5, Saturday, July 30: 205.6km triangle,
Grafham Water, Market Harborough.
Thunderstorms were forecast to arrive by mid
afternoon.
After briefing there was a long grid squat
under a grey sky. The silence was eventually
broken by the director calling for the snifter to
take a launch. Reasonable soaring conditions
were reported and the grid was launched. About
a dozen gliders returned for a relight before the
last of the grid had been launched .
This proved to be a character building experi·
ence for some landing fo f a relight as there were
gliders all over the place, tugs landing, parked
cars and a row of glider trailers to lbe avoided.
Phil Jones nearly brought home a job for •
1

OPEN CLASS NATIONALS

Southern Sai lplanes as he turned finals with his
Ni mbus 3T whee l up, bu t Marty n Wel ls wasn't
having any of th at. He cal led Phil on th e radio
and the wh eel appeared at the last minute.
The first gliders were starting off as the last of
the relights got airborne.
The d ay pr ove d to be rathe r tricky for those
who didn't discove r th e wave. Sieve Jones flew

FINAL RESULTS

Sunday, July 3 1.
At briefing Ken didn't set a task as he decid ed
to monito r the Met si tu ation and promised to
make a deci sion on wh ether to fly or not by 1300.

Day 1.23.7
501 .6km polygon
Rulland Water, Klngsclere,
Waftord Gap, Oundle

Open Class Nationals

He spent most of the morning standing on top of
th e co ntrol tower looking skyward.
A rumbl e of thunder at 1300 decided it - flying
was cancelled and the prizegiving was held at
1430 .
Ke n Sparkes and his team must be congratulated on run ni ng ano ther success fu l and saf e
competition.

most of the secon d leg and round the TP in the
wave before final gliding to Ens tone. At least one
glider climbed to 9000ft in the wave.

Day 2.25.7
224.8km -"'
Oundle, Caxton Gibbet

'

a

Day 3.28.7
237.9km •
Ludlow, Heref ord
Cathedral, Edgehill

Day 5.30.7
205.6km -"'
Gralham Water,
Market Harbor ough

Day 4.29.7
353.6km •
Long Mynd, Hay-on-Wye,

Condover
I

Pilot

Pos

Glider

1
Kay , A.
2
Jones, s . G.
Cheetham , R. A.
3
4
Jones, P.
5
Cardift, J . D.
Findon, D. E.
6
7
Jones, R.
Spreckley, B. T.
8
9
Gardner, T. R.
10
Boydon, M. v.
11
Moulang, A . P.
12
lnnes, D. S.
13
Weir, N. A.
Tanner, L. E. N.
14
15
Thick, M. J .
Giossop, J . D. J.
16
17
Webb , M. J .
18
Davis, C. M.
Straiten, P. J.
19
20
Bromwlch, R. c.
I
21
Harlley, K. J .
22
Rolllngs, C. C.
I
23
Jordy, M. J .
24
Owen, B. 'H.
I
25
Dobson, J . B.
26
Davles, F. J .
27
Adlard , S. A.
28
Glddins, J . B.
29
Spencer, J . D.
Nunn, A. V. W.
30
31
Throssell, M. G.
32
Cole, R. A .
Hawkins, P. S.
33
34
Foremen , M. C.
35
Pozersk ls, P.
36
Plckerlng , K.
37
Caunt, D.
38
Mclean, P.
Burton, A. J .
39
Gardiner, D. K.
40
Tull, V. F. G.
41
42
Harvey, P. J.
43
Marrlolt. S. H. C.
Hors Concours
Wells, M. D.
(5)
1

1

I

Tasklinder Soflware

Dist

ASH-25
Nimbus 4
ASH-25wL
Nimbus 3T
ASW-22
Nimbus 4oT
Nimbus 4
ASH-26
Nimbus 3 (24.5)
Nimbus 3oM .
ASH-25
Nimbus 3T
Nimbus JoT
ASH-25
ASH-25
I Nimbus 3DT
Nimbus JoT
Nimbus 2
I Ventus (17.6m)
LS-6c
ASW-20BL
DG-500
ASW-20 L
ASH 25
L5-6c
LS-6c
ASW-17
DG-202117c
DG-600/18
ASW-17

Pos

P1s

Ventus (17.6m)
ASH-25
LAK-12
Nimbus 2
Nimbus 2
LS-6c
Kestre l 19
Kes1rel19
ASW-22
Nimbus JoM

401. 5
371.2
419.1
371.2
336.8
373.5
380.7
371 .2
372.2
329.9
354. 1
353.1
29 1.4
362.9
3 14.5
362.5
365.7
37 1.2
365 7
365.7
304.1
34 1.4
372.2
368.7
373.5
37 1.2
330.1
345.6
313.9
3 12.3
338 .0
184 .5
207.4
317.8
246.4
291.4
22 .9
112.3
184 .5
2 17.9
184.5
370.4
0

2
8=
1
8=
25
43
8=
6=
27
19
20
33=
17
29
18
14 =
8=
14=
14=
32
23
6=
21
4=
8=
26
22
30
31
24
38=
37
28
35
33=
42
41
38=
36
38=
13
43

955
863
1000
863
773
870
892
863
866
756
8 15
8 13
663
837
7 19
836
846
863
846
846
693
784
866
805 '
870
863
757
794
7 17
714
776
418
469
727
554
663
18
259
418
492
418
860

LS-6c

368.7

5

855

Discus
Ventus (17.6m)

Duo Discus

0

Speed
(Dist)

Pos

Pts 'I

Speed
(Dist)

Pos

P1s
I

101.7
104.5
99 .8
100.7
99.5
93.8
98.7
92.7
89.6
85.9
90. 1
77.9
88.2
75.6
90.1
68.2
85.7
92.0
77.9
89.8
86.1
77.1
67 .2
80.8
7 1.4
82.6
79.2
88.3
76.4
87.2
75.1
77.7
81.4
75 .9
82.3
59.8
69.2
67.2
75.2
(198.8)
(198.8)
DNF
DNF

2
1
4
3
5
7
6
8
13
18
10
25=
15
31
11
36
19
9
25=
12
17
28
38
23
34
20
24
14
29
16
33
27
22
30
21
39
35
37
32
40=
40=
42=
42=

829
861
807
817
804
739
794
726
690
648
697
556
674
530
696
444
645
7 18
556
692
651
547
433
589
48 1
6 10
571
676
539
662
523
553
596
534
607
349
456
434
525
213
213
0

91 .6

10

714

o·

I

I

102 .6
103 .0
102 .4
101.3
100.4
95 .0
94.2
101.7
87.4
92.8
93.0
98.6
95.0
81.4
98 .0
84.5
75.7
9 1.3
83. 1
98.3
89.3
87.0
86.4
92.1
86.7
89.3
90.6
81 .6
69.7
85.7
77.7
82.4
81.6
(227.7)
69.4
80.8
87.4
79.5
70. 8
60.8
60.2
DNF
DNF

2
1
3
5
6
10
11
4
20=
13
12
7
15=
32
9
25
35
15=
27
8
18
26
23
14
22
19
17
29=
37
24
33
28
29 41
38
31
34
36
39
40
42=
42=

918
924
915
901
890
821
810
907
724
793
795
867
774 '
600'
860
686
574
77 4
668
863
748
669'
7 11
784
7 14
747
765
650
496
702
599
660
650
253
493
639
724
577'
511
383
375
0
0

102.6

2

919

20 ~

Pos

Pis

96.1
92.9
91.6
91 .7
98 .3
93.0
90.6
88.7
92.1
86.3
85 .7
86.3
I
I
95.4
93 .2
89.5
89 .5
84 .8
89 .2
81 .7
87.3
I
90 .1
I
78.8
86.4
85.8
84.4
81.4
83.8
8 1.8
82 .2
89 .1
74 .6
86.4
79.2
81.8
72.9
81.4
86.4
78. 1
79. 1
58. 1
(240.5)
DNF
DNF

2
6
9
8
1
5
10
16
7
21
24
22
3
4
13
12
25
14=
31
17
11
36
18=
23
26
32=
27
30
28
14=
38
18=
34
29
39
32··
18=
37
35
40
41
42=
42=

968
922
902
904
1000
923
887
860
9 10
826
817
825
957
926
871
872
803
867
758
840
881
717
827
818
798
754
789
760
765
867
655
827
722
761
631
754
827
706
72 1
416
172
0
0

10

894

91.0

li

Speed
(Dist)
78.5
90.7
71 .8
86 .3
63.2
71 .7
63.2
6 1.1
78.8
83.7
65.5
72. 1
70.7
77.8
(183.9)
74.0
67.6
(155.6)
64.2
( 135.0)
(179 .3)
61.8
(1 83.9)
(1 43.4)
(166.2)
(132.5)
( 140.5)
( 130. 1)
(179.2)
(25.4)
(155.6)
(151 .5)
(147.5)
(174.4)
(146.4)
(99. 1)
(152.8)
( 140.5)
DNF
ONF
DNF
ONF
DNF
78 .2

Pos
5
1
9
2
15
10
16
18
4
3
13
8
11
6
19=
7
12
25=
14
34

21=
17
19=
31
24
35
32=
36
21=
38
25=
28
29
23
30
37
27
32=
39=
39=
39=
39=
39=
6

P1s

Total
Pis

820 I
907
773
875
7 12
772
711
697
822
857
728
774
764
8 15
494
788
743
376
719
290
475
701
494
325
420
284
313
278
475
7
376
359
342
455
338
196
365
313
0
0
0
0
0

4490
4477
4397
4360
4179
4125
4094
4053
40 12
3880
3852
3835
3832
3708
3640
3626
36 11
3598
3547
3531
3448
3418
3331
3321
3283
3258
3195
3158
2992
2952
2929
2817
2779
2730
2623
260 1
2390
2289
2 175
1504
1178
860
0

818

4200

• = penallies; DNF =did no111y

PIGGOTT
-- - - -

Below are a few
of the items we don 't

C of A or repair!

C's of A, REPAoiR S AND GLASSWORK

==;;;1 Purpose built glider workshop on a 500yd

Igrass strip 2 nautical miles SW of Warminster
Currently maintaining over 1•5 motorgliders

Please fly in, call or write to :
Tim Oews, Ai~borne Composites, The Hangar, Wing Farm,
[lllii!ii~·~~IL::::J,~===J Longbridge, Oeverill, Warminster, Wilts BA12 700.
Tel: 0985 840981 (workshop) or 0373 827963 (home)
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I

Speed
(Dist)

Fluo rescent Orange Windcones made
in Nylon or Min istry of Defence
Hypalon,®.
Flagstaffs suitabl e for Windcones supplied and fitted.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
All types of Flags and Banners.
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers, Ong ar, Essex CM5 9PJ
Tel: 0277 363262
Fax 0277 365162

SAII. PLAN~

& GI. /0/NG

JOHN STEWART-SMITH

I

did oot b•gio ghdiog ""UI

i"" '"" oot<dog

my seventh decade . I have a lot of catching up
to do being surrounded by wrinkly pundits who
have apparently been gliding since soon after
Sir George Cayley lounded the BGA with one
coachman member. Anyway , I had been flying
powered aircraft for more than 40 years before I
saw the light , and I do believe time spent before
the flight thinking , "What if .. ." is time well spent.
Laws & Rules say that I need a parachute for
cloud flying , so wear one - although I must admit
I've ·found an artificial horizon both cheaper and
more useful for cloud flying . I hope I never have
to bale out and frankly wonder just how good are
the chances of survival . My Scottish ancestry
forces me to ponder whether the cost of my comfortable parachute was money well spent.
My last bale out was explosively assisted by
a Martin-Baker seal wh ich propelled me from
air -condit ioned comfo rt to a ha rsher environment in 0.25sec with an acceleration of
85ft/sec/sec and al some +25g. Technically, that
was from a glider as the engine had seized, but
a min sink speed of 21 Okt and the glide characteristics of a brick- built outhouse hardly qualify
as a glider bale out.
I have noticed that some (most?) glider cockpits ar e qu ite difficult to heave oneself out of ,
even sitting on the ground under+ 1gat zero airspeed. Some of my difficulty may be due to old
age , but I've yet to see a young tiger spring instantly from the glider cockpit, with or without a
parachute strapped to his/her back .
The glider pilot's semi -reclining posture with
the cockpit coaming somewhere between waist
and shoulder level makes for minimal frontal
area but also makes it difficult to get out of the
cockpit. Armchair posture is not a practical design feature - unless the Hamilcar glider comes
back into production . An ejection seat would cost
as much as a fleet of Stemme S-10s and weigh
as much as our new CFI , so is not on .
This set me thinking of some of the earlier systems designed to assist fighter pilots to escape .
Springs, levers and pivoting arms were all proposed and some even tried , but usually not more
than once . Volunteers becam e thin on the
ground. I then thought of one design feature of
the Martin-Baker seats wh ich might be possible
to apply to gliders.
Du ring the initial part of the ejection sequence
a stabilising drogue is deployed from the seat to
slow and steady the seat and occupant. Th e
drogue then withdraws a canvas seat which
11

A SIDEWAYS LOOK AT•••

BALING OUT
OF GLIDERS
John, a member of The British Airline Pilots' Association's
house journal, has suggested an occasional series of
articles encouraging readers to contribute their "Sideways
Look" at any aspect of gliding and kicks off with this
disconcerting subject
pushes the pilot and his parachute etc away from
the seat and deploys the main parachute .
Perhaps it would be possible to adapt this to help
a glider pilot in difficulties? One could try a piece
of canvas (a la deckchair seat) attached to the
front edge of th e se at below the pilot's thighs.
The rear edge of the canvas would be free from
the airframe and carry a drogue parachute .
Jettisoning the cockpit canopy (and that's another neat trick!) could allow the drogue to deploy into the airstream , pull the canvas taut and
so lift the pilot out of the seat into the airflow and ,
hopefully, clear of the airframe .
You could go one step further and arrange the
drogue to pull the canvas fully taut, lift the pilot's
buttocks from the seat and then , on fuller de ployment of the drogue line , pull the pilot clear
of the aircraft and stabilise him/her before auto matically deploying the main parachute . One of
the difficulties of bal ing out is the tendency to
tumble before and during the time the parachute
opens. A stabilising drogue would help stop this.
The most likely reasons for baling out would
be str.uctural failure , through a collision or overstressing the airframe , and irrecoverable loss of
control. In either case it is impossible to forecast
the behaviour of the aircraft or the likely g or rotational forces. Irrecoverable loss of control may
be due to a rigging error or pilot error at low aliitu de. lt is unlikely there would be time to escape
from the latter , no matter what sort of assistance
to get out of the aircraft. I have heard inconclusive discussions about the merits of baling out

~~------------------~------~

on the inside or outside of a spin , but I if you are
too low to recover from a spin then you are certainly too low to think about baling out.
I feel it would be useful for all glider pilots to
have an open discussion on baling out and to
consider methods of increasing our chances of
survival -but I have been wrong before! How
many glider pilots have tried to escape by
parachute and how many were successful?
Next time you have a few spare minutes get
some pals to hold your glider wings level , position a nice big mattress to catch the canopy ,
strap yourself into your seat complete with
parachute and all the kit you usually carry in the
cockpit. Don't forget the radio (and oxygen ) connections . Lock the canopy. Start your stopwatch .
Jettison the canopy and "bale out" over the side.
Oops! Perhaps we should have a mattress on
both sides of the cockpit. Count up to five for
your super instant 'chute to open fully . Stop the
watch . How far would you fall in that time?
Interesting, isn't it?
Had a problem getting rid of the canopy ? Did
the canopy jettison cleanly? Forget the dog
lead? Pulled the GPS out by the roots ? Got your
feet caught in the lap straps? Well at least you
were safely on the ground . Have another go and
perhaps you 'll get better at it - or don't bother to
try if you 're sure you'll never need to jump in
anger .
Looking on the bright side you may be able to
trade your 'chute in for £500 worth of beer.
Cheers!
&::~

Grob Twin 11118mtr, now all carbon
25KG lighter
Self-Launcher: Full dual control
VP propeller
Highly automated operation
First SL with FAA certification
50 sold
Short delivery
Sailplane is the same specification but sans
engine.
Send for details:

JOHNADAMS
SOARING (OXFORD) l TD
Hoo Mill, lngestre, Stafford
Tel : 0889-881495 Fax : 0889 882189

October/ November 1994
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Cullum Sailplane Services ·
C of P\s for £110 plus parts- 48hr C of A Completion

Guaranteed with 30 day ticket
Collection & Delivery Service (Small Charge) • Wood & Fabric Repairs •
Composite Repairs • M~tal Repairs • Re~pr?ys (low bake ove~ facility) • Refinishes
Acryl1c or Epoxy- you dec1de! • Hard Waxmg

Proprietor has over 15 years of experience in Glider maintenance repair and flying

You name it we do itl
For fast efficient servi,ce

1r 0472 871552 I tr 0295 6881' 21
(Evenings after 7.00pm)

(Weekend)

Don't Delay Call Todayll
No. 13 Sixth Avenue, Binbrook Technica'l Park, Binbrook, Lincolnshire LN3

SPORTAVIA SOARING CENTRE
Australia's International

Gliding Centre
Tocumwal

BRISBANE

Now including ULTRALIGHT TRAINING AND HIRE
Situated on the beautiful Murray River, close to Melbourne
MELBOURNE
and Sydney, Gliding all year round, seven days a week with
professional instructors • Huge hangar accommodates well
maintained and modern fleet • Director of advanced soaring is lngo Renner - 4 times
world champion • Full accommodation • Restaurant and Bar facilities on site

V.

For further information please contact us

SPORIAVIA SOARING CENTRE
PO Box 78, TOCUMWAL 2714, NSW, Australia
Phone 61 (0) 58 742063 • Fax 61 (0) 58-742705
278

SAILPLAN£ & GLIDING

Personalise Your Glider
Computer Cut Vinyl

is supplied pre-spaced, ready to apply in one complete
piece . It's so easy to use and lasts for years, with a choice
of colours & styles to suit your requirements.

Choose a style ...

Choose a Colour ...

lr.

GILL SANS BOLD
2. ERAS BOLD

A.

3· COOPER BLACK
4. TIMES BOLD
5. ANTIQUE OLIVE BLACK
6. GARAMOND

Price for character ...

RED B. BLUE
c. GREEN D. BLACK

7. ROCKWELL BOLD
8. VAG BLACK

i'

\

\

i·

I I

, '-... •a• •e'10
',

'a
'

. ,

Size ............. .
Cheque enclosed £ .. .

I

.

IS

I 1
._

• '10
B
'

I \ ."'

XK I 0 "CLUB" VARIOMETER
• AU<lio codes climbrole
eGusl Rhering
• Ho Rosk Required

Postcode ............ .

XKlO "CLUB" VARIOMETER SYSTEM
With advanced multiprocessor controlled digital circuitry
that has superseded the older flask based technology

J

• knots '
•
.e

4

Name ..... . .... . ... .
Address . ........... . .

Send to SPEED! SIGN, 1 CHURCH ST. LEIGHTON BUZZARD LU7 7BP
For further details of our products telephone 0908 645454.

X~10

a·,

...... £3 .21
...... £5 .53
...... £7.46
. . . . . . £11.46
...... £13 .61

~·e
·+~ -

:-1-

200mm
300mm
400mm
500mm
600mm

Please send me the following:

Style ....... ...... .
Colour ........... .
Text ... . ... . ..... .

from

•

£239

DIDICATID AVERAGER OPTION
• Three Averoger Modes
elpeed lo Ay
• Cruilll & Climb Modes

REPEATIR M£TER OPTION
• 60mm Mounting
Ho Mods Required
• loom Included

£149 •

eMe!ri<Version

£89

~5m/sec

Gir

_L
Aviation Ltd~
d

"You can bank on us"

' + New Instruments: PZL ASI £1 OS, PZL Varia £189, PZL T.E. Unit £28, PZL 12V Mini T/S £2S9, IFR Altimeter £16S, IFR Mini Accelerometer £167, IFR Pedestal Compass £69, Airpath Panel
Compass £62, T/S 28V Converter £22.90, Barographs £199 + Overhauled Instruments: Bendix J8 Horizon &Inverter £37S, 12V T/S £144 + Radios: ICOM A2 £277, ICOM A20 Mk2
£339, Delcom 960 £199, Mobile Magnetic Mount Aerials £26 + Glider BaHery Chargers £2S.SO + Parachutes: SK94, Rapid opening, low descent rate, Steerable, Comfortable, Lumbar
Support, Bag. £46S + Trailers: High Quality ISM size £27 SO other sizes POA + New Gliders (In conjunction with Anglo Polish Sailplanes) Prices shown exdude
SZD Junior $28,8SO, SZD Puchacz $42,SOO, SZD Jantar Std $32,2SO, SZD "SS" $48,850

VAT ond carriage

COLIN D. STREET, 7 Sharpthorne Close, lfield, Crawley, Sussex, RH 11 OW, England • Tel10293 543832 • Fax 0293 S13819

Afraid of being hit by other aircraft?
Using the latest in microwave stripline technology this device has been designed to increase your chances
of being seen by fast jet radar • Totally passive in operation requirirng no external power •
Complete unit is the same size as a folded Ordance Survey map ( 140 x 230 x 5) and will fit comfortably
in your flying suit map pocket.
1

Priced at only £9.95 (inclusive of p&p)'
Order directly from, or for Full detaills send SAE to the manufacturers:

DIGITEK, "OVERDALE", GOATHLAND, WHITBY, NORtH YORKSHIRE Y022 SAN

f)
October/November 1994
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HAROLD ARMITAGE

IAN MURRAY

THE DAY

FIVE H~OUR
BLUES

MY BRAIN
FROZE
Harold started gliding at the South
Wales GC in 1988
and has a Silver
badge with aspirations for Gold. He
flies a DG-100 which
he said he landed
out 16 times last
year but only six
this season during
which he has flown
700km cross-country. A committee
member, Harold at
present is installing
an underground aviation fuel tank

I

~

kcow "maooe who flew a K 10 t'mcgh a

hedge on final glide. At the time I thought he was
a real idiot but now I know exactly what was
going on in his head because it nearly happened
to me.
it was a lovely day at Usk. True, there wasrJ't
a sign of blue sky, but there was a north-westerly wind and that meant either wave or ridge
soaring. 1 was first in the K-8. "How about
Wentwood?" I asked Peter, the CFI.
"it should be fine in this wind. Mind you set off
home with 1700ft and come back round the road.
No nipping round the bowl", he added.
Tlhe reason for this was that although the retum route by the bowl was shorter it could be
fraught and it wasn't easy to find anywhere to
land. Also there are a few minor hills by the road
that one can usually do a few pull ups on to gain
a few hundred feet.
I pulled off the aerotow at the north end of
Wentwood ridge. it was immediately apparent
something was wrong. There wasn't a trace of
lift. I now know that there was a wave system
which was out of phase with the hill lift. If I had
turned into wind at that point I would have contacted wave, but at the time it was baffling.
At that point I should have made for base but
the thought of having paid for the aerotow and
the ribald remarks I would face (the one about
beating the tug back to the field being the kindest) made me press on. I cruised along the ridge
in 2 to 3kt down and should have landed in one
of the plethora of ideal fields at the bottom of
Wentwood. But as quite a few were waiting to fly
the K-8, I set off along the road as prescribed.
I had 1200ft but thought I could make it as I
knew that one had plenty of height from 1700ft
and wasn't Peter known for his caution?
I made it to the minor hills with 1OOOft but
where were the usual friendly nudges that
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lan with Black Mountain GC's Junior after
his Shr flight.

'ham hadc't baac macy opportccrti" lP< ma
this year to attempt my Silver duration and given
that Whit Bank Holiday were the first flying days
for over a fortnight at Talgarth, I didn't hope to
be able to lay claim to a club aircraft for 50min,
let alone 5hrs. But on the Sunday Matt had to
earn a few more family brownie points and surrendered his place in the queue to me as he
strode up the hill with his child in a backpack.
it was the second launch of the day: I couldn't
believe it. Off tow in the Junior at 800ft into a
cracking thermal (it still costs the same as a
1OOOft) and straight up to 3500ft. If I had heard
the dark mutterings on the ground about low
tows and landing out, I might have been more
cutious. But it all seemed go,go,go. I set myself
pushed you up 200ft and even allowed a couple
of turns? Not there' Panic began to set in. Even
here there were fields I could have landed in but
my attention was rivetted on the airfield. One
part of my mind was convinced I had to get back,
as I always had, while the other part was saying
"No chance Harold, now you've done it."
I was now so close to the field I could even
identify the members. it seemed that everybody
had stopped what they were doing to look at me,
frozen in time. I was willing the machine on.
There was a gap in the trees and surely I could
just get through? There was a warning buffet
from the tail. I glanced down - 35kt.
There was a field ahead and to the right so I
put the nose down , banked sharply and cleared
the hedge by inches. My hands and feet seemed
to have moved of their own volition. it was a tiny
field and slightly downhill!, but long grass and
desperation can work miracles and I made it
comfortably with 20 yards to spare.
I sat in the glider bathed in sweat for a moment before climbing out. A fleet of cars arrived
from the airfield, convinced they would be picking pieces out of the ·hedge. Needless to say the
wits had a field day. I expected a round from the
CFI but j ,think he was relieved, confining his remarks after the de-briefing to "You won't do that
again will you?"
I now feel sorry for that K-1 0 pilot. I was just
as bad as him only I got away with it and gained
a certain notoriety in the club with the lunatic
fringe who admire such deeds. My unlucky predecessor had to go mund in sackcloth and ashes
for weeks afterwards.
NB. The cautionary bit it that it's easy to decide
to land out ten miles from base but it's not so
easy to make the decision a quar.t er of a mile
~
away. T1hink about it!

a private little task of flying over my house and
quickly hopped several good thermals up to
3500ft.
Ahead was a large blue hole before the
Eppynt and one cloud neatly stationed half way
there. Without a second thought I set off. I'd expected the sink and quickly lost 1300ft. But oh
the shame! There was a whisper of 1kt up, but
as I looked up the cl'oud was dissolving before
my eyes. A quick glance around ruled out .the
clouds near the Eppynt high ground - too
marginal - and so back to Hay where a real
beauty was waiting, Well I didn't make it. With
sink between 6 and 12 down as I recrossed the
blue, I headed for the lazy buzzard over Park
Wood north of Talgarth. I'd already picked mry
field and a quick 360° turn confirmed that getting away from 500ft was not on. But all's well
that ends well and I'd learned about large blue
holes - or so I thought.
Two days later and it wasn't a blue hole: it was
a blue sky - not a cloud, '"ot even a wh isper.
There hadn't been a day like it at Talgarth for six
months. A very gentle west-south-west wind
stoked the hill. !launched at midday and dropped
on to the hill. This was to be a photo trip.
Getting away from t~e hill in these conditions
requires flying out to meet the thermal. Circling
50ft over the hill, even in a good thermal, is less
than advisable as you drift back towards the
Hermitage.
But on this blue day the thermals were marked
only by the birds and nothing else. Getting away
was going1to be a small task in itself. With the
hill just holding at 1700ft every thermal's tail end
sink was not good news. I was down to 1300ft in
the South bowl and scrapin9 on to the spin.e at
Castle Dinas. Finally at Ydas I was blessed. A
quick "S" at the trermal as it passed by, then a
360° and I was off the hill and racing up to 4000ft.
But what a different blue day from my shame
48hrs earlier. Yes there was a lot of sink and the
thermals found me rather than vice versa but for
the next 4hrs I r1ever droppped below 2500ft. I
lazed away and it was only in the late afternoon
that the thermals developed nice little clouds.
Several times I called Talgarth but no one was
waiting for Hotel Foxtrot. As 4hrs 30min of glorious flying drew to a close, lvor Shattock reminded me that for the duration a barograoph
was not required. I promptly parked myself under
one of the few clouds now appearing and
watched the RAF streaking up the Wye below
me. Finally I drifted back towards Talgarth for a
well earned drink. And what had I learned? Not
to fear the blue but plan for the unexpected -and
always carry a bottle of water.
~
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REG BROWNE

LIETUVA

MAGIC
Reg, who flies with Ulster
GC, describes his trip to
Lithuania wUh his friend Nick
Bosch, a retired KLM training
captain, from the Dublin GC

I

o lho 15th '"'"'" tho G"od Ocko Vyl'"'"

may have called the state Lithuania although its
old name was Lietuva. Following days of incessant rain in June I renamed it Lithurainer. But
the relentless precipitation failed to dampen our
spirits and we found ourselves on the receiving
end of the most charming , accommodating and
friendly hospitality ever experienced .
Nothing was a problem to Petras Beta , head
of the Kaunas Aero Club at Pociunai . The airfield lies beside a forest on a bend of the
Nemunas river.

Reg , who is an instructor with a Silver
badge and PPI.., photographed with the
LAK-12.
I was launched into an overcast sky in a Blanik
for my check flight. The tow rope was 30m, the
wind across our path and squally and during the
?OD m tow I needed both hands to keep the wings
level - a disturbing experience for one who tries
to teach students to fly with three fingers. Later
Nick and I flew in even worse condition s encouraging us to release at 450m at which 'h eight we
remained in a line squall for nearly 30min.
At one point Petras' voice announced over the
radio that the wind was was 12m/sec . The heavens had opened and the visibility was limited .
Our safe landing proved that the Bla nik is forgiving to pilots who prefer a semi-retracted wheel.
On the only soaring day during the nine days
I flew the 20.5m LAK-12. it is a beautiful soaring
machine which loves thermals. it requires "get-

ting to know you" experience on the rudder
which, slow to react , can object by skidding when
not corrected quickly . When centred in a ther mal it is a dream to fly.
We were 'housed in a three storey cottage on
the edge of the forest with such facilities as constant hot water which is denied many people in
the country including guests in the most expen sive hotels. The hospitality of Petras , his family
and colleagues was boundless . it is a beautiful
green land covered in lakes , rivers and forests
with enormous storks gliding in to land in well
nourished fields verged by long stretches of
sparkling purple lupins .
At £16 tor dinner, bed and breakfast we were
more than satisfied . Flying costs were most
competitive at £10 tor a ?OOm launch and gl iders hired daily tram £15 to £20.
This was a truly magical holiday in spite of the
weather. We shall return .
11:1

GPS Navigator and Secure Flight Recorder
The Only GPS to Combine Easy Navigation plus Secure Flight Recording
The GPS NAV and Secure
Flight Recorder is a complete
NA V Computer system customized to meet the glider
pilot's exact needs. It joins all
normal GPS functions with
Cambridge ease-of-use.

Display features
• Distanct.• (l nd Bearing to a
goa l
• Ldt or ri ght torn to a goal
• \'Vind ve loci ty and
d irec ti <)n

System Features
• Ensy select ion of waypoi nts

• Easy sek•ction of land ing fie lds
• Easy ~de:.•c t io n of ivl arkpoint~ (return to tl th e nn l11)
• C u '5 tom iscd way point dn ta bc:lse u'i ing a PC <l lkl\vS bo th hu gt.•
m emory and fl L•xibilit y. Dow n-loaded specific lis ts make.., ea.:;y
acces.'i to the ex:lct informa tion m.·l'ded ,,t il pil rticu_l,u s ite

O ur GPS rE•ceiver offers severa l uniqu e features at
the sa me general price as our compe titor's produ cts
lacking these features. It has secure fli ght dn ta
sto rage fo r use in co ntest o r bad ge fl ights poss ibl y
eliminating the need for ca meras and ba rographs. It
has the ability to rev iew a print out o f a tlight in
sec ti ma l cha rt scale, and wh en used w ith S-NAV or
L- NA V it becomes a full y integ rated Soa rin g computer by prov id ing p recise w ind, dis tance and
a ltitud e required. This is th e ultimate soa ring system .
The capnbi li ty o f Cn mbridgc C l'S has been prove n
at the '94 New Zea la nd Na tionals and Ki w ig li de.
Ca mbridge is lead ing the way fo r accurate and
cfficic-nt contest sco ring.

CAMBRIDGE- The choice of Champions- the leader in innovative technology
Manufactured by:
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CAMBRID GE AER O INSTRUMENTS

RD Aviation Ltd.
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BGA & GENE'RAL
FATAL ACCIDENT
A K-8 owned by the Norfolk GC crashed in a
field just north of Tibenham on August 3. The
glider being flown by Michael Harvey, a very
experienced power pilot and an ex RAF instructor, had a normal aerotow but subsequently
was seen "flying erratically".
Approaching the field the glider struck a
powerline pole which sheared off one wing and
half the tailplane close to the fuselage. The
latter was relatively undamaged. The accident
is being investigated by the BGA.
At the time of going to press the post mortem
examination had not been completed but medical causes have not been ruled out.
Bill Scull

BGA1000CLUBLOTTERY
The results of the July draw are : First prize C.Smith (£75.25) with the runners up - Mrs D.
Greaves, J.Lamb, J.F.Green, Miss S. Hill and A.
Towse - each winning £15.05.
August. First prize- Dr R.P.Saundby (£73) with
the runners up - B.J.Shackle, E.A.Arthur,
R.P.Wadie. G .Harwood and S.Brown- each winning £14.60.

OBITUARIES
JOHN HOLLAND

Photo: Larry Bleaken.
John Holland died on July 23 at the age of 70
and the BGA and the Cotswold GC have lost
not only a friend but a great enthusiast and
contributor to gliding as a whole. He has left his
mark in a number of ways. So far as the
Cotswold GC is concerned, members owe their
site security in no small part to his efforts.
John was a relatively late starter in gliding,
soloing at Aston Down in 1970, gaining his
Silver badge in 1973 and Gold in 1980; he had
Diamonds for height and goal. His gliders, in
recent years an LS-7/ 17 and latterly an ASH25, were his pride and joy. Until last season he
was striving for that third Diamond.
In 1979 he was elected to the BGA Executive
and served until1983; he was chairman of the
Development Committee from 1982-1987. His
experience in the acquisition of Aston Down
was very useful and he was able to help a
number of other clubs to raise funds and buy
their sites.
His next role was as chairman of the new
282
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Political Committee, which he held until his
death. He maintained regular contact with our
parliamentary spokesman, Bill Walker MP, and
with him helped to formalise our lobbying
activity to an extent which ensured that the
interests of gliding were given more consideration than they had been previously.
He was always very objective. I remember
after one particularly contentious airspace issue
which I interpreted as "winning" - John's view
was that we had lost less than we might have
done otherwise.
Whatever John did he did well. He ran a
successful engineering company until his
retirement and shared gliders with his business
partner. He was one of the nicest people one
could wish to meet, wholly reliable, always
charming, indeed he was the epitome of a
gentleman in every sense of the word.
I believe his greatest joy was his family. We,
his extended gliding "family", friends and
colleagues share their loss and their sadness.
BILL SCULL

KLAUS HOLIGHAUS
On Tuesday, August 9, Klaus Holighaus was
killed in a motor glider accident. The alpine
scenery. where he loved to fly. became his
destiny. Not far from the place, where on July
28, 1948, the two British glider pilots, Kit
Nicholson and Donald Greig, fell victims to the
mountains. f<laus's body was found in the
wreck of his Nimbus 4m.
In the mid 1960s the young engineering
student Klaus attracted the attention of \he
German gliding scene. As an active member of
the Akaflieg Darmstadt -together with his fellow
students Wolf Lemke (LS) and Gerhard Waibel
(ASW) - he had designed and constructed the
legendary glass-fibre D-36, which became
something of a grandfather of all the later
"super orchids" of the Open Class.
After his examinations as a bachelor of
engineering, Klaus became a designer with
Schempp-Hirth in Kircheimff eck near Stuttgart.
He turned out to be a real stroke of luck for the
company of which he acquired the ownership
some time later and which he led to worldwide
recognition and reputation. All the many
famous sailplanes with their names ending in
"us" - eg Cirrus. Janus, Ventus, Nimbus. Discus
-were designed by him and built by his factory.
Doubtless his work made the world of gliding
richer.
But Klaus was not only a gifted designer. As
a highly talented pilot he was extremely successful in flying his own designs. He gained 16
world records, was the German Champion six
times and European Champion three times. He
competed in nine World Championships and
had qualified for the 1995 Worlds.
In all of his World Championships he never
finished lower than ninth. After coming 2nd at
Paderborn in 1981 , only closely beaten by
George Lee on the last day, he was awarded
the German Olympic Society's Fairness Medal.
This was because he had loaned George his
latest design, the Nimbus 3, for the
Championships, although he knew very well
that the British pilot was his greatest rival .
August 9 was a holiday when the Schempp-

Hirth factory closed and Klaus and and his
friend and collaborator, Helm ut Treibar. were
flying their gliders in the Swiss Alps. They ilad
planned a goal and return flight from Samaden
along the Adula massif and Ticino to Lago
Maggiore, which is normally a pleasant and
simple task for a skilled pilot.
But the weather conditions deteriorated
rapidly. Helmut returned to Samaden and Klaus
announced his flight home over rad'o . This was
the last information received from him. The
search and rescue service could not do much
during the night or on Wednesday because of
the bad weather. Finally on Thursday the
wreckage of the glider was found 2500m up the
3400m Rheinwaldhorn mountain. Klaus , still
wearing his seat belts, had obvious died from
severe head injuries immediately after the
crash. The exact details of the accident are not
yet known and are under investigation.
Klaus leaves his wife Brigitte and two sons.
Rail (aged 30) and 25 year-old Tilo. All three
are excellent glider pilots, Tilo holding a world
record . The family intends to continue run ning
the Schempp-Hirth factory as Klaus would have
wished and with the strong support of their
staff.
Klaus was buried on August 18 with crowds
of mourners including. glider pilots from all over
the world. The church was nearly bursting with
1300 attending and even more accompanied
the coffin to the grave.
The death of this leading figure will leave a
great void in gliding worldwide. But his brilliant
gliders, flying in their hundreds and thousands
everywhere on the globe and thus offering their
pilots a maximum of experience and fulfilment,
will help to keep him in kind remembrance .
FRED WEINHOLTZ

DANSMITH
Although all London GC members were
stunned by the tragic loss of their president in a
flying accident on May 30, few could have been
aware of his remarkable record of service over
the previous 60 years.
He started gliding at Dunstable in 1934 and
being over age for RAF aircrew at the beginning of the war he joined as a Link Trainer
instructor. He was soon commissioned and
instructed on Tiger Moths and later Oxfords.
After the war his enthusiasm for flying
training made him an obvious choice for CFI',
then an honorary post, which he combined with
running a successful London hardware business. When he later added the chairmanship of
the club it became clear that Dan was one of
those very exceptional people who thrive under
stress.
There are two monuments to his untiring
efforts- the tugs and the annex which both
followed from Dan's second visit to Poland in
1954 (the first was in 1938) to compete in the
International Gliding Contest at Leszno where
he broke the British National 1OOkm triangle
speed record . Impressed by the Pole's tug
operations he worked hard to convinced his
committee to convert our west wi nd hill site to
an omni-directional aerotowing operation, and
negotiated to give us the extensive grounds to
the SW and W that safeguard our SW/NE and
SE/NW runs . These extensions were added to
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T-21 sand his instructor's manual with patter

417
418
419
420

resulted in a team of members acquiring BGA
Instructor categories immediately they were

DIAMOND DISTANCE

our existing freehold , which is our major asset.
Dan converted the club to dual instruction in

Fox, R.L.
Mills, W.R.
Wood, J.M.
Neighbour, E.C.

No.

Name

1/619
11620
1/621
11622
1/623
11624
1/625
1/626
1/627
1/628
1/629
1/630
1/631
1/632
1/633
1/634
1/635

Wilton, J.N.
Kindell, H.W.
Forrest, B.R.
Simpson, R.J.
Lynch, R.F.T.
Darlington, A.
Ellis. R.C.W.
Fox, R.L.
Meagher, M.
Smith,D.M.
Matcham. K.S.
Evans,S .E.
Asquith. D.
Mills, W.R.
Gilbert. C.N.R.
Fordyce, A.W.
Wood,J.M.

and tug pilot, whilst Graham is well known
today among Nationals pilots.

1/636

Neighbour, E.C

To all members of this dedicated gliding
family we offer our sincere condolences and

DIAMOND HEIGHT

sympath y at this tragic loss .

311 153 Manktelaw, SA

instituted. Having gained Silver badge No. 157
by June 1949 he flew his Olympia and later his
Skylark 3 in the Nationals and was the National
Aerobatic Champion (a competition later
discontinued by the BGA) . He gained a Gold
distance and Diamond goal in 1957 before
sharing a Skylark 3 with a former LGC president, the late Dudley Hiscox.
Belly was a loyal and long suffering gliding
wife required for retrieves long before radio and
circuit racing became the norm. Both children
followed their father into gliding , Angela to
break the women's 300km triangle speed
record and become a very creditable Nationals

Welds
South Wales
Bowland Forest
Derby & Lanes

Club
Four Counties
Lash am
Backer
Bristol & Glos
Bath & Wilts
Imperial College
Coventry
Welds
Shenington
Backer
Surrey & Hants
Oxford
Coventry
South Wales
Bicester
Lash am
Bowland Forest
(in Australia)
Derby & Lanes
(in Australia)

30.6
30.6
16.1
23. I

f994

1.5
30.5
30.5
30.5
30.5
30.6
30.6
30.6
30.6
30.6
30.6
30.6
30.6
30.6
30.6
30.5
16.1
23.1

KITTY WILLS

311154

Wills at the age of 87. She was a great support
to Phi lip and for many years crewed for him at
all levels of his fly ing from club to World
Championships .
She will be remembered with great affection
and as an important part of that very special
gliding family to whom we send our sympathy.

Name

Stone. J.B.

311155 Lee, PAR.
311156 Marsh, C.D.
3/1157 Roddie, D.
3/1158 Lowrie, C.J.
311 159 Ross, E. A.
3/1160 McLaughlin, W.J.

Club
Cotwolds
(in USA)
611 Air Cadets
(in USA)
Air Cadets
(in USA)
Booker

(in USA)
Welds
Southdown
Surrey & Han1s
(in Spain)
Shropshire

1994

31.3
21.3
21.3
21.3
31.5
22.3
26.4
18.6

GOlD BADGE

NATIONAL LADDERS
The Ladder results to the end of July s h ow that
there were more good flights but the best scores
are similar to those at the end of May. Perhaps
we have had better weather but fewer really
good days.
Tim Macfadyen still heads the Open Ladder
but Shep from Booker has just overhauled John
Bridge at the top of the Weekend Ladder.
Elsewhere in the results are several flights of
over 600km, mostly on failed 750 attempts, with
some notable stories about struggling home
from Barnard Castle to Dunstable, or variously
landing at Harrogate and Doncaster for the

Club

Pis

Fts

Bristol & Glos

7858
7627
7078

4

Cambridge Univ

F.J.Sheppard

Booker

Weekend Ladder
Pilot
Club
F.J .Sheppard
J.L.Bridge

Booker

No.

Name

1723
1724
1725
1726
1727
1728
1729
1730
1731
1732
1733
1734
1735
1736
1737

Thomas, G.N.
Goodall. J.T.
Porter. K.M.
Hardwick, M.H.
Norman. NAC.
Bauld, A.J.W.
Oliver. M.
Reeves, K.R.J.
Harris, D.
O'Arcy, J.F.
McLaughin, W.J.
Heath, J.N.
Brown, S.W.
Neighbour, P.M.
Turnbull. C.S.F.

4

4

Pts

Fts

5792
5768
4878

4
4
4

Cambridge Univ
Cambridge Univ
P.Tolsen
Ed Johnston, National Ladder Steward

Murray, S.J .
Stone, J.B.
Lee, PAR.
Hamlet. B.
Foster, G.M.
Smith, W.E.
McCurdie, M.
Swire. A.
Oliver. M.
McLaughin, W.J.
Redman, G.E.
Terry, M.H.

GLIDING CEimFICATES
ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No.

Name

Forrest, B.A.
Marsh, C.D.
Lynch , R.F.T.
Lowrie, C.J.

October/November 1994

Club
Backer
Backer
Bath & Wilts
Southdown

1994

9.5
8.5
30.5
30.6
28.5
28 5
19.3
30.6
30.6
30.5
18.6
30.6
6.2
23.1
3.3

Club
Fen lands
611 Air Cadets
(in USA)
Air Cadets
(in USA)
Derby & Lanes
Lleweni Pare
Devon & Somerset
Midland
Midland
Cotswold
Shropshire
Midland
Midland

1994

22.4
21.3
21.3
27.4
18.6
16.6
16.6
15.6
19.3
18.6
16.6
16.6

GOLD DISTANCE
Name

4t3
414
415
416

Club
Anglia
Yorkshire
Shalbourne
Beaker
Cairngorm
SGU
Cotswold
Four Counties
Backer
Lash am
Shropshire
Southdown
Deeside
Derby & Lanes
Cairngorm

GOLD HEIGHT
Name

equally brave but less fortunate pilots!

T.M .Macfadyen
P .O'Donald

Brown, S.W.
Neighbour, P.M.
Hoskins, J.W.
Turnbull, C.S.F.

No.

We were very sad to hear of the death o f Kitty

Open Ladder
Pilot

Weaver. M.P.
Roberts. A.
Stone, H.
Price, A.
Hindley, SA
Hardwick, M.H.
Lee, G.G.
Norman, NAC.
Bauld, A.J.W.
Barker. P.D.
Withall, S.L.
Marriott, N.P.
Armstrong . S.K.
Russell, M.C.
Reeves, K.R.J.
Harris, D.
D'Arcy, J.F.
Heath, J.N.
Asquith, D.
Alden, N.T.

1994

30.5
21.3
30.5
22.3

Babb, B.
Thomas, C.N.
Mountain, A. A.
Courchee. J.W.
Goodall. J.T.
limb, A.J.
Walker, G.J.
Goodall. T.
Porter, K.M.
Dawson, J.L
Brain, A.V.

Club
Shenington
Anglia
Fen lands
Anglia
Yorkshire
Aquila
Vale of White Horse
Yorkshire
Shalbourne
Bannerdown
Bannerdown
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8.5
9.5
30.4
9.5
8.5
8.5
30.5
26.6.92
30.5
30.5
30.5

South Wales
Bicester
Oxford
Bristol & Glos
Cosford
Backer
Surrey & Hants
Cairngorm
SGU
Southdown
London
Southdown
Four Counties
Cambridge Univ
Four Counties
Backer
Lasham
Southdown
Coventry
Cotswolds
(in Australia)
Deeside
(in Australia)
Derby & Lanes
(in Australia)
Lash am
(in Australia)
Cairngorm
(in Australia)

30.5
30.5
30.5
30.5
1.5
30.6
30.6
28.5
28.5
30.5
30.5
30.6
30.6
30.6
30.6
30.6
30.5
30.6
30.6
20. 1
6.2
23.1
2.3
3.3

SILVER BADGE
No.

Name

9386
9387
9388
9389
9390
9391
9392
9393
9394
9395
9396
9397
9398
9399
9400
9401
9402
9403
9404
9405
9406
9407
9408
9409
9410
9411
941 2
9413
941 4
94 15
9416
9417
9418
9419
9420
9421
9422
9423
9424
9425
9426
9427
9428
9429
9430
9431
9432
9433
9434
9435
9436
9437
9438
9439
9440
9441
9442
9443
9444
9445
9446

Grady, T.
Brayne, C.R.
Perry, N.J.
Warren, J.
Griffiths, M.
Wall, N.
Buckley, M.J.
Moll , E. D.
Oucke11, W.
Turner, K.J.
Graham. T.
Azrawi, S.
Saunders, S.
Carr. A.
Norman, J.M.
Leach, M.J.
Price, S.R.
Holmes, J.
Gillians, D.
Longhurst, M. A.
Corbin, A. G.
Long, B.
Barnes, T.
Horsfield, S. G.
Roberts, A. M.
Burrows, M.
Scan, R.
Carpenter, A. J.
Stapleton, E. M.
Murphy, A. J.
Herd, J.
Butler, C. J.
Leonard, J C.
Roberts, T.
Smith, A. L.
McNamard, A. J.
Herbert, T. J.
Goodall, T.
Simpson, D. J.
Shallcrass, A. J.
Crampin, S. B.
Chalmers. G. A.
May, J. E.
Ooig, M.
Cook. T.
Patterson, E. B.
Turnbull, W. W.
Brooks, P.
Jones, M.
Cuttingham, I. M.
Edlin. S. A.
Tale, A. W.
Oennis. A. L.
Boniface, V.
Mullen. K.
Grimes. P.
Baxter. C.
Williamson, G. E.
Sorace. C. A.
Twiss, L. P.
Baker. E.

Club
1994
Ralllesden
30.4
Ouse
28.5
Nene Valley
1.5
Midland
30.5
Burn
30.5
6.5.93
Stratford
31 .5
Backer
London
31.5
Midland
25.5
Mendip
30.5
28.5
Trent Valley
Bicester
30.5
Two Rivers
9.5
30.5
Marchington
Welds
30.5
Vale of White Horse 30.5
Bicester
5.6
Bath & Wilts
30.5
Bicester
5.6
Mendip
30.5
Surrey & Hants
5.6
Glyndwr
5.6
26.3
Cotswold
Yorkshire
8.5
Dartmoor
29.4
Chilterns
29.5
Beaker
9.5
Shenington
30.5
9.5
Midland
Stratford
30.4
'Notds
30.5
7.5
Glyndwr
VeciiS
30.5
Dartmoor
30.5
Booker
30.5
Two Rivers
11.5
Gliding Centre
30.5
Yorkshire
19.6
Aa111esden
23.6
Kent
19.6
Portsmouth Naval
5.6
Highland
4.6
Bristol & Glos
30.5
SGU
4.6
Cranwell
5.6
Newark & Nails
11.6
28.5
Northumbria
14.6
Borders
15.6
SGU
Bicester
14.6
Stratford
30.5
Derby & Lanes
6.6.93
Lakes
20.6
22.6
Lasham
Lasham
11.6
Phoenix
12.6
Trent Valley
11.6
P'boro & Spalding 19.6
London
30.6
La sham
30.6
Cambridge Univ
29.6
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ANGLO-AMERICAN
AVIATION INTERNATIONAL
9437
9438
9439
9440
9441
9442
9443
9444
9445
9446
9447
9448
9449
9450
9451
9452
9453
9454
9455
9456
9457
9458
9459
9460

Tale. A. W.
Oennis, A. L

Boni!ace. V.
Mullen. K.
Grimes. P.
Bax1er, C.
Williamson. G. E.
Sorace, C. A.
Twiss. L. P.
Baker. E.
Doyle, A. B. C.
Sharpe. A. R.
Moore. J.
Newman , P .

Howley, M. S.
Hicks, J. R.
Lamb, S. J.
Ash!on. M. G.
Poner. J.
Homer. J. S. G.
Smith. W. E.
Ha!haway, W. J.
Holmes, I.
Hamilton, R. M.

Derby & Lanes
Lakes
Lasham
Lasham

6.6.93
20.6
22.6
11.6
Phoenix
12.6
Tren! Valley
11.6
P'bcro & Spalding 19.6
London
30.6
Lasham
30.6
Cambridge Univ
29.6
Lasham
30.6
Shalbourne
30.5
Booker
28.6
Lasham
30.6
Burn
11 .6
Four Rivers
11.5
Anglia
31.5
North Devon
9.6
8.6
Derby & Lanes
Wolds
11.6
Devon & Somerset ! 6.6
Cambridge Univ
30.6
Gliding Cen!re
29.6
Buckmins!er
9. 7

i:i

PPL CONVERSION FOR GLIDER PII LOTS: 2 weeks, £1799.
!Includes 25 hours flight time, return flight to San Diego, 2 weeks
accommodation, aH books and materi als, medical, all flight and
ground instru ction, tran sfers, written exa m, flight test, student
visa and AAA International! exc lusive home study course prior
to your departure!
OR
PPL, 3-4 weeks, £2599. In c ludes all of the above plus 4 w eeks
accommodation and 42 hours flight time.
SEMINARS: No charge, no reservat,i ons : GATWICK, Hilton Hotel
29th Oct, LE:EDS/ BRADFORD AIRPORT 30th Oct, HEATHROW,
Novotel 5th Nov. Ca ll fo r further details.

Also ... Xmas/New Year Specials

ANGLO-AMERICAN A VIA T/ON
We have news of a USA flying school just
outside of San Diego, California, which is
owned and run by British in structors who are
offering glider pilots the chance to get their
PPLs with a 25hr course. (See the advertisement on this page for contact numbers and
more details.)
it is in a good tourist area with lots of alternative activities tor families and, if wanting a
change from power flying , there are a number
of good gliding sites in the area. The winters
are mild with flying throughout the year.
Anglo-American Aviation hold seminars
throughout Britain where you can meet the
instructors and see videos of the area.

GILL/AN AND BR/AN IN S AFRICA
Brian Spreckley, CFI of the European Soaring
Club and a former World Champion, has joined
with the Soaring Society of South Africa to open
a soaring centre at Mmabatho Airfield in South
Africa this November. it is 400011 asl with a 6km
runway and is close to Mafeking in the north .
T'he region offers fine soaring potential tor
pilots of all levels. Using the region to the south
and east there are good outlanding areas and
the chance of 300 to 500km flig hts while
1OOOkm is possible using the excellent conditions to the west. Ten world records and 24
flights of more than 1OOOkm have already been
made from the airfield, the longest being
1200km.
The centre offers all facilities from glider hire,
weather and task briefing with a fu lly equipped
Met office, two-seater cross-country training , a
clubhouse, accommodation, swimming pool
and help with retrieves.
For those wanting to bring their own glider
the ESC can organise container sharing and
insurance cover tor the transit and duration of
your stay. Flights from Europe take about 8hrs
and there are plenty of activities and interests
for the family while the glider pilot member is
airborne.
For further details contact the European
Soaring Centre, 106 High Street, Tetsworth,
Oxon OX9 7AE, tel 0844 281487, tax 0844
281580 or tel Franee 01 0 3354 373408, tax 010
33 54375072.
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CONTACT:
Sarah Barry, "Sansovino", Grove Road, Sands, High Wycombe, Bucks. Tel: 0494 463502
ANGLO-AMERICAN AVIATION INTERNATIONAL
2035 North Marshal!, El Cajon, California 92020
Tel: (619) 448 9149 • Fax: (619) 448 9176

Icom

AIR BAND (•VAT)
ICA2 short ................... £199
ICA2 special ...............£235
ICA2 1ull .... ..... ........ ....£275
ICA20 Mkll Shl ............ £255
ICA20 Mkll spl ............£289
ICA20 Mklllull ............ £329
lcom Big Nicad ............. £60
lcom Flex An! ................£12
lcom Cllarger. ...............£10
lcom sof1 case ............... £12
8AA cell case· ........ .... [14
Radio mount
... [ 10
Bo!!om cap
............ £4
HS51 Headset ...............£42
Speaker/mic ' ................ £20
'denores non /cam

Special Offer £189•vAr

V/S'A

Trimble Flightmate Pro

Ligh!es! available, wt!h World
Database (USA and Europe
Included), 4-6hrs on 4AA Ba!!eries
+9-32v Ba!!ery eliminator. soli
complele with antenna
case and mount Gives Position.
nicad pack charger.
bearings, distances. Latt!ude.
and soft case .
Longitude, Al!i!ude, Ground speed.
Course over !he ground. ETA. ETE.
High quality uncertified new inslrumenls Odd/Even alli!Ude & COl. Computes
Large Al!tme!er 3 pointer
£159.85 Wind alol!, Airspeed and Density
VSI 0-2000 fUmin
£109.25 Al!i!ude. Manual or auto Shu!-olf & ln-buill operaling
ASI 0- tOOmph
£109.25 tutorial.
Only £499+VAT
Deleo m Air 960 Panel
mountable radio

~m~u

Yuasa 6amphr Ba!!ery
Ergonomic control sUck grip +~~T
Handgnp complete ''IIth Pn
Handgnp wt!h PTI and 2 swt1ches

~9

\

[ 15 75 ~~ ~~n~~:~a~~~
£40 in brigh! orange
[45 or brig hi pink,
[85 wi!h swivel £15 inc VAT & del.

,-;:=:::~~==;-;;;;:;;-;;;;;;;;;;-,

Large diSplay Clock/2 nmers
AT 150 Transponder
Electric Turn Coordina10r - Gyro

£15
£6!6
£399

LYNOHURST TOUCHDOWN SERVICES LTO
64 Wellands Road, Lyndhursl. Hants 5043 ?AD
Tel: 0703 282619 • Fax 282471 (0374 278902)

Cambridge University Gliding Club
Gransden Lodge oHers: 100 acre gliding only site, unrestricted airspace,
7 day week operation in summer (winch & aerotow), bookable weekday training

S day courses (guaranteed launches) • Bronze Badge courses
1 day & short courses on request
Visitors are most welcome: extend your cross country
experience in landa&le country/
Write or call: Gransden Lodge Airfield, Longstowe Road, Little Gransden,
SANDY, Beds SG19 3EB (0767 677077)

THE CLUB IS OPEN TO EVERYONE
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Front Cover Photography
by Yasuhiro Yama

THE SOARING SOCIETY OF AMERICA

ut we
see plenty
of lift
in 1995.
•••
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1995 SOARII NG CALENDAR

Photography by Chuck O'Mahony

Photography by Richard Gresham

We can't see into the future, but next year has some wonderful moments you will not want to miss.
Hard to believe? Purchase the new 1995 Soaring Calendar
and judge for yourself. This publication contains 18 full calor
photos suppl i'ed to us by volunteer photographers from the
U.S. and overseas. Each image depicts a unique perspective of soaring sure to awe, thrill and inspire.
Accurate calor separations printed on quality paper stock
make this calendar a great addition to your home, office or
club hangar. Share these wonderful soaring images with
friends, because this calendar doubles as a thoughtful gift
idea.
Same Size 11" x 14" (279mm x 356mm)
Same Low Price

(Please remember to include 50p. postage & packing)

Photography by Paul M. Klass

British Gliding AssociaHon
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way
Leicester LE1 4SE
Telephone: 0116 25311051
Facsimile: 0116 2515939

FEATURING THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF: Glenna Doke • Paul M. Klass • Ran Kanter
Grob Luft und Raumfahrt • Jerry Rife • Paul E. FOrst • Chuck O'Mahony • Yasuhiro Yama
Mark Montague • Glen Harvey • James Maser • John Wetterman • May Voltz
Richard Gresham • Edward Golden • Grant Grove • Steele Lipe • Steve Burany

TONYGEE

0,,,

the'"" m"oh effoct h" beec '"'

into endeavouring to reduce spin accidents, particularly through S&G by national coaches and
other luminaries. Despite this, recent double fatalities may indicate more than a statistical cluster and the training problem is rightly addresseq
in the June issue by Chris Railings. p130, and
Howard Torode, p131. However, perhaps the
problem has been creeping up on us for a long
time and so slowly that we have become partly
adapted to the accumulated legacy of its causes.
An incident occurred to me a few years ago
which might provide an insight into relevant as pects. The machine was an IS-28 two-seater (a
type which spins demonstrably but predictably)
and the P2 a young Bronze badge pilot on a
check flight. Although the glider was the first he
had flown with a retractable undercarriage and
flaps and he had done only a couple of circuits
in it a few months earlier, he did the auto launch
and climbed competently in a rough thermal unaided. Thus far so good, I thought.
Confidently pulling up and rolling into a second thermal at about 30001!, l1e reset the flaps
but did not fully engage the flap lever in its detente slot. Before I could point this out the lever
sprang out, the flaps went up (to a neutral posi tion} and t·he wing already down dropped away
as did the nose. He reacted instantaneously putting the stick in the opposite back corner!
Knowing we were clear of other traffic, it
seemed fortuitously appropriate to leave him to
recover (aircraft control and self-esteem) but,
despite entreaties from the back seat, the controls remained crossed until self-preservation
instincts overcame tutorial motivation and I took
over to recover (below 15001!).
Back on the ground , his record showing no
problems with pre-solo spin training, he said it
was the unexpectedness of the spin which "completely phased" him and volunteered that, alone,
he most likely would have spun to the ground .
Later he demonstrated spin entry and recovery
on the IS-28 quite satisfactorily but it was of
course the usual training set piece performance
for which by then he was mentally rehearsed
and prepared.
This was a keen young aeronautical engineering student exposed to much received wisdom about stalling and spinning . Circumstances
happened to provide him with a safety net without which he might have become a statistic but
how many others, equally vulnerable, will first
(and last} encounter the situation as P1?
What part does glider type and experience on
type play? The club had acquired the IS-28 after
he had gone solo. He had trained exclusively on
the K-13 whose characteristics are mentioned
in both June articles. In very few respects can it
be faulted for training but, with a pilot of other
than light weight in the front seat, ie the majority,
it is difficult to effectively demonstrate a spin in
it. Even when possible, the merest relaxation of
spin provoking extreme control positions is invariably sufficient to transit to a steep spiral dive
with rapid speed build up .
While this does involve unusual and possibly
impressive aircraft attitudes and control motions,
and requires prompt recovery action to avoid
overspeeding, it is critically different from spin
recovery in that it does not require the pilot to be
seen to positively indentify a spin and take ap286

SPINNING MACHIN,ES
and Horses For Courses
Tony first soloed in 1962 in a
Kranich with the RAE GC at
Farnborough and started instructing there in 1967. Setting up the
University of Surrey Gliding Club
at Lasham followed. He now flies
with the RAFGSA Chilterns GC,
Ha/ton and has nearly 2000hrs in
some 70 types, dividing his time
equally between back seat and
solo flying.
propriate action. Unless the instructing regime is
particularly vigilant, it is then all too easy for the
less enthusiastic and/or heavier spin trainee to be
"progressed" past the spin stage of the syllabus
with less than complete understanding and inappropriate responses habituated.
When I trained , the CFI required pilots of all levels to occasionally take a launch in a single-seater
and demonstrate a full spin observed by him (and
others present, know ing their turn would come).
This was part of the continuous monitoring culture
of gliding at many clubs. Perhaps the advent of expensive advanced plastic/glass machines. with
very rapid speed build-up, discourages this nowadays.
Are we getting the message to the right people?
The many column inches about spin accidents over
the years in S&G are no doubt well taken by those
who appreciate the importance of understanding
the spinning process (and who are probably familiar with it). The ab-initio may be less enth usiastic
about unusual glider attitudes and less receptive
to reading about spinning so are we preaching to
the converted? There is evidence of flig ht safety
publicity suffering this effect; apparently those who
attend the excellent CAA General Aviation Safety
evening lectures have a distinctly lower accident
rate. Is this because of what they learn at the lectures or because safer pilots make the effort to attend flight safety briefings?
Added to this, for one or two reasons, pilots may
not perceive there is a potential problem .. The pilot
trained on , and/or who chooses to regularly spin , a
"spinning machine" wonders what all the fuss is
about while th e pilot with little experience of a
proper spin is unlikely to even perceive his/her own
vulnerability. For very different reasons either can
say th ey can't see there is a problem.
Spinning is unambiguously characterised and
recognisable by reversal of the action of the control column (stick further back, nose drops ; stick to
one side in an effort to raise the other wing causes
it to drop faster}. If the pupil does not experience
this during training , it is a moot point as to whether
he will cope a few years later when suddenly faced
with rot ating rapid ly approach ing scenery. With
1OOftlsec or more spin descent rates. but reasonable height , a combination of adrenalin and time

may allow slow reacting cases to sort things out,
bu t at circuit heights there is little time or room
for other than prompt correction. This may be
beyond the capability of a pilot whose closest
training experience consisted of struggling to get
a docile machine into a half-hearted spin, followed cons istently by auto-reco very and spiral
dive with control reversal never apparent.
Spin training should prepare pilots fo r a
prompt correct response in any glider the pilot is
likely to fly . In Eastern Europe (as in Britain when
gliders whe re made here) it seems that design
philosophy lhas requ ired two-seater training gliders to be capable of demonstrating safely fu lly
developed spins. In his article Chris Ra ilings
mentions the (Polish) Puchacz. (Czech) Ellanik
and (British) T-53/YS -53 to which might be
added the (Polish) Bocian, (Ro manian) IS-28
plus its derivatives and some Grab Twins.
These demonstrate unambigiously the transition from and to normal control respons es and
require positive recovery action. Their designers also produce many single-seaters with similar spin characteristics. Is training solely on the
al ternative docile machines a suitable prelude
to flying such sing le-seater "spinning ma chines"?
Having been cleared to fly a different glider,
how vuln erable are pilots during their fi rst few
flights? A single-seater introduced in the 1960s
was bough t new by my club and test flown by
the CFI. He started with a full turn spin which we
thought was intentional but he later confided that
it had caught him very mu ch by surpri se .
Forwarned, members were briefed (accurately)
that it was a delight to fly but when provoked
would spin and recover quite predictably.
Many flew it without incident, progressing via
the T-218 and Olympia 28 (both of which would
spin}. Eventually we sold it and within a few
weeks it had been spu n in. I learned of two other
cases of spin write-oils involving the same type ,
closely fo llowing changes of ownersl1ip. With
perhaps 20 on the UK register, Accidents to
Gliders show it contin ues to be spun in and,
sadly, not too long ago one spun fatally from t11e
top of the pilot's second wire launch in it.
lt would be easy to infer a fundamental probSAILPLANE & GLIDING

SPINNING MACHINES

lem with the type. but my 40 or more of my fellow club pilots who flew it do not bear thi s out
and there are afficionados who have owned
them unscratched for more than two decades .
The probl em would seem to arise during transition to the machine in the absence of adequate
briefing and/or two-seater experience.
Perhaps conditioning to particular types plays
a role in improving and reducing safety and we
might have something to learn from Pavlov's experiment on conditioned reactions (feeding his
dog after a bell rang , he found it soon slobbered
at the sound of just the bell). At one site. although
the training fleet was docile, its much respected ,
experienced CFI arranged for spin training on a
syndicate owned Bocian . Some years later, after
retirement of the CFI and the Bocian, a plastic
two-seater from another stable was acqui red
for advanced training and aerobatics.
lt generated such awed talk about its spin
characteristics I approached it with some trepidation . I need not have worried . lt dropped a
wing , spun and recovered with no particular
drama irrespective of entry or how long it was
held in. Others had similar experiences. We had
all listened to the more youthful members who
started gliding in the post-Bocian years and had
rushed to fly this newcomer. it seemed that unknowingly we had trained a generation of pilots
who were in awe of th e spin of a machi ne demanding no more than the positive recovery action required in the Bocian . Maybe they had just
encountered true and/or sustained spinning for
the first time!
A sensi tive issue that doesn't seem to have
been discussed is that despite an instructors'
course plus a follow-up . the characteristics of
th e docile machine may already be ingrained
into the instructor. Althoug h one hopes that flying hours. general experience and an interest in
safety issues wi ll make up for shortcomings, the
less experienced instructor may be vulnerable
wl1en the clu b buys a "spinning machine".
Accidents to Gliders only gives total pilot
hours so th e effects of currency and experience
on type can't be studied. bu t thi s data might be
very useful in the case of th e recent two-seater
accidents. The remedy is obvious - allow more
space on the BGA accident reporting form and n
the published tables.
Since gliders involved are flying in many countries. international comparisions of training might
also be productive.
As to possible remedies , the Bocian advocating former CFI already seems to have known
and operated one. Spin recovery learnt and reInforced regula rly on a "spinning machine"
sho uld reduce the cha nces of not promptly
recognisi ng spins and/or not applying the co rrect recovery control action . On the principle of
teach ing the teachers first it would seem that
AE I/assistant instructor courses should include
spin instruction on such a glider. Larger full time
clubs can probably justify one for spin and general training and neighbouring smaller clubs can
send their members midweek to be checked out.
The annual check by a senior instructor could
include a self briefing and demonstration of spin
entry and recovery in a two-seater (or singleseater observed from th e ground) . This would
highlight those who can't spin and for whom the
ability to recover oth erwise remains uncertain.E:'I
October/November 1994

CHRIS ROLLINGS

TEACHING
SPINNING
"Tony Gee's article raises
some interesting points
about spin/stall training.
and practice. What I have
written here is an attempt
to explain not so much
what we teach (see the
BGA Instructor's Manual
for that) but why we teach
it", writes Chris, the BGA
senior national coach
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ing fatalities and the debate abou t prevention
versus cu re has been going on for decades. One
answer, of course, is that instructors must do all
they can to teach students not to spin in the first
place and ensure that they have adequate training in spinning to enable them to quickly recognise and recover from one.
The first part of this is accomplished with training in recognising the symptoms of the ap proaching spin. Go and practise not stalling , how
to act to prevent the stall and then recovery from
the subsequent stall. For the first part of this, the
training once given is constantly practised and
soon becomes habitual.
"Th e nose is a little too high - I must lower the
nose to prevent a stall ; the speed is reducing a
bit- I'll move the stick forward a little to speed up
again ; it's gettiong a littre quieter- I'll check the
speed - yes I need to speed up a bit."
There is no need to send an early solo pilot
off with a brief to "go and practice" not stalling ,
because the wh ole flight is an exercise in not
stalling .
If these early symptoms are missed because
the pilot's attention is elsewt1ere then the glider
has some attention-getting device of its own .
Pre-stall buffet is the most easily recognised of
these although a reduction in aileron effectiveness and an unusual stick position (too fa r back)
may also be noticed.
The frequency with wh ich pilots encounter
these symptoms varies greatly with the style of
flying - someone whose normal style of !hermailing is steep and aggressive will probably be

very familiar with them (and so recognise them
quickly when they occur). A more cautious pilot
will see them far less often by accident and unless he practises stalls regularly will probably be
somewhat slower to recognise and react to these
symptoms.
Spin prevention here cons ists of flying your
glider "on the buffet" sufficiently regularly that
you will recognise it instantly for what it is when
it occurs unexpectedly.
In the final stage of the stalling exercise prevention begins to shade into cure as the glider is
taken right to the stall and then ceases to re spond in a normal way to the backward movement of the stick and the nose starts to go down.
Forward movement of the stick is required to unstall the glider. Practice has two purposes- th e
more often seen , the sooner recognised , and
this fPractice also enables the pilot to know how
far to move the stick to get an immediate recovery but without diving off unnecessary height.
Finally we come to the cure stage if prevention fails ; the glider has been allowed to stall, recovery not initiated and autorotation has begun.
Height loss is about 30ft in the first second. 5060ft in the second , S0-90ft in the third and stabilised at around 90-1 OOft after that.
The attitude is becoming progressively more
nose down during those first two to three seconds and stable (or oscillating) after that. During
those first three seconds recovery is mo re or
less instant if the stick is moved forward the right
amount. Full opposite rudder may help speed
things by some small fraction of a second during
the second and third seconds but is not really
critical. Height loss in the recovery dive varies
greatly from type to type but is typically 150ft in
the first second (from a less nose down attitude)
and 250ft in the secon d and subsequent seconds , perhaps up to 350 or 400ft for some slippery types .
So a perfect recovery after one second will
pull ou t of the dive with just under 200ft height
loss, after two seconds 350ft and after three seconds 450ft. Add 1OOft for every second after that.
Moving the stick too far forward will result in a
sharp pitch down on recovery and an extra
height loss of 100-200ft. Moving the stick forward gradually to avo id th is will take time and
even a one second delay wi ll cost 1OO!t . Only
frequent practice in the glider at the C of G position being flown will enable a pilot to immediately
move the stick forward by just the right amount
for a minimum height loss recovery.
This same practice will help to speed recognition of an accidental spin, and although pilot reaction times will always vary the rule must be
"most often seen soonest recognised", and one
second saved can be the difference between a
fright and a fu neral.
Finally, some practice at spin entry and immediate recovery at relatively low levels (around
1OOO!t) may serve to prevent panic overriding
everything else in an accidental spin near the
ground.
E:'l

Please send all editorial copy to
our Cambridge address and not
to the BGA office.
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Bill Cooke (Bowland Forest GC) with instructor Bob Pettifer after his
first solo.

CLUB NEWS
Copy and photographs for the
December-January issue of S&G
should be sent to the Editor, 281 Queen
Edith's Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, tel
01223 247725 , fax 0223 413793, to arrive not later than October 11 and for
the February-March issue to arrive not
later than November 29.
GILLIAN BRVCE-SMITH
Alice May (Staffordshire GC) after going
solo.

August 10

ANGUS (Drumshade, By Glamis)
Hard work by members sees us with a workshop
and hangar and a clubho use nearing co mpletion. Our field is much improved and we are taking full advantage of local conditions with soaring
flights reported every weekend, encouraging attempts at cross-countries.
Our membership is slowly increasing and we
have been joined by Sandy Torrance, a full Cat.
Tony Housden (ASW-20) landed at Angus
after a l.ong flight atte mpting a 500km from
Aboyne and wife Ruth did the same the following week.
We welcome vi sitors and are expec ting a
Above : Martin Walker (Buckminster GC), front row right, celebrating
his first solo with fellow university students Richard 'Rockley and Dave
Omerod and instructor Richard Kilham. Below: John Hartley
(Shenington GC) who soloed at 79 years of age.

member from a Greek club who has been following the development of the club through S&G.
E.L.

AOUILA (Hinton in the Hedges)
Tony Limb and John Cooper have Gold distances. John completing his Gold badge. Eddie
Chalk has his 5hrs and Chris Greengrass an A El
rating. We also have a new Dart syndicate.

SA
BANNERDOWN (RAF Keevil)
W e are entertaining ex -Keevil aircrew in
Septembe r wh en the Keevil Society hold an
Arnhem commemorative service in their church .
We have benefited ,from improvements to the
tower, roads and taxiways. The place is hardly
recognisable as the wet, depressing shambles
we moved into two years ago.
We can now welcome visitors by air with prior
warning via the bus phone (0374 295032) .
Bob Brain (Discus) and John Dawson (Astir)
have Diam ond goals and Jon Ar nold (Ventus)
flew in the 15 Metre Nationals.
We wish success to our former chairman ,
Dave Walker, who has moved to South Africa.
He gave us invaluable support throughout a difficult period.
D.C.F.
BATH, WILTS & NORTH DORSET (The Park)
Th e return vi sit from John O'Gaunt school
Trowbridge for three days agai n proved very
successful. MeTvyn Burt and Nick Machin have
gone solo.
A large number of enthusiastic members
turned up for early morning flying on June 18.
The first launch at 4.55am was followed by an

Below: D-Day Horsa pilot Bert Farmer with Dave Simeons, photographed with Bannerdown GC's K-13.

In the centre, Chayla Oa'kley and Ronnie Slatter (Shalbourne Soaring
Society) holding their gliding scholarships from the Dave Maleham
memorial trust fund which were presented by Ellen Maleham (Dave's
widow), far right, and daughter Tracey, far left.
enormous breakfast provided by Sue Cutler and
helpers.
A successful course for instructors was run
by Roy Gaunt. We are lying first in the lnter-Cirub
League. A new K-6E syndicate is headed by
Dave Pengilley.
J.L.

Obituary- Vincent Griffith
Vincent Grillith's many friends in the gliding
world will be saddened by the news of his death,
,particularly those who had known him since the
early days of our club's existence. Vince joined
us soon alter the club started, having previously
flown at Nympsfield and Colerne.
He assisted our first CFI, Gordon Mealing ,
teaching many of us to fly . Vince was a true gliding enthusiast. Such was his skill that he wou ld
take wh atever glider was available and disappear for hours on an apparently unsoarable day.
He loved cloud flying.
In recent years his visits had been more infrequent due to ill health . His many friends will remember him above all for his unfail ing charm
and gentle good nature. He was a true gentleman who endeared himself to everyone. Our
deepest sympathy goes to his wife, Mary.
Joy Lynch

Bernie Morris (Booker GC) in his syndicate hot ship (SG-38).

Pete Straiten completing a memorable 752km.
Our ladder is very competitive. Dave Allison
is leading with Pete Stratten and Derren Franc
in hot pursuit.
Alter many years of appreciated hard work as
our "soup dragon" Val Dean is leaving for a new
job in the prison service and we wish her well.
Y.E.

BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)
We had a very successful weekend at the
Brecon Beacons National Park Outdoor Pursuits
exhibition . We dealt with a large number of visitors to our stand where we had the SZD51 Junior
on show.
We have also had a steady stream of visitors
from all over the world, many experiencing thei r
first wave flying .
D.U.

Kath James (Lincolnshire GC) after going
solo.

BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)
Too many have progressed so well this summer
to mention rindividually, the exception being
Alister Kay for winning the Open Class Nationals
for the fourth successive year and Sean
Cockburn, a BBC Group bursary student, on
going solo on their K-21.
Instructors flying with members in the Duo
Discus in competitions have included Pam
BICESTER (RAFGSA)
Hawkins in the Open Class Nationals and Dave
We have had several long cross-countries dur·
Watt and Alister Kay in the Regionals. All have
ing these excellent soaring conditions. Chris
praised its "Standard Class" handling and perRailings and Barrie Elliott hope to have broken
formance.
the UK Multi-Seater 1OOkm speed reco rd with
To keep up with the August trial lesson book·
an average of 130.7 km/h.
ings we have an additional professional , Dave
Tim Faver, Owen Waiter and Yvonne Elliott
Bland from Bidlord. Bookings are flooding in for
have flown Diamond goals. June 30 was an exthe autumn Aboyne wave expedition .
celle nt day with several achieving SOOkm and
R.N.
Above: The latest members of Northumbria GC's "Fledgelings Club" -I
The Earl of Strathmore and Kinghome having his first flight in the tor, Mark Younger, Paul Stafford and Kevin Thwaites. Below: John •
Angus GC's SF-34 with Gus Christie (AEI).
Horne (Giyndwr GC) sent solo by Rob Vaughan.
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BORDERS (Galewood)
After much hard work, Brian Sword has retired
as CFI with Robin Johnson taking over.
Hugh Baird and Martin Cummings have
soloed; Peter Fairness has a Bronze badge and
Andy Henderson an assistant Instructor rating
Bob Cassidy and Bill Stephens took their SF25B to the International Motor Glider fly-in at
Ruffort h and won 1st prize for the best turned
out Falke in the concours d'elegance.
The good summer is attracting many visitors
and we have several new members.
B.C.

Chris Coli ins and Ian Gutse ll gained 1 OOkm
diplomas. Bob Peaks-Wood completed his Gold
with a 300km 8hr 30 m in distance, finally (a lmost)
landing his Mosquito back at Angers a irfield,
France.
Paul Smith soloed - and enjoyed it so much
he only landed after 75min becau se the Red
Arrows were due at a nearby air display . The
Kenning twins have also soloed witn Andrew
gaining Bronze legs on successive flights.
New on site is a Ventus owned by Hedley
Forshaw, Andy Toone and Mike Bennett.

p N.

BOWLAND FOREST (Chipping Airfield)

CAIRNGORM (Feshiebridge)

We have had good soaring weather and crosscountry opportunities. George Wearing flew
300km; Barry Crellin has gone solo and Steve
Robinson and Daren Evans have AEI ratings .
The rebuild of the YST-53 was recently com pleted along with a new paint job. and very smart
it looked on its maiden flight in May. As always a
warm welcome awaits all visitors.
S.R.

Bill Longstaff (Dart) came 3rd in Competition
Enterprise. (See the next issue.) There was an
excurs ion to Chauvingy, France; Andy Carter
flew Diamond goal and 500k m and Dave Hart
5hrs. Barry and Mo Meeks unrelentingly pro vided aerotowing .
Andy Carter and Alistair Robertson have run
another successful five day course for beginners. We have an "Oktobertest" for w ave flying
with aerotows available.
T.C.

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE (Nympsfield)
Geoff Boaler and Pete Waite achieved Diamond
goals, but sadly Ken Barker and T im Macfadye n
just failed their 750km attempts on June 30.
The Inter-Club League trophy has been
dusted off for the first time in four years and
handed over to Aston Down who are the new
custodians , despite the efforts of Phil Walker's
team .
Our stand at tile International Air Tattoo produced an overwh elming response thanks to the
efforts of Ian Lane, Rob Hanks and the team.
S.I.D.
BUCKMINSTER (Saltby)
We hosted a BGA cross-country course in May
and learnt a lot despite the weather.
Martin Walker has gone solo and Lynn and
Neville Cawte, Samantha Morecraft and Roger
Hamilton have their Silver badges.
A very successful cross-country club task
week was organised by Clive Stainer, this year's
course instructor . In wonderful weather most
flew at least one 1OOkm and on on e day we totalled 1400km. Dail y prizewinners were Helen
Cheetham (2), Lynn Cawte (2), Kale Hutchinson ,
Cathy Lawrance, Frank Cox, Bill Morecraft,
Geoff Cotton and Neville Cawte.
Helen Cheetham gained her 500km at the
Midland Regionals and her husband Russell
came 3rd in t11e Open Class Nationals.We are
through to the Inter-Club League finals .
We entertained some delightful American DDay veterans who flew from Sal ~by 50 years ago
There was a party and a morning church service . We plan to commemorate Arnhem in
September to remember those glider and power
pilots , their crews and the paratroopers who flew
from Saltby 50 years ago and d idn't return .
N .R.C.

BURN (Burn Airfield)
Martin Wakefield again organised Project
Trident, arranging flights in gliders for local
schoolchildren w hich counts towards their
award.
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Gransen Lodge)
We have had an increasing number of visitors ;
two competition days for the Inte r-Club League
and our cross-country courses have been verypopular.
Colin Boness, Jill Stacey, Arthur Williamson,
Andre Phill.ips , Rod Renn.ison , Gary McGrath,
Roger Duke , John Scott, Dick Had low and
Steven Sandville have gone solo as well as two
more cadets , Noel Martindale and W illiam
Warboys . David Hawthorn , April Considin e and
Kevin Levi tt , last year's cadets , have B ronze
badges as have Victor Spencer and Graham
Howatt, while Wendy Hatherway, John
Strebrakowski , Eddie Baker and John Rogers
have Silver badges . There have also been a
number of Gold distances and Diamond goals.
M.H.L.

us all Satu rday, mak ing broadcasts from th e
ground and air.
SS .

COTSWOLD (Aston Down)
Pete T eade r. Mike Morrilee, M ike Dolan, T ony
Saunders (re-solo). Si man Buckley and Stephen
Carter have gone solo , Stephen on his 16th birthday.
Steve Manktelow flew Diamond l1eig ht in the
USA and Brian Birli son gained his Bronze and
Silver badge less than five months after a 16th
birthday solo.
Intrepid 500km seeker Peter Ward declared a
downwind dash to Aboyne, landed out at Sultan
Bank and flew back the following day - who
wants a long retrieve ?
Our late July task week's Open Class was won
yet agai n by Pau l Gentil (the orga niser !) and
Jonathan Beard won the Sport Class. Twelve pilots out of 14 landed out on the first day and red
face of the week belonged to Rob Vaug han from
Llewen i Park who , later in the week . landed on
an island in the Severn - thankfully there was a
little bridge.
lt is with great regret that we report the death
of John Holland, w ho will be sadly missed by our
members and friends throughout the g liding
world . He contributed vas tly to the club over
many years. (See the BGA & General News.)
M .S.

DARTMOOR (Brentor)
Ken Basterfield , Jose! Nobbs, Dave W a ll ace ,
Phil Brett and Rick Morris have Bronze badges .
A group went to our sister club at Perranport h to
practise field landings.
Our 1Oth anniversary barbecue was a great
success . We have a stream of holiday visitors
and have welcomed pilots from many other
clubs. We now have one day refresher courses
to introduce temporary members to the club. Our
evening flying sess ions have provided welcome
extra income and recruited new members.
F. G .M .

CONNEL (North Connel Airfield)

DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)

Vari Fergu son and Archie Maxwell ran a profitable breakfast-to-supper barbecue during our
very successful July open weekend organised
by Helen Anderson . There was considerable
public interest and 87 trial lessons.
Malcolm Shaw, CFI, trailed the SGA's ASH 25 to Connel for its long weekend with us and
14 members and four visitors from Strathclyde
GC flew a total of 20hrs with him in basical ly poor
soaring conditions . Our chairman, Bill Miller, now
has an AEI rating .
R.W.

In a good s ummer with wave most days Alain
White completed his Bronze, Richard Arkle got
his Diamond height and 5hrs and Glen Douglas
his Silver badge.
June saw us at 21 600ft and July at 28 OOOft.
G.D.

CORNISH (Perranporth)
John Stewart-Smith gained Silver height in cloud
in his Skylark and Martin Wilshire has a Bronze
badge. We had a record tow in July- 9400ft when
a German visitor decided, on a non-thermic clear
day, that this was best value for money to get a
long look at all of Cornwall.
We had many visitors to our stand at the Royal
Cornwall show resu lting in trial lessons and new
members . We held another open weekend in
July with a barbecue. Radio Cornwall stayed with

DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
Badge claims from th e K-6cR mobsters include
Peter Huggins (Silver distance and height); Ellis
Smith (d uration and height) and Chris Wool (duration and distance), completing Silver badges
for Ellis and Chris . Ellis also flew Gold heig ht in
wave at the Long Mynd. Tim Towers has Silve r
height and Frank Bertonelli part 1 of the crosscountry diploma.
Robert Lee, Jo hn Murray and Eric A lston
have gone solo and Ran Jones (ASW-20L) has
completed all three Diamonds with a 513km
flight from Booker.
Simon Minson (CF I) , with instructors Chris
Miller and lan Mitchell , organised a visit by Peter
Mallinson (from Nympsfield) for an aerobatic instruction weekend.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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There have been expeditions to Portmoak ,
Talgarth and the Long Mynd. The August task
week is dogged with strong easterlies , snaking
frontal systems and our final course week in midAugust was cancelled due to lack of support.

I.DK
DUKERIES (Gamston Airport)
Saturday June 11 saw some of the most successful flying since the club was formed. Beryl
Clarke, Graham Goucher and Mike Burrows
gained their 5hrs and Keith Gregory and John
Swannack flew 1OOkm triangles.
David Clarke has flown a 150km 0 /R and on
the same day Glenn Barratt managed 235km in
the club K-8.

J .CP.
ENSTONE EAGLES (Enstone)
We hosted the Open Class Nationals and every thing went smoothly even though the local water
authority chose that very week to have pump
failure leaving us without mains water! (See report in this issue.)
Th e July and August courses were well attended and we have held corporate flying
evenings with barbecues almost every week
throughout the summer.
Neil Edwards flew his first 300km in June and
Paul Murphy completed his Silver badge. Turan
Turan , Fran Brennan and Andrew Tristram have
Bronze legs and Mike Weston Silver distance.
We support the reciprocal membersl1ip
scheme and no longer charge day membership
for those belonging to a BGA club.
L.J.B .
ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Wormingford)
Dual cross-countries continue to be encouraged
with CFI Pau l Rice and Vivian Haley flying over
400km at the Inter-Club League at Tibenham , in
the K-21.
Victor Francis , Darren Lodge and Chris Price
have Bronze badges. Riaz Malik and Rupert
Price completed their Silver badges with 50km
flights to Tibenham, a task Rupert's father Chris
also flew the next day .
The clubhouse nears completion, thanks to
the efforts of many members, but especially
Wally King and Pete Nicholls . Pete is now an as sistant Cat instructor.
We are in the reciprocal membership scheme
and welcome interest from other clubs.
M.J.F.
FENLANDS (RAF Marham)
We have had a healthy influx of new members
to keep our two K-13s busy . We have a privately
owned Falke motor glider which we plan to use
for advanced training. Our K-18 has been repaired and has a new trailer.
A.R.M.
GL YNDWR (Lieweni Pare)
We have had some excellent fly ing wit11 wave
flights approaching 20 OOOft , thermals since
March and countless ridge soaring days.
Dave Bullock (C FI ) and Eddie Lees have superbly refurbished our two K-13s and K-8.
Steffan Huth , John Horne and Ray Cronin Jnr
(on his 16th birthday) have gone solo and also
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Chris Childs - a particularly brave achievement
on her part. Ben Long flew 136km in the
Manchester University K-6. Dawn to dusk flying
on the longest day produced wave flights to 14
OOOft with a barbecue afterwards.
B.L.

We have flown large numbers of schoolchildren as part of a local scheme to provide leisure
activities during the summer holidays.
Peter Lewis and Neil Brathwaite have flown
part 1 of the UK 1OOkm diploma.
A.D.

HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon Airfield)
There has been a great increase in club activity
with as many launches now as in the whole of
1993. David Evans has breathed life into the club
ladder , which he currently heads: the Junior has
proved to be a real asset and the two-seaters
are kept busy.
Mike Dodd (SHK) attempting a 300km landed
out Oxford way in a field of recently cut rape , suffering nothing more than lacerated legs on walking through the stubble . He was received
cordially by the owner but had to leave the aircraft rigged in the field for a week until the crop
had been gathered.
When we have decided on the dates for our
usual autumn wave week we will send round a
note. Come and join us- 20 OOOft from a big flat
site with lots of places to land out!
R.P.

LASHAM (Lasham Airfield)
The Lasham Regionals Class A was won by our
cross-country instructor , Gee Dale, with Jill Burry
coming 2nd.
The Lasham aerobatic training courses run
by Sam Mummery are popular . A third of the entrants for the National Aerobatic competition are
from Lasham.
David Masson , of Surrey and Hants GC. has
flown his first 500km in the club's Discus.
Franz Hell , a 16 year-old Frenchman , went
solo on aerotow and winch after seven day's instruction from Clive Thomas. Franz's father flew
at Lasham in the 1950s.
Jell Smithers , in charge of our cadet scheme,
reports that six of last year's cadets went solo
when 16 years -old. This year's intake is divided
equally between girls and boys.
A.M.S.

HIGHLAND (Easterton)
With an effective four month lay-off (the longest
ever) caused either by wind or flooding our year
only started in April. But by June we had done
almost as much as the whole of 1993 with an average fl ight time in excess of 30min , though still
not many kilometres flown.
Geddes Chalmers gained his Silver badge
only weeks after joining the Dart syndicate and
on his distance flight to Feshiebridge regained
the bomb.
Andy Anderson flew Silver distance: John
MacLean and Stuart Harris have Bronze
badges , Stuart already having his 5hrs and
Silver height ; Jill Matthews, Alan Bruce and Ann
Burgess have their 5hrs and Teresa BruceJones gained Silver height for her badge.
We are in credit for the bomb as Jlll Matthews
flew to Feshiebridge for her distance attempt
after reaching 12 OOOft. We had two successful
club weeks , the first in April ending with the
Fulmar tug trapped at Easteron by 2ft of snow.
We have had numerous wave flights to more
than 12 OOOft with Neil Anderson achieving Gold
height and Mike Foreman reaching 21 500ft on
the same day in June. Many were from winch
launches. During the June week the SGA ASH25 flew about 40hrs with at least two flights each
day, mostly cross-country .
Robert Tait is flying his Std Jantar in the Junior
Nationals. For our third club week in October we
are being joined by Fulmar and the SGA ASH25. We have planning permission for a glider
store (hangars are different so it would seem I)
and our estate has a new owner . We have an
open day in September.
A.G.V.

LINCOLNSHIRE (Strubby Airfield)
July has been Silver month. Mike Fairburn and
Dick Skerry finished their badge with 5hrs and
Dave Arm strong with a distance. Angie Hearney
has Silver height and distance.
Kath James , Diane Skerry and Jeanette
Kitchen have gone so lo. Paul James has bought
a K-6cR - another addition to the private fleet.
R.G.S.

LAKES (Walney Airfield)
Jim Starer soloed on his 16th birthday . We had
an excellent expedition to Thouars in France
joined by an encouraging number of first- timers.
Alan Dennis flew a Silver distance to complete
his badge.

Obituary· Paul· Youhill
it is with profound sadness that I report the tragic
death of Paul Youhill in a gliding accident at
Halesland in June .
Paul had been a staunch member of our club
for just over nine years , and in that time his dry •

LONDON (Dunstable)
We had a very successful 15 Metre Nationals ,
with six contest days out of the nine. it was won
by Justin Will s, and rou11ded off with an excellent hangar dance with clowns and co nju rors .
(See report in this issue.)
The Vintage Glider Club Rally was held at the
beginning of August in light winds and clement
weatHer , and much flying was done with visitors
from all over Europe and the USA. Some of our
members visited Sisteron with the Cambridge
University GC and there is an expedition to
Aboyne.
R.C.
MEN DIP (Halesland Airfield)
Patrick Haxell has gone solo; Jack Ryland has
both Bronze legs; Patrick Hogarth a 1OOkm
diploma and Kirstie Turner has soloed in the
motor glider.
Mick Longhurst has taken over from Barry
Goody er as M/T officer - Barry has given much
time and effort keeping the kit up and running.
We are still attracting new members , thankfully
some from the younger generation which is encouraging. Visiting pilots are very welcome .
G.W-S.
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A mass competition launch by 5000 flyers from Burn Airfie ld. Photo:
Paul Newmark.

Vectus GC members after flying Major Pat Fergusson who helped to
build the Colditz gl ider as a prison of war in the last war. L to r, Chris
Waghorn, John Ken ny (DCFI), Mike Chambers, John Leonard, Mrs
Fergusson, Major Fergusson, Neil Watts (CFI), Mike Squibb, Jim
Britton and Chris Bacon.

gained Gold heights, most on June 16 when the
best climb, by Martin McCurdie, was to 18 OOOft
in WNW wave. June 30 was a superb day, with
Paul Shuttleworth flying 396km in his Skylark 4.
Other Mynd pilots were at the very enjoyable
Bidford Regionals that week , with Nick HerizSmith getting his Gold distance that day. Simon
Adlard came 3rd in the competition, having got
too old for the Junior Nationals. William Brewis
and John Coli ins have become AEis.
A.RP.

Peter Clifford flying his Blanik demonstrator
at Bicester. Peter, now 80 years-old, has
been flying professionally all his working
life. Photo: Dick Stratton.
sense of humour and his wizardry with electron ics made him a very popular figure. No job ever
seemed to be too much trouble for him; if it
needed doing, he just got on with it in his quiet
and unassuming way.
He will be greatly missed by his friends and
all our sympathies go out to his wife Eunice and
the family.
Barry Hogarth
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
At long •last, an excellent two months of summer
gave plenty of cross-country and wave flying.
We held another well-attended open day with
our birtl1day party planned for August 13.
Kay Alston, Gavin Dickie, Paul Fearis, Kevin
Hopkinson and Hugh Topping have soloed.
Richard Coghlan has his duration. Dave
Cummings and Jamie Hamilton have Silver distances, completing Silver for Dave. Alex
Hartland, Martin McCurdie, Gill Reeman, Alison
Rowso n, Richard Swire and Mike Terry have

NORFOLK (Tibenham Airfield)
We have lots of flights on the club ladder and
have amended the rules to include points for first
solo and Bronze and Silver badge as well as for
cross-country flights , to give our up-and-coming
pilots a taste for friendly competition.
Neale Sanks, John Herring, Russell Pointer
and Tim Davies have Bronze badges and
Malcolm Stoodley a Silver badge. Phil Jones
landed after 650km on a 750km attempt. Bill
(Butch) Butcher , Jack Sillis, and Julie Savory
have soloed, Julie staying up for her first Bronze
leg.
B.W.
NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)
The excellent June and July resulted in Gold
heights for Colin Neve, John Collinson , Will
1urnbull and John Hogbin ; Silver heights for
Dave Humphreys and lan Tate and Silver distance for Colin Saxton, with several members
exceeding 17 OOOft in wave.
lan lnglis went solo and Martin Fellis and
Derek Robson have entered the Northern
Regionals. We have an expedition to Portmoak
in September. In an effort to improve the launch
rate, we have bought a retrieve winch.
D.WH

Peter Foster's photo of Sleap Airfield, home of the Shropshire Soaring
Club.

Simon Buckley (in the glider) was the first
student sent solo by Mike Oliver since become a Cotswold GC assistant instructor.
OXFORD (Weston on the Green)
Graham Barrett (Libelle) and Steve Evans (LS6) have flown 500kms, Steve getting his photographs right his time' On the same day John
Gordon (Std Cirrus) and Alex Jenkins (DG-1 00)
came to earth after 442km.
Peter Turner has flown Silver distance.
The club expedition to the Alps was an enjoyable experience with many hours spent among
the mountains.
•In the Open Nationals John Giddins (iJG-20217c) came 1st on handicap on one day.
We welcome several new members from the
former Brackley GC.
F.B.

The Cornish GC's stand at the Royal Cornwall Show.
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PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING (Crowland
Airfield)
The drier weather has been very welcome but
the predominantly easterly winds have not been
conducive to cross-country flights. Robert Ellis
is our second ATC cadet to go solo and Adam
Laws soloed shortly after his 16th birt11day. Ravi
Sharman complete all three Silver legs in the
same flight and Mike Edwards flew to Strubby to
complete his Silve r badge . Bryon Smith and
Manual Williamson have gained Silver heigh t
and George Willows his fi rst Bronze leg.
Snoopy continues his travels, being "dognapped" by a PIK-20f- from Tibenham (with a
warm engine?'). However, he was swiftly recaptured by our veteran dog catcher, Andy Griffiths,
in his Skylark 3 . Cloth badges of Snoopy,
awarded for successful retrieves, are now as
highly prized as official BGA badges.
Our clubhouse has been transformed with a
fresh coat of paint and carpets, thanks to the efforts of Glennis Crowhurst, Frances Willows,
Gfenn Rodrigues and their helpers.
G.E.W.
PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee on Solent)
We have had a busy few months with some ex cellent soaring and cross -country flights. We
were honoured to have three gliders lake part in
the spectacular D-Day fly past. John Hale has
run two successful mini courses, making good
use of our new K- 13 fro m Germany. New solo
pilots include: Simon Cox, Chris Hankes. David
Scholfield, Philip Morris, Dave, John Young,
Nigel Reid and Morag Wilson.
Kevin Noel and Richard Noyce have their
Silver badges and Paul Limburn. Greg Miller,
Barrie Davies and Simon Noel have Bronze
badges. Glyn Jaques and Phil Taylor have AEI
ratings. Many thanks to RAFGSA Centre
Bicester for hosting some tun weekends.
JP
SACKVILLE (Sackville Lodge)
Tim Wilkinson has taken over from John Morris
as CFI, though John will continue to assist and
be DCFI.
J.M.
SCOTIISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak Airfield)
Our summer courses are bringing a crop of first
solos - Jim Macmillan , Fred Joynes. Gerard
Marshal!, lan Russell and lan Hamilton
The Central Gliding School Air Cadets are
back fo r their advanced soaring courses with
nearly everyone of them picking up Silver legs
each week.
We have had good soaring conditions and unusual June wave gave several flights in excess
of 12 OOOft, Mike Edwards (Cirrus) getting to
around 16 00011. Ed Murphy completed his Silver
badge with a 50km. Trevo r Murphy (ASW-20)
came 2nd at the Midland Regionals.
The club Junior has a new trailer in an effort
to encourage more c ross -countries and our K21 s are coming soon. Book now for the winter
wave - don't miss out•
G.S.G.
SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill)
Our open day in June was well attended. although the weather and wind direction were not
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Most of the team at Tibenham, h ome o f Norfolk GC, responsible for the Eastern Regionals.
The photo was on the club not iceboard with the caption "Running a Regionals involves a lot
of hard work." Photo: Bob Fox.
very kind. Th e highlight was awarding g liding
scholarships from the Dave Maleham memorial
trust fund to Ronnie Slatter and Chayla Oakley.
Bryan Vowell has been on an instructor's
course , Chris Dearman has a 5hrs and Martin
Hoskins has gone solo.
J.R.

SHENINGTON (Shenlngton Airfield)
In spite of some strange weather conditi ons we
had another busy open weekend.
Fiona Tarrant, Samantha Weitzel, Phil
Halldron and Michael Phelps have gone solo;
Belinda Glover. David Weitzel and Mark
Hampson have Bronze badges; Chris Kidd a
Silver badge; David Weitzel duration and height;
Mike Miles Silver height and Tony Heslegrove
Silver distance and height. Rob Russon has an
A El rating. Alex Hartland got his Gold height at
th e Mynd (only retiring due to lack of oxygen!)
and Mary Meagher flew 500km
Some members went on a July expedition to
France with an au tumn trip to Scotland likely.

T.GW
SOUTH DOWN (Parham)
The long hot summer has produced some pleasing badge claims. Alan lrving and Maurice Davis
completed Silver badges: Les Blows and Paul
Fritch flew Diamond distances while Jim Heath
gained his Gold badge. Paul Marriott achieved a
Diamond goal and has brought a T-21 on site
Duncan Stuart, Pat O'Leary, Terry Buckett.
Keith Rossetti, Graham Stupple and David Hurst
went solo David, recently 16 years-old, is the
second generation of Hursts to fly from Parham.
Peter Wege re-soloed after 38 years.
We hosted the Inter-Club League in early
August and gained a narrow victory.
PJH
SOUTH WALES (Usk)
Good weather made the open day a great sue
cess in July wi th Nympsfield and th e Vale of
Neath loaning extra aircraft and pilots to help out
with the large number of flights.
Bill Mills (Nimbus 2) has flown his first 500km;
Harold Armitage a 1OOkm triangle: Paul
Macerwright has Silver height and Mike Dunlop
has become an assistant instructor.
M.PW
STAFFORDSHIRE (Seighford)
This summer has seen Seighford Soaring
Centre start to live up to its name. Chris Bee.
Bob Frazer, Andrew Kirkland, Alice May, Colin
McKenzie, John Richards and Damian Warren
have soloed. Alan Self, who was last seen in a
Tu to r in 1963. has re-soloed after 31 years.

Andrew Kirkland and Alice May have both
Bronze legs, AI ice achieving hers on her th ird
and fourth solo flights. Chri s Bee. Andrew
Kirkland and John Taylor have Silver heights
and Graham Bowes Silver distance after several valiant attempts.
John May has Silver height and distance and
lan Davies, David Howell, lan Martin and Nick
Tallow Silver badges. lan was the first member
to fly all Silver legs from Seighford and lan Martin
was the first to progress from ab-initio to Silver
with all badge flights from Seighford. Peter
Warren has an A El rating and! Richard Bills has
reactivated his assistant instructor rating.
Wrekin GC visited in July an d Mick Boyden
and Richie Toon flew 300 and 1OOkm respectively while our members clocked up more than
40hrs in club gliders on the Saturday. The first
two of this summer's task weeks have been well
attended with barbecues on the final Saturdays.
Th e new bunk room for eight should be ready
for the August task week. Membership is steady
at more than 100 and we are considering additional facilities to attract more syndicates.
I.GP.M.

STRATFORD ON AVON (Snitterfield Airfield)
Brian Marsh came 2nd at Lasham and 3rd at the
Midland Regionals and Phi I King won the Bid fo rd
Regionals.
Brian Tebbi tt and Sandra Wood have Silver
badges with numerous Bronze legs gained each
week including a Bronze badge for Fred Price,
our veteran, which was a noteworthy effort.
First solos include Peter and Lesley Blair, Eric
Barnacle. Bill Tromans and Mark Maberley. The
club ladder is proving very popular at all levels
of experience.
H.G.W.
SURREY HILLS (Kenley Airfield)
Alter a slow start, partly due to bad weather, we
are averaging extremely good weekly launch
rates. Weekday courses are very popular resulting in an increase in membership.
Our May Bank Holiday fund rais ing day was
an enormous success and' raised more than
£2000 on behalf of Help the Aged. We have an
open day in September to raise funds for the
winter semi-hibernation.
We have extended our hangar to hold eight
club gliders. the occasional visito r and our retrieve vehicles.
J. Playford and Helen Chenery have soloed;
Chas Spencer, Geoff Bloomer and John Taylor
have Bronze legs and lan Crang and Peter Farr
Bronze badges: Mike Hughes and Peter Wann
have Silver distances, Peter sadly missing his
5hrs by 3min , and Mike Hughes flew part 1 of
293
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his 1OOkm diplom a on a BGA soaring course.
We had an excellent expeditio n to Edgehill,
thanks to Mike Cuming. and have courses
throughout the season.
S.D.
THE GLIDING CENTRE (Shenington Airfield)
Our intensive gliding courses continue to be full
and we have extended the five-day courses to
the end of October. We've lost track of this year's
tally of new solo pilots but I know we sen t five
last week.
M.F.C.
THE SOARING CEI'ITRE (Husbands Bosworth)
We had six good days for our Regionals includ·
ing a 500km task completed by 20 with first
500kms for Dave Asquith. Rory Ellis. Claude
Wood house and Keith Scott. lt was a great success thanks to Ron Bridges and his team.
Sieve Crabb became the Hungarian Nationals
Standard Class Champi on in his Discus with14
competition days and with tasks ranging from
200-500km and speeds of over 1OOkm/h.
Our hangar doors were repainted by a group
of local venture scouts one weekend. Some
members took one of our Puchacz to the local
airshow, where it was of great interest to the visitors as one of the few aircraft there that could
be touched or even sal in.
Tom Burton complete his Silver badge with a
5hrs and John Bevan flew a 300km. We have
expedilions to Feshiebridge. Aboyne and two
gliders will be based at Dishforth for the winter.

T.W.
ULSTER (Bellarena)
A member with clout has negotiated very big discounts for car/glider trailer/pax combinations on
P&O's Larne-Cairnryan {Stranraer) ferry route.
They can be obtained only through the UGC and
normal booking agents won't be notified, so i f
you wanting to bring an aircraft over to fly from
our fabulou s site or beach next year contact our
secretary.
A subs tanlial part of our private owner fleet
competed in the Irish Nationals at Kilkenny in
the last week of July.
John Lavery has replaced his Dart with a
smart Astir. Simon Kells has gone solo.
R.R.R.
VALE OF WHITE HORSE (Sandhill Farm)
The weath er has given good flights and excellent club barbecues. Bernard Marret (Jantar)
fl ew a 300km triangle; Pauline Leach 5hrs in the
club K-8; Steve Parsonage and David Leach
took the club K-13 on its furthest flight (125km)
and Graham Turner surprised us by taking off in
it at 3pm in late July and completing a 5hrs. David
Foster and Sue Foggin have AEI ratings.
There have been successes on BGA soaring
courses - Sieve Parson age (ASW-20) flew a
300km triangle; Sue Foggin (K· 6E) a 100km triangle and David Leach his distance and 5hrs,
as well as a 100km triangle in the club K- 18 - all
from Bicester.

SF
VECTIS (Isle of Wight, Bembrldge)
The open day was very popular with 60 flights,
helped by a K-13 generously loaned by the
294

Portsmouth Naval GC. Tom Edwards and Dave
Wadh am flew non-stop . One of the highlights
was giving a first time glider flight to Major Pat
Fergu sson. who was involved with building the
Colditz glider.
Our chairman John Leonard, flew Silver distance on the mainland to complete his badge
and was grateful to Pete Tuppen who retrieved
him after his 260km that day in the ASW-15.
M.J.H.
.
WELLAND (Lyveden)
Achievements to note ; Gold distance and diamond goal for Werner Leutfeld: 5hrs to complete
Silver badges for Ken Wells and Nigel
Betteridge; 50km to complete his Silver for Chris
Hill; 50km and Silver height for Mark Prickett;
Bronze badges for Andy Shaw and Roger Gray:
solos for Sue Harris and Chris Seymour and a
resolo for Greg Tails after 5 years absence.
Our task week provided 31 Okm flights for
David Evans and Andrew Johnston and 195km
for veteran instructo r Ho race Bryant.
R.H.S.

Sport C lass. Local lad Sieve Ell won the novice
trophy coming 6th in th e Open Class in l1is
Nimbus 2c.
Nick Gaunt won Competition Enterprise which
we are hosti ng next year. (See the next issue)
Brian Mitchel and Steven Ricketts have gone
solo The excelle nt soaring conditions in July
brought flights of over 300km for John Goodall.
Si eve Hughes. Stu art Heaton. Tony Maison and
Sieve Ell.
C.L.

I'

TALGARTH

~~=-

WO LDS (Pocklington)
We have ~ ad some good flying . The task week
went well with several good tasks. The winner
was Dave Bowes (ASW-24}. Th e K-21 is in i
France with a sizeable expedition.
Ala n McWurter flew 300km for a Diamond
goal. "H" Craven and Shawn Camptwell have
their 5hrs. We are collecting a second Junior
from Poland.
We took part in a D-Day try past over the
Yorkshire Air Museum, along with Rufforth and
Sutton Bank, which went well.
Don't forget that reciprocal members are al ways welcome!
M.F.

\ '~- - ~
-- ~

BLACK MOUNTAINS
GLIDING CLUB
THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE PLAYGROUND
We have more ridge. wave and thermal
soaring than any other UK site. New club
height record 32,500' (I. 1.92} in SW Wave.
364 days a year operations. Tuition
provided for all levels. For advanced and ab
initio course details or any other enquiry.

WREKIN (RAF Cosford)
Jo hn Sullivan has left us and handed over as
CFI to Mick Davis. Chris Enmarsh and Ross
Simpson have gone solo. Alan Pod more, Steve
Wright, Glenda Porter. George Wilson and Dave
Hayward have gained at least one Bronze leg.
Alan and George also achieving Silver heights .
John Sproat completed his Silver with a SOkm.
Mick Davis and Terry Moyes did a marathon
coast to coast flight calling at as many clubs as
possible in two days; Terry has also become a
tug pilot. Mick Davi s, Geoff Matthews, Terry
Moyes and Mick Boydon have added kilometres
to the club statistics over the last two months.
I.C.
YORK (Rufforth Airfield)
it has been a busy summer with many more
course members and evening groups. We have
two full ti me motor glider instructors assisted by
five others part time.
Summer wave gave Mike Cohler a 14 00011
climb whilst thermals gave Bob Sansoni Silver
height. Malcolm Wood has gone solo.
H.McD-R.

Our thanks to all those contributors
who sent their addresses and a contact number with their reports for
this issue. it is a great help. Also, a
thank you to those who printed the
names on the handwritten copy.

Tel: 0874 711463 (airfield)
0874 711254 (evenings)

GLIDING CHRISTMAS CARDS
IDEAl CLUB FUND RAISER*

- -l

Comic gliding Christmas cords Q~ovoiloble from :
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CARA CARDS
3 Yorke Road
Reigate
Surrey

RH2 9HH

J/._Tel·(Ol37) 243249

Following last year's success we are now
able to offer
cards for the price of 4

8

(Please quote ref No. 2266 when ordering.)

YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
Despite only having four competi tion days for
the Northern Regionals, it proved to be an excellent friendly competition with Bob Fox w inning the Open Class and Richard Allcoa t the

Only £2.95 ( i•;&~")
•special rate for bulk purchase ordered
before the end of October.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

NoRFOLK

GLIDING
CLUB
Open all year Supacat w inch or Aerotow

0379 677207
Super Falke - MGPPL conversions
Bronze ·c checks and AEI co urses as required:
Examiner o n site

TIBENHAM AIRFlEU) • THE HOME OF GUDii\'G IN XORFO LK

THE NEW WAVE CENTRE
IN THE ITALIAN ALPS

SONDRIO
We operate from CAIOLO/SONDRIO east of Lake Como
between February and May every year. The airfield has
a good weather factor and the area offers ridge-soaring
excellent thermals in early spring and waves to more
th an 25,000ft. Our experienced staff provides tugservice. mountain-instruction and local meteo<b
rological adv ice. Fly our Janus, LS4. Twin,
Astir or bring your own glider.

KENT GLIDING CLUB
~

rl"
k__
K ·E· N·T
G '-.I O IH G CL U.

Challock,
Ashford,
Kent
TN254DR

Fax to, mo,e into,mation:
01 049·5202· 72363

Come to Kent for courses to suit
all grades of pilots from beginners
to cross country. Situated on North
Downs thermal and ridge site.
Meals and accommodation in
comfortable fully licensed
Clubhouse.

For details, write or phone:
0233 740274 or 740307
Fax 0233 740811
~

Z

COME AND BE PART OF
THE MOST PROGRESSIVE
CLUB IN THE COUNTRY!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 day operation
Excdh.:nt thermal soa ring
Ritlg<: facing NW wintl~
New clubhouse anti faci lities
.£.125/yea r membership
9 rwo·se:tters (K7, K 1 .~, Twin Asllr)
9 single-seaters (Kl:l. SF27. Astir) (5 x

SEGELFLL!lGSCHULE
OERLINGHAUSEN
Flugpla lz • 0 ·3381 ~ OerliughtJU;;au •

Tal: 0 1049-5202·790 1

Make progress when your
club is not flying.
'The big launching machine'
operates full time all year
with a large fleet of two
seaters and great facilities.
CALL OR WRITE
IOR lULL INIO.

KR, Sf27, 1-'i-4 . Cl<.'. )
• Approx l hour from London or
•

Birmingham via M40
:; motor gliders anti 3 tugs (syndicate
shares available fnr h()urs - h uild(-rs)

SHENINGTON GLIDING CLUB
Banbury, Oxon

Tel: 0256 381322

Lasham -a special way to fly

Lasham Gliding Society, Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hants GU34 SSS.

C111l 029$ 688121 (clubhouse)
or Cotin 029$ 2$1716 (home)
October/November 1994
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WHAT DO YOU WANT FROM A GLIDING HOLIDAY COURSE?
If it's not on the list below let us know a n d we'll d o our best to inclu de it.
+ Courses tailon:tl to your indi\'idual needs
+ Personal attt·ntion
+ Friendly staff and du b members
+ Fully qualified p rofessional inslructo rs
+
+
+

+
+

Wdl-maintaim:u fleet of tlrst class sailp lanes - Ka I:~ 's, K a8':-;, G 102. AS\Vl 9
Ab-initio to advanced courses - Acrobatics, Cross-country and Competition preparation with Andy
Davb (World Champion)
One-to-one intensive courses available on request
Launching p rimarily hy ae rotow, winch-Launching also available
Superb accommodat ion and food

THE BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE GLIDING CLlJB

BOOKER
• The most efficient launch rate in
the c:ountry
• Flying from 9am to dusk every
day
• Afleet of 9 single seaters from
a Prefec:t to Disc:us
• 8 two seaters from T21 to Duo
Discus
• One, Two, Five Day and
Intensive Courses
• Advanced Courses - Bronze,
Silver, Cross Country, AEl,
Assistantlnstruc:tor and
Aerobatics
• Temporary members always
welcome - instruc:tors always
available

(O<i5~) 860~42
(O<i5~)

860060

*

LARGE RANGE
OF SHAPES
AND SIZES
FOR GLIDERS
AND LIGHT
AIRCRAFT

Our holiday courses run until the end of October. so •::e
•:1ill h<lVC 7 day operation until then. providing an ide~l
oppmtunrty for you to come and sample the wave.
i'rom November llying •uill normally be at weekends
only. 1•1hen visitors are most ~;elcome. Groups can uc
accommodated by arrangement.
Visitors. with or I'Jithout their o1·m gliders, shou ld ring
the office number before arrival.

*

Launch by winch, aero or bungy & lty in wave. ridge &
therma/s
Ur:pcndrng on v1eather amt availability, you could log a
ne\'1gliding experience!

Excellent instruction, short launch
queues, beautiful scenery,
excellent soaring

DOES YOUR ClUB
OFFER All 'FHIS?

*
Bob Reece

Write or call for colour brochure:

REMATIC

0494 442501/
529263

SchoolHouse
Norton
Nr Worcester WAS 2PT
Tei/Fax Worcester
(0905) 821334
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GLIO~TX

Tel:
Fax:

CANOPIES
&
SCREENS

EX-STOCK
IN CLEAR OR
COLOURED

BOOKER GLIDING CLUB
Wycombe Air Park
Marlow, Bucks SL7 3DR

Nympsfield
Nr S tone house
Glouc:estenhire

AUTUMN WAVE AT
THE LONG MYND

Ring Janet Stuart to discuss your needs
on: 058861-206 {24hrs.)

BABB SIGNS
FOR QUALITY VINYL

GLIDER

LETTERING
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

TEL: 0908 542629
FAX: 0908 542575
SA ILPLANE & GLIDING

THE SOARING CENTRE

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
(M. G. Hutchinson)

WE HAVE A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE Of
COURSES TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS: AB INITIO,
BRONZE, SILVER, CROSS COUNTRY, UP TO
COMPETITION STANDARDS.

Repairs and overhauls
carried out
P.Z.L. Sales and Service
Barograph Calibration centre
Instrument panels cut to order
Write or phone;
'Tantield'

CAU USNOWON

0858 880521

Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX

HUSBANDS BOSWORTH AIRFIELD
LUTIERWORTH, LEICESTERSHIRE LE17 6JJ

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO

Our NEW instrument panel moun ting air set.
model TR 9005 is now in production . Main
features:
Covers entire band 118·136 MHz.
Accepts up to 8 channels.
Offers cost savi ng narrow band receiver version.
Full power transmil\er accepts both hand
and boom microphones.
Sensitive and selective receiver with crystal
filter.
Economic serv1ce for all our previous models
plus most other a1r and ground rad1os.
Pye "Westminster" B··Ct1annel ground sHtS avai1able. fitted 130.1 and 130.4 Mhz.
Detailed information . prices and technical specifications from

*
*

*
*
*

GEORGE STOREY

Tel. 0932 784422
H.T. Communications, P.O. Box4,
SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middlesex, TW161TA

Tel : 0568 708 368

(answering machine)

SOARING CEN1'RR
THE BEST FLEET AT THE BEST SITE IN AUSTRALIA!
FIRST CLASS FLEET INCLUDES: LS 4, Discus, ASW 24, ASW 20,
LS 6, Ventus C, .Nimbus 3, ASH 25
NAIU{OMINE AIRPORT, 112 mile to town, motel, restaurants

on site caravan park, One hour flight from Sydney. .:-.lo airspace
or geographical restrictions, fly in any direction.
7 day a week operations. Large airfield.

NARROMINE

Contact us TODAY and ask for a FREE info pack.

AUSTRALIAN SOARING CENTRE
PO Box 206, Narrominc 2821, AUSTRALIA

Phone 61 68 8923B

Fax 6168 892564

GLIDERS ANCIENT AND MODERN
We are equally at home repairing or even re-building
them. Whether it is a venerable vintage or the latest
state of the art design, it will still receive the same
high standard of workmanship and meticulous attention
to detail.
e

INSURANCE WORK

e

GELCOAT CHIPS

e

PANELS CUT

e
e

HARD WAXING
MANDATORY MODS.

e
e
e

ANNUAL C of A
COMP. NUMBERS
TOTAL RE-BUILDS

YORKSHIRE SAILPLANES
Unit R, Alanbrooke Industrial Park, Topcliffe. Thirsk. North Yorkshire Y07 3SE.
October/November 1994

Fax: 0845 577646
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FLYTHES-10
IN SPAIN

Oxfordshire Sportflying Club
The Premier
Motor-gliding School

You can now fly the big tasks in the
23 metre two seater under the guidance of Tug Willson. Fly 500 -750 1OOOks in year round thermals and
wave. Learn to use the global positioning system (GPS) and Cambridge
varios. New apartment has satellite
television (including Sky) an d larg e
swimming pool. Golf course within 5
mi ns and miles of Mediterranean
sand iust 10 mins. 30 m ins from
Alicante.

* Convert you r Bron ze!Silver badge to a
Sell-Launching Motor-Glider PPL
* We teach and examine for Bronze C field
landing exercises
* Silver C con versions at a special rate
* We w ill fl y to your Club for the w e ekend

'

CALL

TUG WILLSON
Phone/Fax 010 346 671 9196

\
.

\- SUNSTATE
· ~- SOARING

• 12 m onth Season. 500 Km has been
achieved in every m onth of the year
• Easy access to Brisbane. Gold and
sunshine c oast and Great Barrier Reef
• Air ri ght t o our airport. plus Bus & Ra il
• No Airspace pro blems. Huge pa ddocks
• Fl eet Includes Nimbus 2, v entus.
ASW20 , DISCUS, SZDSS, PIK20D, Hornet,
Astir
• Airport with in w alking distance of
t own
• Si te of th e 94· 95 Au stralian Nationals
PO Box 452 Dalby, oue enslanel , 4405,

AUSTRALIA
Phone: +61 ·1011 5·169493
Fax:
+61 · 1017· 302208 5

*
*

for b lock field landings an d navigation
train in g (sp ecial rates considered)
Ab initio training
Trial le sson s

Discover m o tor-glidin g
and how it can help
you in th e wor ld
o f p u re gliding.
For details call on

ATTENTION
ALL GLIDER
OWNERS
AND CLUBS
NEW GLIDER
INSURANCE PACKAGE

0608 677208

Ray B r ownrigg (C.F.I.) o r B obbie Ford
Open seven d ays a week

+WIDER COVERAGE
+ COMPETITIVE RATES
+ 1ST CLASS SECURITY
COVER CAN INCLUDE:

The most comprehensive
OaJiy weat'ler a nd task b riefing. Soan110 & compelotoon
trainong courses. 14-glldet Heal -Junior l o Nombu$ 2C
Oay, week. month hire rates. H"ogn perlormanoe tralnorg
available in Jarus.
The most convenient on the ground:
On-s~te budget accommodation. Easy wall to loor moi8IS
Pleasant country town. all aC1ivolif:IS. Mountain, IIV8r
scenery one hour by cat Melbourne two hours uain. cat

+ PERSONAL ACCIDENT
(Private owners)
+ REGIONAL &
NATIONAL
COMPETITION
ENTERPRISE

lt's got to be

BENALLA
Writ& or pllorre Jonn Williumson for rletAH$:
PO Box 46, BENALLA, V/C. 3672, Austr11ll11.
Tel: (0) 57 621058. Fax: (0) 57 625599

Fo1 turllwr informatio11 or a
quotation please contact:

1-or d1scount rravel dnd details ot altematlv& Aussle
Holidays quote 'B&III;llla Glirring ·to:
TRAVEL9AG, 12 High Street, ALTON,
HaniS GU34 8BN . Tel : 0420 88724

•

U.OYD'S

aR O K £ A S

CANADA

NEW UK GLIDER
MANUFAOURING PROJEO

+ Unlimited Mou ntain Soaring

+ Hourly e nd doi ly sailplane rentals

+ Private Mountain Soaring Courses
+ Dual Mountain Soaring training

+ Badges a nd Diamonds in 300km S00m
and mMe out
and returns

~

Tel: 604 344 6665
Fax 604 344 7933
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
SOARING CENTRE LTD
PO Box 1306, Golden, BC,
VOAlHO
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Debbie Doyle, Sieve Edmead .
Simeon Bowman or
tan Blakey,
T.l. Clowes and Co. Ltd .
4th Floor, 52 Lime Street,
London EC3M 78S
Tel 071 220 7878
Fax 071 220 7879

Mart in C arolan

HIGH QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE
FULL WORKSHOP FACILITIES TO
COVER ALL JOBS BIG OR SMALL
Passage Farm , A rllngham, Glos. GL2 7 JR
Telephone:
Home 0453 5441 07
Mobile 0860 542028
Worl<shop phone or fax 0452 741463

Intere sted in manufacturing? small company in
Hampsn lre Is about to test fly tile flrst
protOtype of a new glider for popula r 1
recreational/training use. Sui t<lble tor kit
building or series man ufacture. Consid er able
fu n din g llas alread y gon e In to making t nis a
wtnner. Six full time graduate engi neers in tne
team . Seekin g busin ess or financial partn er to
nelp take it on . Th is Is an eKcellent opportunity
for anyone wanting to make a significant
contribution t o manufacturing In the UK.
Prin cipals only to apply p lease.

EDGLEY AERONAUTICS
Thruxton Aerodrome SP11 SPW
FaXIPhone 0264-773133

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

::0:

JOHN EDWARDS
BGA Senior Inspector

C ofA Inspections
Repairs & Restorations
MJCltOUGHT CENTRE

Havert~t -~oclrom. • Tel (0437)760822
GLIDflt Hfltf, TUmON AND AEROTOWS
A SPECIALITY

CARAVAN PARK end FARMHOUSE
ACCOMMOOATION 011 AIRFIELD

Watcnnill Indust rial Estate
Aspenden Road, Bun tingford
Herts. SG9 9JS
Tel: 0763 27 16 12 (works)
0763 289460 (home)

BRIAN WEARIE- AERO
ALL TYPES OF GLIDER AND MOTOR GLIDER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR. FROM SMALL TO THE
LARGE INSURANCE REPAIR. REFABRICATING OF
TUGS. VINTAGE GLIDER AND AIRCRAFT
RESTORATIONS.
GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON EX14 ORA

Phone:
Works (0404) 891338
Home (0404) 41041
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SAFARI

FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAY
BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

\:;/

10 OAYS GLIDING IN THE
OUTBACK OF AUSTMUA.
TWO TOU RS, ON E MID
FEBRUARY and MARCH '95.

VACANCI ES ARE UMITED.
CONTACI' US NOW FOR A
FREE IN FO PACK .

AUSTRALIAN

SOARING CENTRE
J>O H()x 206 Narromine 2821
AUSTRALIA

f>h. (61 68) 892313

October/November 1994

Fax 892564

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality
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SKIDS
Laminated ash skids for
most of the popular gliders
supplied from stock.
Others made to order
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TRAILERS
Alum inum sheeting
on steel frame

..
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TW0 Outstanding
Titles fronz
NEWTON BOOKS .. .

1995

David MilieU's

" WHISPERING
WINGS"
Flying a' a rear gunner. David Millell
l'Olltplrted thirty opcratiun~ in La m:a~ter.s
with 49 Sq uadron Bolllb~·r Co111mand.
Volunteering for ttn in~ttltl'tor" ~ cnur~c in
paradmting Flying Ol"fit·t:r Millcutrailll:d
army rc~ruit s before becoming a gliding
instntl'tor. A man who wug ht with dedicated passion. David will provide tho~c
who are inte rested in fl ying with a fascinating insight into ~ih:nt llight with his
well illu~tratcd book. ''Witispc:ring Wing~"
pnrtray~ lllany a~pt'cts or soaring flight
ma~tcrl'd by the author during his long ea·
recr. Gaining Gold and Diamond Awards
the :mthor competed with !lair and taught
hunJn:ds of pupil~ with the dedication of a
man t:ngaged in a true vocation. There i~
humour running through the ~tory. and
here and there :l na.~h of tr.lgcdy.
IS BN I 872308 55 4
Price £14.95 inc. p&p. Soft hackEd.

MIDLANDS
REGIONAL$
JULY 22nd TO 30th
Directing &Task Setting by RON BRIDGES &PAUL CRABB
94 REGIONALS PRODUCED 6 CONTESTDAYSWITH 24 DIAMONDS ON ONE DAY ALONE!

CASH PRIZES!
Run by competition pilots for compelition pilotsof probably the best and most friendliest site in the country.

IOR DETAILS CALL US NOW ON

0858 880521
HUSBANDS BOSWORTH AIRFI ELD, LUTTERWORTH, LEICESTERSHIRE LE17 6JJ

* * *

" COMBAT AND
COMPETITION"
by Oavid Ince DFC
A readable. fasci nat ing story of <t gunnery
officer turnl!d Typhoon pilot. Operating
with I ()3 and 257 Squadrous through
1944 to the bitt~r t:nd of Hirlds dying
Rcich. Then. as a test pi lot. with an e ngineering degree the author m;~rkctl!d flight
control sy~tcr11s. A dedicated glidt:r pilot.
chief instr11ctor. actiw in s;~ilplanc dcvclopmt:nt tc~t ing and a pa't me mher of the
British team squad. His vivid de~criptinn'
of so;tring fligh1 arc c mhralling.
Fo reword hy Air Chief M ar~hal Sir
Chriswphcr Foxlcy-Norri~ GC n . DSO.
OB E. MA. CBIM. r RSA.
IS BN l 872308 23 6
Price £15.95 inc. p&p. Hard b:~ck Ed.

You eau take both books for
£28.95 inc. p&p.

Nome/ oddress/ postcode .................................................................. ..... .... ........................ .

A n tiluhlc frum:

NEWTON BOOKS
PO Box 2J6, S windon, Wilts SJ'\3 (,Qz.
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............. ,.............. ,........... ,..........

.......Tel: .......................................................... Dept: SPG
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FOR YOUR WINTER DIARY
The BGA AGM and weekend will be at the
Swan Hotel, Harrogate from March 4-5. hosted
by the Yorkshire GC. There will be more details
in a future issue.
Have you a spare tent? Angela Sheard says
that someone at the Overseas Nationals at
Leszno, Poland, packed not only th eir own tent
but one belonging to a young Leszno pilot, robbing him of accommodation for this summe r's
flying . He returned from a few days at home to
find his two tone yellow, three-person. te nt missing , which is a huge loss to a Polish teenager.
As it was British or American it may be similar to
yours, so please check carefully you haven't got
the wrong one. If found, please contact Roman
Grys, lax 010 4865 201018.
Grateful thanks to the competition scorers this
year for far better sets of resu lts meaning
considerab ly less chasing up. Incidentally
Taskfinder Software were given cred it for the
Overseas Nationals table (last issue, p200). In
fact, Ken Sparkes says that Specialist Systems
scoring was used for the scoring but the final
results w ere produced using his system .

Sky\Nings
is the official monthly magazine of the
British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association.
1:27 per annum subscriplions from
BHPA, The Old Schoolroom, Loughborough Road,
Leicester. England LE4 5PJ. Tel: 0533 611322

WORLD~CLASS

GENESIS I
SAILPLANE

,_

CLASSIFIED
SECTION
TO PLACE AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE CLASSIFIED SECTION, please send your remittance together with a copy of
your wording to Tiffany Rolfe, BGA, Kimberley House,
Vaughan Way, Leicester LEI 4SE (Tel 0533 531051 or Fax
0533 515939), before November 2nd for next publication.
Any advertisements received after this date will be carried
forward to the next edition of S&G. Rates 70p per word with
a minimum of £14.00. Black & White photographs accepted
£6.00 extra. Box No. £3.00 extra. Prices include VAT.
FOR SALE SECTION
WINTER BAROGRAPH - £250. Excellent condition .
Telephone 0993 881524 or 0869 24 7064 (Oxford area).
PEGASUS 101 , fixed undercarriage. in immaculate order. less
than 200hrs total. wooden trai ler in vgc. winch and aerotow
hooks. radio. parachute, oxygen system. Phone 091 385 5515,
091 584 30 11 or 0670 861 736 for details of where to view.
ASTIR CS77, excellent condition. new panel radio, Cambridge
vario. one man tow gear. low hours, Spiggott check. relurbisl1ed
GAP trailer. £12 000. Stu 0487 815228. Paul 0508 550019.
NIMBUS 2 48:1, airbrake modilication and tarl parachute for
shor1 fields. lull panel. tow-out gear. parachute. barograph and
metallrar ler. £16 000. Phone 0705 596522 evenings. 'WINNER OF 1994 JUNIOR NATIONALS!'
BERGFALKE 4 complete with trailer. both in good condition.
View/lly New ark & Notts. £10 000. Details tel. 0522 540843
(evenings).

L23 "Super Blanik"
L-33 "Solo"

Wmgspan
.
1 pect Rarlo
IVing Area
· p ' 11etghr

Gross \Veigln
Wing loadm«
~lr

oil

I .2 h
l O2

t20'isq it

~llfl lbs
115i lbs
'i ; .Qn psi

Ron 'G 715

CALCULATED
PERFORMANCE @ 9 PS F:

L D Max
L Dt. IOO kt

Wallingford. Oxon. OX I O 8EL • Tel & Fax 049 1 839316

PERFORMANCE.

~

Automatic Control Hook up> and

Adjusr-

able Rubbe r Pedals • Wat er Ballaot •
Carbon F1ber Spars • Kc•vlar Reinforced
CO<.kpi Str u l~ re • Large Cockpit for I•·I
l'iO lb Pilot • St.ll Speed of li kt> at
'i 5 psf Win\; Loadtn!( • Rough Air Redltne
IVbi 11 kt ne I i Okt<. • Ballistic raradw tr RecoVCIV Sl'>le m as Standard

Equipment • Profe(tc·d Build-Time less
han lOO Man Hours • Optional Genesi,
Trailer

FadOr)

October/November 1994

Constru cted of high-temp prepreg compos ites,
the Gene sis I is a Standard Class kit sailp lane
that prom ise s t o de l iver world -c lass pe rformance. De sign e d by lohn Roncz and Jim Markse.
it was developed using state-of-the-art computer
m o d e lin g tec hniques. with an emphasis on aerodyn amic o ptimi zation- a tru e fusion of inte lligence and imagination .

GET ON BOARD BEFORE WE TAKE OFF.

S TANDARD FEATURES:

Contact:
Tony Fidler
Glider pilot for 27 years
32 years insurance
experience
Telephone or write to :
ANTHONY FIDLER & CO
27 High Street, Long Sutton
Spalding, llincs PE12 908
Tel: 0406 362462 (office)
or 363574 (home)

TASK NAV version 3.6+ - the besl task pl an ning

For more information. and fo r a speci al.
lim ited-t im e introductory price, contact:

1

softwa re available today. EW Baro and DAT files
supported. Great fun! Coming soon -advanced
GPS verification support. V3.6+ avai lable immed. I
UK price £29 inclusive.
Tel: 0753-643534

Fax : 0753-645218

L 13 "Bianik" spares

Peter Clifford & Co

- - - ··

SPECIFICATIONS:

GLIDER/AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE DUE?

f?.(!)dx Nav Aid
Relieve the c lutter in the cockplf - the only fool
you need for cross country flying.
The Rodz Nov Aid -designed by a professional
gliding instructor nd X-country pilot. for mop
ma rking, novigo~ng and final glide calculation.
Uses: TP sector marking . Circle & ore drawing.
Course deviation measurement (distance &
bearing). Scaled for I• ond 'I- million mops
And much more . .
Also: The unique Rodz glider pilots avia tion rule
Nm & Km scoles tor both /• ond 1 million mops.
Direct reodout in Nrn or Km to tell you how far
you ore going to go (and how for you ac tually
went I)
P ces:
NovAid £9.50 + 60p P&P
Rule £<1 .10 + 60p P&P
Rodz Sky Supplies
PO Box 586, Dunsloble, Beds. LU6 2JA

LEARNT TO GLIDE,
WHAT NOW?

* BRONZE TRAINING
* SILVER TRAINING
* ADVANCED CROSS-COUNTRY TRAINING
* INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
* SLMG/GROUP ACOURSES
* BGA/CAA GROUND EXAMS
* MOTOR GLIDER HIRE

GROVP • (
GENESIS

INTERESTED?

i5l0 Po le Lane Road. Marion . Ohio ~ 'l'l 02
1614) "387-WIN C FAXI6 1'-tl 387-050 1
INFO PAK SI 0.
ASK ABOUT FINANCING OPTIONS.

THE MOTOR GLIDER CENTRE

CONTACT:
(PILOT FLIGHT TRAINING)
Tel: Banbury (0295) 812775
Mobile: 0836 787421
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WINCHING WIRE
• Available in stranded cable
4mm, 4.5mm and 5mm diameter
• High tensile galvanised steel
• Special coated wire for use on
runway
• Tost release rings and weak
links and splicing ferrules
available
• Also cable parachutes and
shock absorber ropes
BEST PRICES for gliding clubssupplied by glider pilot

ASW-20cL WITH TIPS. 600hrr., never aor.ident damagf!d. ton' ·
plete w 'v ' Cobra type lift iCp traile;. F1..!l in s1r-umem pane~ ino
720 radio, tow-out ~ear. Cornplet'-> outfit in vgc. Price £23 9 50.
Cootact Graham on 0494 446559 er 0836 744054.

VARCOM2G

ASW-24. HulL twin :lxel Cobra tr,•rile r, p~ r;rch ut". '~"rcgr~p h.

towi nq-out gear. Normal and vor1ical 1ips tfactory fitted::.

tl N£1'1 V[J{5ION WIT/I SIGNIFICANT/. Y
1 •\!CI~ c ASUJ

St(cngesL: s.Mes1 ;·H ld r.;!aSi(tSt 1o rrg in the d flSS. £:32 000.
lrstruments r e!;C! i:tbl~. Call ba44 354304 er 0844 353859.
PIC-20e. AiF 460ht s. eng 24hrs. C of A March 96. Con·pte:e
Cl!tlrt trarler, covers, Becker radio. Ca'!lbridge MkiV. new
parachute. glide t:42. excellent condition. f.24 500. 0604
740:126.
SCHOFIELO TRAILER tor up 1c t 5 metre. R nish od rn whi te.
Exc:ullent <:ondi:ion. Vic.w at Tatronilill. Dvrby. £2400 ono.
Contar~t Martin O:l:l2 S3:1482.
K-6CA Cc mpletB outfit. RH(:Overed 19~ ~t aluruiruum traiiN .
parac·n.Jte. instrurner.ts. baro!;rapt', etc. Good condition, t5900.
Vrew Cambridge 0763 24 r982.
CLUB LIBELLE: includes instruments. trailer ard tow-cul gear
in very good condilion. easy ar.d !ight to rig and •ty. £9500 (or
otfers!, :et lain (023t ) 64 t6'74 or Andy (0386) 832747.
IMMACULATE K·e ne'J;)r da-naged. Comp le!v O<llttt, m etal
;railer. 720. audio vario, parachute. one man !ow-ou! g"ar.
£8500. View at Lasnam (08·t) 87 1 9485.
FOURNI ER RF·SB MOTOAGLIOER: 2 seats. Barr •i Smitll
1634, cc TT20(). Wrngs recently reco·Jered. HoHman •:ariable
pitch prep. flocker '720 corn. vor~ £21 000. Q3gs 274624.

CM'iriJ/LITY

GRAPNIC DISPLAY (86mm SQUARE)
SHOWS l'v10 VJNG MAl' MARKED WIT! I
TRA CKS, T.l' SCCTOJ{S, TOW1'S,
AmFIELDS AND AIRSPACF.; V AFOO
HISTOGRA M,l3EARTNG CD!,
ALTJ1'.,.1.ETER, WIND, SPEED TO FLY.
MACREADY SETTING, plus mort'
80mm SYSTEM UNIT

ALL USL'AL f'LlGr iT COMI' t'vlODES,
LSER CONJ IG UI{AJ:lLE DATA I:l ASE,
El.ECTRO\IIC T.E., Cl'S I.OGGF.IZ,
BAROGRA PH, STAJISTICS, CAMERA
Lt\:TERFACE, 60mm ANALOClJE VARIO

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works, Gt Barford, Bedford
Tel: 0234 870401

CONTACT ANDY SMITH 0272 442062

TRUST WlnER

• first 'hoicc iof io(sfctr.-col'ls.c:ioui dfiv<:f:i wi-:h ow~f 4 miliiol'l

ASTIR CS 1976, excellent. all mods, LX I 000. maintenance
fr"<J ;Jiuminium tr~ iler, details Jon Ballard (0444) .2J1758 dayTime (0273) 69KI 16 eves. (!X17m 35 750B mobilo.
DART 1 S, £4950, excellent cond.t!on barograph. parachute.
radio, good panel, enclosed metal trailer. Hing Paul on 0275
8~5624.

PILATUS B·4, excellent ca<1d;tion. privateiy owned r.ince n.,w,
BOOh rs only, Good -netal trarler. barograpll, basic instruments
and radio. now C of A. rcliring trom glidirg, £I() 000 ono. Tei :
02fi4 7 J 1226.
LOW PRICE: low hours, high spec. LS-7. T.;l 0256 lu45GO.
PEGASE 101. Acrylic lii'ISI'. basic insuuments . Scboliold
~raih~f. wa1er baii;)St. exceJient club or syndicatn airtraH. David
Ric;,ardsafl 0494 44250 t.
INSTRUMENTS. 2 :-c Fermnti arlifici<:tl horizons with iuvertr?.rs. 1
x TMG rad;o. t x NARCO 720 radio. Propollor tor 160H f' rtobirL
AI: in gooQ working ordAr. David Richardson 0494 442b0 t.
K·6E. Ex (:~lltmt condi1ion. priva:oly owned. basic iostrumen ~s
and radio. aluminium trailer. now C et A at p~..uchase. Dave
Sarn.;y 0494 4o4254.
DISCUS B. Full competition instrument fit. No trailer. £2() 500.
K 7. i'l;Jsir: in,; tru me nts. Ne trailer. £4000. Tel; Day 0869
24:10:10. Ever;ing 0636 626883
PUCHACZ, 2_ years old, ex demonstrator complete w>th AMF
trvil.;:r, radio. instr.umen1s. parachutos etc. Available at conside rublo •;oving on new price. Phone 062B 39690 or 0494
45019/.
JUNIOR P.X dem onstrator, 2 years old. excellent cor:dition.
co-nplete with AMF traiier. FuJJy equipped. As new. bu~ well
bo'ow " cw pr;ce. Poone 0621139690 or 0494 450t9/.
TOWING AIRCRAFT MORANE 235 GTE, 1976, 3040 total
h gl"'t t:ours 1 with co:nplele instruments and wine"' . ovefhauled.
after o·Jerhauhng 60hrs •town. TOI" condition. Further intormat'on: fa> +3581 7 21675.
KESTREL 19. Good condition. lull kit r·1u~tge. £1 t 000 ono.
13ictford based. Phone OJB6 85220 t evenings and we.;ker:ds.
DISCUS CS. Two months old , immacutaw conditron. av;·•il a bl~
1n October. hull only. price OM 80000. contact Tel 010 49 5241
236757.

JANTAA 1. t 9M. Good condi1ion . basic instru ments. oxygen,
me!al trailer. £tO 500. Tel 0527 853304 (warkj 042/ 8541H3
(nome).
VENTUS CM · Nov;trl>be: H:l rnod~:>L Extr<Jmttly well equipped.
SR 8200 with GPS - compas,; iuterfilc.e, transponder. oxyg~m.
DiHel720 Ct'annel radJO, 1o:<.Jt:m t1 CilrllHril + <"lnragr<lph. Ko,- uP.t
uaiiM p lus rigging a;dr.. Glider availablit for outright s;lle i n
South Atrica. Contact Graham Ar·Q.;rso;l:(workl Soutll Africa 2t
5442t1 (homej South Africa 2t 962078 (faxl Sout'l Africa 21
546()()5.
NIMBUS 3DT 25.5M. Competition p<u·>els. tmilm . T ha ngar. 1!4
share av;~ilablit, basr;Q Gransd"" Lodge. TAl: Jalln Bridgr> 076:1
646478 (eves;.
COBRA \5, pa ra(:hutc. oxygen and trailer £11500 or shares
based ;Jt LilshallL David Williarns Tei•Fa> 0256111120311 or Jo~ r
Ging~ll Tttl 0962 160t:IO.
EXTAEMEL Y RARE NIMBUS 2e carbon glider. superb condi·
tion, 2600hrs total since new t 960. 20M wingspan UD 46!1. std
eq! plus VW920 calculator. 760 channel Dittel radio, t1aiier.
Tot:hnic<~l specs ardior pnoto on reqlLest. +{J3) 43 48 50 62
tjV~ninGS A.A CM '"'i / 120 Mourou:x.
SUPER CUB 180HP, t96 I, TTAF 5840 hrs, TTE 332hrs or• r.;manutactured Lycomin.g engine £32 000. Also 10-360
Lycom:ng engin" , £3000 and Holtman two bladed propeller approved for S<Jper Cub t HO. £600. All prices plus VAT. Contact
ta n Don nr,; lly, Deusicte GirdinG Club. AboyrrP. Atrtield. Dinnel.
flburd"unshrm. Tul o:l:l9B 65339.
M100S, tull instruments plus electric •Jario, open trailer. Reason
tor sale. syndrcate breaking up . l~ased in West Wales 9 - 5
0834 845255, ovenings 0646 686335.
PEGASUS 101A (RETRACTABLE). Totally retinished ar·d re·
furbislled in r994 including :1ew C of A. Superb i nstrurnent
package including new LX4000 varia'GPS units. new EW barograph. GQ850 p arachute, rad:o and f·J!I tow-out g.;ar. An excellent aircratt in superb condition together w;tb a n~w twi:l axle
Cobra type )ill lop trarler £2 i 000. Contact Wayne or Atex O fl
062H 485921.

towbars supplied • SO~ty tesred to ll.S. ond LS.O. s:Ondords.

Se£1 Y&Now Pages for you,. nea....-st sp«;a,;st (;Pfe,. or sJoddst,

WllTER TOWBARS, CHESTER CHl 3ll
Telephone: 0244 341166

The "LS" Agent in UK
MARTYN WELLS
(Wells Design Ltd.)
Brailes, Banbury, Oxon.
Workshop Tel. 0608 685790
Home Tel. 0608 684217
Mobile 0850 240524
Available:
THE NEW LSB and LS9
LS4b DM 58,000 (ex factory)
LS6c (tipped to 18m)

REPAIR ColA
MAINTENANCE

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .-----------------------------------------------------~==::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~

South Africa International Soaring Centre
ust because it's the end of the season in
the UK, it doesn't mean you h<Jve to
hang up your cloudrnasters and box up your
GPS for the winter. Go to South Africa!
it's easy now with the Mrnab<Jtho
lnternotion<JI So<:tring Club, a new club run by
the Europe<Jn Soaring Club (ESC) and the
South Afric<tn Soaring Society. The club will
opewte between November and Janumy
from Mmabatho, 350km west of Joh<Jnnesburg. This region enjoys exceptional soaring
conditions. with regular cloudbases of 1415,000ft, sometimes raising to well over
20,000ft. M<Jny 1000km and world record
flights have been mode in Utis region. There
are also good outlanding areas for the pilots

J

•
•
•
•
The European
Soaring Club,
106 High Street,
letsworth,
Oxon, OX9 7AE.
Tel: 0844 281487
Fax: 0844 281580

...............
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wanting 500-750km flights. The ESC offer
glider hire, cJaily weather and t<Jsk briefings
ancJ cross-country twining.
If you're <J glider pilot who w<Jnts to
explore ALL tl1e possibilities <Jnd
experience some of the best soaring
in the world, just ring the number given
below. <Jnd we will be happy to give you
more inform<Jtion <Jbout this exciting new
gliding venture.
Fly in the Pyrenees
For the sixth yem the ESC will be opewting
between Mmch and May in CercJ<Jnya in the
Sp<Jnish Pyrenees. Book early if you want
to experience the wave <Jnd therm<Jis of
this beautiful oncJ remarkable region.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

OMARAMA
NEW ZEALAND

LEAR.N TO GLIDE IN A WEEK

\f

For information on our glider fleet,
accommodation etc, contact:

HIGH COUNTRY GLIDING
Box 81, Omarama New Zealand
Phone/Fox 00 64 3 438 9621
ASW-15a Excellent condition. well equipped panel.
metal/glasslibre trailer in good order, tow-out gear. covers. £12
000 ono. Tel 0525 712507 (evenings).
SCOTIISH GLIDING UNION. Due to the imminent arrival ol 2
K-21s, we will have for sale the following gliders, K-13. K- 13n.
Bacian & 2 x K-8s. All reasonably priced far quick sale. Phone
Alan. Day 0383 51 0653. Night 0383 511917.
LS-7WL HULL. Built 1992, competition number 667, wings la·
tally reprofiled winter 1993/94 to remove carbon fibre shrinkage. Other equipment available. 1st in 1994 Overse as
Nationals. 3rd in 1994 ISM Nationals. Tim Scott 0494 440192,
Roy Scott 0494 881665.
COBRA 15M in excellent condition. Wooden glider with glass
performance. 38:i at 54kts. Powerful brakes. docile handling ,
lull panel. Parachute. barograph and aluminium trailer. £9000
ono. Tel 0430 421550.
NEW TRAILER, suit most15-17M glass or ISM wooden gliders. Excellent condition. £1550 ono. Tel 0454 228755 evenings.
NEWS A LT 0 's AGAIN! Produced in license of U. Hanle by
expenenced German firm. Contact U. Hanle phone/l ax +49
26633420.
MOTORGLIDER L-13 SW Viva!, £17 000. Aeroctub Jicin, P 0
Box 36, 516 01 Jioin. Czech Republic. Fax +42 433 23022
DG-600M, almost new, with Instruments, parachutes and EW.
Please phone or lax Bjorn Bjorklund. +358 61 32111 52.
L-23 SUPER BLANIK 1993. IT 190hrs approx. C ol A 2814/95.
our demonstrator as new. L-33 SOLO new immediate delivery.
Peter Cliffard & Co. Tel & Fax 01491 839316.
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SLMl: I'PL (A pprox _L2,tJtJ() fro m scrJtch)

THE GLIDING CENTRE
Shenington Airfield, Banbury, Oxon OX15 6NY • (0295) 688151
JANTAR STD 3. SOOhrs only, excellent condition. includes M
NAV and Bohli. Metal trailer. £13 500 Tony World (0329) 825088.
PHOEBUS C 17M, 42:1, excellent condition. refinished, complete with instruments . 720ch radio, barograph, English instruments, English closed trailer. Tel (32)52 35 01 58 (Belgium).
K-6cR. Radio flight director, audio varia, nose & belly hooks.
pqrachute, ballery charger, wing/tail dollies, covered trailer.
£6500 ono. T et 0603 55677 or 0379 898381.
K-6cR. External trim tab, new C of A, new wooden trailer 1992.
£6500. Tel (day) 0273 562563 or (eves) 0825 768769.

LIBEL LE H-201B. Beautiful condition. Full instruments. radio.
oxygen. parachute, fitted water ballast, one man rig. tow -out
gear. excellent aluminium trailer. £12 500 ono. View Portmoak.
Tel 0369 750391.
KESTREL 19 including glass-fibre trailer. instruments. baro·
graph , radio , tow-ou! gear, oxygen. £12 500. View Gransden
Lodge Tel 0767 680956 or 0582 422545.
TWIN ASTIR. Basic panels. winch and belly hooks, fixed undercarriage and modified rear sear. £12 000 . 0295 688151.
ZUGVOGEL IliA. 34:1. 17M wood/fabric. Pleasant to fly . £5250
including trailer. 0295 688151.

For pity's sake talk to David Schofield and get organised on a part exchange!
For details of all trailers and kits from up to the minute 15 metre to vintage machines
call 0793-790160 or 822300 or 0831-405272.
Spares - wheels -axles held in stock -all repairs carried out.
Second-hand trailers available.
SCHOFI.ELD AVIATION, The Hangar, Lotmead Farm, Lower Wanborough, Swindon, SN3 4AJ
K-7113 C of A Sept 95. Very good c~nditian, basic instruments.
radio. possible trailer, £7000 ono. Tel: 0304 821588.

-?'-~

/~~

WANTED SECTION
OL Y 463 Good condition with good trailer. Aerotow hook an advantage. Phone 0452 863220.
METAL TRAILER for 17M. any condition , and artilicial horizon
plus inverter. Tel 0529 497538.
SKYLARK 4 TRAILER. Replacement covered trailer suitable
for Skylark 4 needed. Reas<>nable price paid depending on condition. Any offers? Phone John 0342 326247.

Cotswold Gliders
/Prop. T. C-0.11)

HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST WORK IN
Glassfibre, carbon, kevlar, wood and metal inc. alloy . Blanik repair Agent.
All types of repair undertaken- Motor glider engine approval
Kestrel/Libel le aileron drive rebuilds, also rudder drive NOT testing
Machining facilities for oversize wing pins, axles, control rods etc. Tig welding.

Tony Cox (Senior Inspector)
18 Stanton Harcourt Road
Witney, Oxon 0X8 6l0
Tel: Workshop 0993 779380 Office/Fax 0993 774892

October/November 1994

LLOYDS APPROVED
CAA APPROVED COMPANY
A/19182189

SITUATIONS WANTED
EMPLOYMENT WANTED anywhere in country. AEI rated and
Ass Cat by April. Jus tin Lavender, 113 Mackintosh Place.
Roath. Cardiff. CF2 4RN. Tel 0222 488839.
PROFESSIONAL FULL CAT INSTRUCTOR, PPL. SLMGPPL,
seeks new challenges. Available worldwide from October 94.
Available for crewing in "Worlds" 95. Box No 4. BGA, Kimberley
House, Vaughan Way, Leicester. LE1 4SE
MISCELLANEOUS SECTION
STATIC CARAVANS ideal airfield use. £395 - £3000, choice of
30, immediate UK delivery, phone fo r stack list. Kestrel
Caravans Kettering (0536) 51430 1.
COMPLETE SET OF SAILPLANE AND GLIDING from 1950 to
date in 20 binders. Exceptional opportunity. Offers. Yates 071
435 7392.
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BAlTIC SAilPlANES lTD

TAN-Y-GYRT HALL
NAI\TGLYN. DENBIGH, CLWYD. N. WALES
~

L!:.:::..::..J

ARTI FIC IAL HORIZONS
With inverters. New 80mm Czech
made. electric 12v. Fast erect.
Built-in Turn and Slip. £450+VAT

TELEPHONE: !07·1570j 807
10 minul <'~ from C l.yndwr Soarh:1g CJu b
Vur iotlli lt'Jid ing !;l:';.;.sions or Jes:-;ons ~rmnged. wi nch n nd
tow lau nchc:--

BALTIC SAILPLANES LTO
Tc l 0858 467723 (anytime) • 0536 81777 (eves)

Dinncr. bed & bn!.a k f:tt't. frmn £2:3
B\'11 & hn•;,tk('a.~t lh>IU j;J 0

0536 85552 (office) • Fax 0858 467137
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5 Day Courses, unlimited wire launches
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£195
Magnificent Cotswold Soaring Location
Aero-tows available
New Members at every level made most welcome
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Details from

ENSTONE EAGLES GLIDING CLUB LTO
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Enstone Airfield, Church Enstone. Oxon OX7 4NP
Tel: 0608 676708
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C3 FLIGHT COMPUTER
Now with GPS interface for Garmin
55/100 and others
All usual flight computer modes
plus numerous extras
9 Waypoints - 2 Separate V arias and Speea to Fly OirActors Cruiso Damping and Ouad Band (user controlled)
Audio
Frequenc1es selecl able- [ lectronic or Pneumatic Compensation
(adjustabl!!) · Statistics for last three flights
OPTIONS INCLUDE: GPS interlace lor Garm1n 551100 and
others - fully configurabte RMif D1splay Unit -Analogue Vano as
e xtra readOL•t - "G · meter and electron•c barograph under
development.

Price: Basic C3 £1150+VAT/P&P

'

work programme

ZULU GLASSTEK LTD
*
*
*

*

High quality repairs completed on time
General maintenance and instrument installation
We supply GPS, Bohli Compasses, R C Alien horizons, new
altimeters, hard seals, instrument accessories, tapes & polishes,
tail skids & tip rubbers
Limited number of Schueman varios now available

Pete Wells
Workshop & Fax 0844 344345
304

ot London Gliding Club, Dunslable
Opportunity to work alone of the UK's premier gliding
dubs. Would suil Full or Assistant Cot. interested in a voried
CV to Derek Seor, Cfl
at LGC, Tring Road, Dunstoble, Beds LUS 2JP
Tel: 0582 663419 • Fax: 0582 665744

For details call Emst on 0203 382190
or Frank on 021 3532146

(

STAFF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

Home 0494 881364
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

AVIATION LIMITED

!?l!$ SERVICES FOR YOU
NOT ONLY SALES
BUT
SUPPORT AND HELP

* INSTRUMENT AND AVIONICS INSTALLATION
* PARACHUTE PACKING
* INSTRUMENT REPAIRS
* EQUIPMENT HIRE
* CUSTOM BUILT HARNESSES * DYNAFOAM FLIGHT CUSHIONS
* Cof A * HARD WAX POLISH * OXYGEN RECHARGE
* RADIO CRYSTALS AND REPAIRS
* ASI COLOUR MARKING
* GLIDER REGISTRATION LETTERS
* OXYGEN CYLINDER TESTING
CALL FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION
+ GPS at LL;@)~ PRICES

GPS 55 ... ... .. . .. £349 +VAT= £410.08
GPS55AVD . . . . . . £389+VAT= £457.08
FILSER LX400 ... £761.70 +VAT= £895.00

RD Aviation Ltd.
25 BANKSIDE
KIDLINGTON
OXON OX51JE

SCHEMPP-HIRTH
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5-facher Weltmeister in Folge,
ein einmaliger Erfolg ..... .
nicht nur in der Standa1
r d-Kiasse,
sondern in der Geschichte des
Segelflugzeugbaues uberhaupt.

Und 1994 setzten sich die Erfolge sowohl mit dem Gewinn
der Vor-Weltmeisterschaft (KIWI-Glide) als auch der folgenden Nationalen Meisterschaften fort:
BELGIEN
• DANEMARK
..
• DEUTSCHLAND
• ENGLAND
• FINN LAND
• ITALIIEN
• NEUSEELAND
• SCHWEDEN
•
• UNGARN
SPA~NIEN

••

Ferner
stelllte
Schempp-Hirth
bei
den
EuropaMeisterschaften 1994 in ~Rieti (I) mit dem "Discus" zwei der
drei punktgleich auf IPiatz 1 gewerteten Siegerflugzeuge.
U.K. Agents:

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES, MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS.
Tel: 0488 71774
•
Fax: 0488 72482

